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ABSTRACT 

The observability of electrical, cardiac sourees has been studied 

based on non-invasive measurements. The presently available knowledge 

on the cardiac sourees and on the electrical behaviour of the human 

torso have been analysed critically in order to arrive at a proper 

modelling of the system. Unfortunately, accurate quantitative data 

is still not available; consequently various effects of the sourees 

and the inhomogeneous medium could only be studied in a qualitative 

way. The fundamental field-theoretica! constraints caused by the 

geometrical configuration, however, can be formulated. If no constr

aint is put on the sourees to be identified, except for the fact that 

the souree area is restricted to the myocard, tbe observability is 

limited to the identification of pericardial potentials. 

Consequently most of the study is devoted to the identification of 

those potentials. 

As an initial approximation, tbe torso was modelled as being homogen

eous. A simple simulation of the electrical heart action has been 

developed in order to evaluate estimations in model-to-model adjust

ments. Furthermore, for several experimental persons, the potential 

distribution at the skin bas been measured at about 100 electrode 

locations. Also, the torso geometry at these locations has been 

measured in order to account for the conductivity discontinuity inter

face at the skin. 

An attempt has been made to optimise the distribution of these elec

trode positions on the skin by roearts of spherical projection methods. 

Thus the density of electredes is higher in areas where the potential 

differences between adjacent positions on the skin increase. In the 

projected maps, however, the transformed electrode positions are equi

distant, so that a balanced plot of equipotentials results. 

Both simulated data and the actual measurements have been used to iden

tify the corresponding sourees by means of three approaches. The 

first identification model is composed of ~~!~!El~-~!E~!~~· It turns 

out that the skin potentials, tagether with possible magnetic field 

measurements, contain fundamentally insufficient information to iden

tify such a multidipolar model. 

Secondly, the multipolar a~proac~ has been applied, which provided 

a global indication of the. obseryability. A set of maximally 24 pot

ential patterns on the pericard of the lowest spatial frequencies 
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could be estimated. The corresponding skin potential patterns, however, 

are difficult to distinguish, which causes, inevitably, highly biased 

estimations. The eccentric position of the heart appears to he of 

crucial importance. 

Therefore finally a '~!~~!~E-~!!~~-~~S2!~2!i!i2g' has been performed 

on the transfer relating pericardial potentials to skin potentials. 

This results in about 66 patterns on the pericard, which farm a comp

lete set for all possible potential distributions. These pericardial 

patterns correspond to 66 skin patterns which are independent, i.e. 

optimally distinguishable. 

The measured skin potential distribution can be decomposed in this set 

of patterns. In that way the contribution of half of the complete 

set appears to be below the noise level. Consequently in a least 

squares sense the corresponding pericardial patterns have to be con

sidered as unobservable. 

The observable skin patterns should have a high correlation with the 

principal components of the measured skin potential distribution, which 

bas been verified. By exclusively using the principal components, an 

extra filtering of the noise can be accomplished, which results in 

about 50 observable patterns. The contribution of the remaining 16 

patterns to the complete pericardial potential distribution cannot be 

estimated on the basis of skin potentials only. 
An exploratory study bas been made in order to investigate whether im-

plementation of some additional apriori knowledge on the sourees can 

be adequate for identifying the contribution of the remaining unobserv

able patterns. 

The results of this study leave us optimistic about the eventual 

possibilities for identification, if more accurate quantitative data 

become available. 

10 



GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

- Motivation 

0-1 

This study has been performed in an engineering group of measurement 

and control, where the main research topic is system identification. 

Consequently, general parameter- and state-estimation techniques 

are being developed here. An intriguing question, however, arises 

whether, in general,.the available algorithms should become more 

sophisticated or whether much morP pffort will be necessary in the 

rnadelling of particular processes under study, often leading to special 

purpose algorithms. If one is satisfied with a simulation that 

performs an adequate fit to the measured signals, this curve fitting 

may lead to abstract, mathematica! models with a limited number 

of parameters and states. If, on the other hand, the parameters 

and states have to correspond to clear, physical interpretations, 

a more difficult problem may arise concerning the balance between 

details and verification of the model structure on the one side 

and the curve fitting of the measured signals,leading to quantitative 

parameter and state estimates~on the other side. It may appear 

that very sophisticated estimation algorithms possess an efficiency 

worse than very simple algorithms purely because of the fact that 

the fermer, sophisticated algorithms rest on mathematica! 

assumptions not fulfilled by the physical process at issue. On 

the contrary, one may note that nodels of a process that are very 

detailed, led by the fear to overlook some features, cannot be 

identified quantitatively due to insufficient information contents 

of the available measurements. 

The crucial factor appears to be the (measure of) observability 

of the process, both from the apriori knowledge about the type of 

process (determining the possible model structures) and from the 

information contained in the measurements on one particular 

realization of that type of process. 

Since we are aware of the fact that general answers to this dilemma 

cannot be given, we have chosen the particular process under 

consideration in order to study it as an example in the above 

context. Comments refering to this background will not explicitly 

be given in the body of this thesis, but in the final discussion 

the results will properly be evaluated. 

I I 
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- The proeess ehosen 

At aboutJ900 Einthoven suggested the moving dipole as a model for the 

souree of the ECG's (electrocardiograms), that eould be measured in 

those days. Since that time much research has been devoted to the 

analysis of the electrical sourees within the heart muscle, to the 

influence on the electrical fields of the medium around the heart 

and to the extension and impravement of the ECG measurements at the 

body surface. The attainments in these research activities should 

have led to the ultimate goal: the identification of the physical 

sourees for arbitrary individuals, exclusively based upon non

invasive measurements to such an extent that an accurate detection 

and detailed localisation of heart defects would be possible. 

So far, one has not reached this goal. Of course the time be

haviour of the ECG's is intensively being used by cardiologists 

to diagnose conduction defects, but the geometrical information 

has only led to a poor, global localisation of anomalies. Until 

now the 'physical' modelsof the heart sourees were questionable 

even with respect to their ability to produce ECG's similar to 

the real measurements (denoted as the ~~~~J-~~J~~J-~~). Attempts 

to estimate the parameters of merely 'mathematica!' models from 

measured ECG's indicated as the '!gy~[!~_Q!Qhl~m', also failed, 

as this happened to be an ill-conditioned problem. Due to these 

characteristics this inverse problem in electrocardiography seemed 

to be a proper case study in the context of the primary motivation. 

- Description of the study 

For a profound exposition of the cardiographic field and a historica! 

survey the reader is refered to widely available textbooks. The 

various features pertinent to this study will be indicated at the 

proper locations as follows: 

In chapter I those field-theoretica! considerations are given, that 

put fundamental limits on the observability of the electrical sourees 

of the heart. Chapter 2 is devoted to a systematic sketch of the 

present status of available knowledge about the primary heart 

sourees as far as it is relevant for our study. Similarly chapter 3 

describes the qualitative electrical behaviour of the medium 

between heart and skin tagether with the mathematica! techniques 

which will be used to describe it quantitatively. 
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Next the acquisition of the data base for our study is explained 

in chapter 4 and an appropriate technique is introduced for the 

display of isopotential maps. Also a simple simulation model of 

cardiac activity is introduced, which is necessary for model-to

madel studies, reported on in the follo~áng chapters. 

So far the fundamental characteristics of the process have been 

outlined and the data base has been established. Then in chapter 5 

it is shown that very simple ~~!!!~!E~!~E models are able to 

produce similar skin potentials in model-to-model adjustments as 

well as in applications to real measurements. These multidipolar 

roodels are lumped models of the real sources, which in reality are 

continuously distributed in space. Very few dipales (lumped 

sections) are sufficient to produce the relevant part of the skin 

potentials, which is caused by the geometrical configuration. This 

already indicates the poor information contents of the skin potent

ials. In order to analyse the information contents, the skin 

potentials have been transformed into pericardial potentials in 

chapter 6 by means of a truncated IDY!!i~Q!är series. This exercise 

leads to a definition of the global observability of pericardial 

potentials in terms of the maximal order of a multipolar series. 

The asymmetrie position of the heart in the chest and the resultant 

differences df observability of various parts of the heart, however, 

require another technique, adapted to the nonspherical beunding 

surfaces of both pericard and skin. Therefore chapter 8 provides 

a speetral analysis of the transfer of the pericardial potentials 

to the skin potentials. 

Since the skin potentials caused by the heart souree should reflect 

certain characteristics, a speetral analysis of this data base is 

performed in chapter 8 in order to imprave the signal to noise ratio. 

Thereupon the combined results of chapters 7 and 8 have been used in 

chapter 9 to define the limits of observability. There it is also 

investigated whether some extra apriori information of the real 

sourees could be sufficient to fill the observability gap. Also a 

fundamental analysis is given of the possible use of magnetic fields. 

In the final discussion the various studies are evaluated from the 

general point of view of system identification. 

13 
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1, STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM IN GENERAL FIELD-THEORETICAL TERMS 

It is remarkable that in the past,bioelectric phenomena inspired 
man to start research in electricity and magnetism. In 1792 Galvani 
(1737 - 1798) described (in bis "De viribus electricitatis in motu 
musculari commentarius") how eleven years before,he observed by chance, 
that a frog's paw contracted when it was brought into contact with 
zinc and copper. One should remember that Volta (1745 - 1827) and 
Ampère (1775 - 1836) were his contemporaries. 
Cardiology dates from an even earlier time, for already in 1628 
Harvey cut up a frog's heart and observed the separate contraction 
of all pieces. The frog has proved his usefulness during later 
times too. In 1856 KÖlliker and MÜller demonstrated the presence of 
action currents in hearts by letting frogs' paws contract as a 
response to these currents. In fact this resulted in the first 
electrocardiograph with a frog's paw as electromechanical transducer. 
Contrary to history, where the bioelectrics can be compared to a 
caterpillar which led to the butterfly of the physical electro
magnetics, we will nov try to catch this butterfly in order to 
produce an analogue of that bioelectric caterpillar. 

1.1 Restrietion to.quasistationary electrical fields 

The primary electrical sourees in the heart muscle generate a time

varying, electrical and magnetic field in the body. The electrical 

field potential can easily be measured by the use of electrodes, 

especially on the skin. The magnetic field can be detected also 

outside the body, but this measurement is mostly corrupted by much 

noise. The peak magnitude of the cardiac magnetic field is only one 

millionth of the earth's steady magnetic field. Hence measurements 

must be made by very sensitive and specialised devices such as a 

so-called SQUID (Superconducting Quanturn Interference Device). 

(Cohen, 1970; Karp, 1973,1977). In literature one finds almast 

exclusively theoretica! comments (Plonsey, 1972; McFee, 1972; 

Geselowitz, 1973) or reports of actual measurements interpreted 

solely in an empirica! way (Karp, 1973, 1977). A true relationship 

of the MCG (magneto-cardio-gram) and the ECG (electra-cardio-gram) 

has not yet been evaluated. At the end of chapter 9 we will camment 

on the possibly additional information of the magnetic field, when 

we have discussed profoundly the electrical field. As we could not 

acquire equipment andpersonnelsupport to obtain extensive MCG

measurements we provisionally will leave the magnetic field out of 

our scope. Generally this cannot be done, as we know that through 

Maxwell's laws the electrical and magnetic fields are related by means 

of time differentials. Fortunately, these time differentials are 

negligible due to the well-conducting properties of the medium of the 
human torso. If at a certain moment 

14 
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some inhomogeneous, spatial charge density would exist, it would 

disperse in time periods that are very short compared to the 

frequency-contents of ECG's and depolarisation waves of cell membranes. 

This implies that we can assume the fields and sourees to be quasi

stationary, which involves an eliminatien of the time t. At any 

moment we may 'freeze' the fields and suppose that the sourees 

continue to produce the same currents. Of course this does not ex

clude the existence of a static magnetic field, but the electrical 

and magnetic fields are solely related via the primary sourees and 

mathematically they can be evaluated independently. The claimed 

quasi-stationary approximation is also rigorously supported by 

Plonsey (1967, 1969) based on the electromagnetic properties of 

living tissue, the dimensions of the body and the frequency contents 

of the sources: He shows that propagative, inductive and capacitive 

effects are negligible. We will not go into details, but will 

rather use the results and at any moment consider the whole system 

of heart and body as a system of current sourees in a purely 

resistive medium, The medium may be anisotropic and inhomogeneous, 

yet it remains linear. For such a system a reciprocity theerem can 

be derived (McFee, 1952; Brody, 1953, 1961, 1961; Plonsey, 1963, 

1969). 

Since this reciprocity is the point of departure for our analysis 

and because it is a suitable way of introèucing notations, we give 

a simple derivation in the next section. 

1.2 Derivation of reciprocity 

We will illustrate the reciprocity with Fig. 1.1, where the medium 

is piecewise homogeneous, is bounded by surface ST' and is surrounded 

by air (a = 0). The homogeneaus parts are bounded by interfaces S .• 
~ 

All primary sourees are concentrated in a limited volume and there 

are no surfaces which enclose the sources, except for ST, 

( Surface ST includes V T + I V i). 

For each homogeneaus volume we can apply Green's second theorem: 

fJJ(~V2'1'- 'I'V 2~)dV = JI(~ ;: -'I' ~=)dS (1-l) 

V S 

where surface S encloses volume V just inside the physical 
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conductivity interface, and ~ ~s the outwards directed normal on S. 

This constitutes the following equations: 

IJ 
:l'l' (4-
Du. 

'I' :J4> )dS "' 0 
::ln. 

s. l 
l 

11:::0 

l. 

• ·-#}tv 
.!.1 ---+; 

• 
.!2 

(1-2) 

for i"' l, 2, 3 •••••• N (1-3) 

0 
• 

Fig. 1.1 A piecewise homogeneaus medium 

if <I> is the real potential due to the primary heart sourees and 'I' 

the reciprocal, lead field due to sourees outside ST. 

Inside ST there are no sourees generating '~'• so V2'1' "' 0. 

No current belonging to the fieldt can pass ST; consequently 

!! I "'o. 
all.:t. s 

T 
For the surfaces S. holds:' no potential differences exist across the 

l 

inhomogeneity interfaces and also holds 

OT :~'!' + 0 • ~'I' "' 0 
" l en. 1 

( 1-4) 

because there are no sourees in the interfaces. 
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Substitution.of (1-4) into (1-3) yields: 

l)T IJ' (~lt._ - 'I' .Ê.L)dS "' 0 
o. <lnT ()~ 

1 s. 
(1-5) 

1 
Consequently (1-2) is transformed into: 

- JJf'l'·i2
<tJJV= IJ <l> lt._ dS J au (1-6) 

VT ST . 

which is the desired form of the reciprocity theorem. 

The practical implementation will be explained insection 1.4. 

We will now preeeed to explain the importance of equation (1-6) with 

respect to the observability of the primary sources. 

1.3 The observability in case of a completely known medium 

Equation (1-6) actually describes the whole problem of the observ

ability of cardiac sourees on the basis of measurements at the skin 

ST. The field~, however, can only be evaluated if all properties 

of the medium, such as the topology and the specific conductivities, 

are completely known. In the problem at hand, this troublesome 

condition can never be fulfilled exactly. Of course we are able to 

measure meticulously the electrical properties of living tissue, 

be it mainly 'in vitro' and with problems in electrode-electrolyte 

interfaces. Futhermore, we may obtain quite a lot of anatomie 

information by means of anatomizing, X-rays and ultrasonic measure

ments. Yet these data on the medium will partly be.determined on 

objects different from the actual individual that we want to study, 

and the data may show rather high variances among all individuals. 

Apart from this nonconformity the data cannot be expected to possess 

a high signal-to-noise ratio due to the equipment and the slight 

displacements within the body by movements such as breathing. 

(As the electrical activity precedes the mechanica! contraction of 

the heart, we may neglect the influence tne contraction.) We will 

comment on the influence of respiration in chapter 4. 

The analysis of the lack of complete data on the medium will be 

postponed till section 1.5 and provisionally we will continue to 

discuss the features of formula (1-6) because even the assumption of 

a fully known medium cannot prevent the fact that we are confronted 

with some fundamental, severe difficulties. 
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The 'Y -field has to adapt to the same inhomogenei ties as does the 

real field \11 • The evaluation of 'I' has to be performed mathematically 

or with the use of simulation models. This causes some problems, 

but it offers no fundamental restrictions. Neither does the measute

ment of the ECG's and of the torso geometry. So there are no in

surmountable difficulties in the acquisition of the data that 

constitute the right hand side of equation (1-6), by which the left 

hand integral is evaluated. Because no restrictions were made with 

respect to the sourees of 'Y, provided they appear outside ST, we may 

choose from an infinite number of possible 'Y-fields. Then equation 

(1-6) clearly states, that the sourees to be identified in the term 

\7 2~ have to be considered as 'distributions 1 in the mathematica! 

sense rather than functions that are directly measurable (Papoulis 

1962). So the object is not really a well defined function, and 

easy to handle, but the properties of the sourees can only be ob

tained as 'distribution' functions where measurements can only 

evaluate integrals that incorporate the sources. 

As an example of a generally known distribution the Dirac pulse may 
be given. This distribution has no meaning as a function, but it 
exclusively proves its value in an integral together with some 
function like f; a distribution attaches some value to the function 
f by means of the integral. For the mathematically defined, one~ > 

dimensional Dirac function ó(t) we know that it defines ff(t)ö(t)dt='Y(O) 
For the electrical souree distribution of the heart such a simplè 
solution is not available. 

We have to be satisfied with the empirical salution of the right 

hand side of equation (1-6) for different choices of '{1. 

Inevitably we are confronted with this limitation, which causes the 

identification to suffer from three consequences: 

I) A function is always a distribution; a dis tribution may turn out 

be a function, but not necessarily so. In our case, we may hope 

that at least the souree distribution can be approximated by a 

function, but such a function is not necessarily unique, Indeed, it 

has already been shown by Helmholtz in 1853 (Helmholtz, 1853; 

Wilson, 1950), that there is no unique solution. So the observability 

is fundamentally limited, which can easily he understocid by cam

paring the spatial dimension of the data and the sources. The data 

acquisition exclusively takes place on the skin, which consti1;:utes 

a two-dimensional measurement space, whereas the souree area fills 

a three-dimensional space. A finite three-dimensional, continuous 
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space eau never be transformed distinctively and completely onto a 

finite two-dimensional space in the sense that a unique inverse 

transformation is possible. Certainly the real sourees produce a 

unique potential pattern on the skin. Mathematically this eau also 

be performed in a quantitative, numerical simulation: the so

called forward problem in electrocardiology. There is no funda

mental restrietion for the computation of the potential pattern on 

the skin departing from the left hand side of equation (1-6), 

The inverse transformation, however, the well-known inverse problem 

in cardiology, eau never be made unique without apriori knowledge 

or restrictions on the sources. In turn this apriori knowledge eau 

only be ob'tained by measurements inside the souree area, so in 

between the possibly discrete sources, We will camment upon this 

later on and for the moment return to the theorem of Helmholtz. This 

theorem states, that a three-dimensional souree distribution causes 

a field outside the souree area, which eau fully be simulated by an 

equivalent electrical layer (more or less narrowly) enclosing the 

souree area, but at all events in between the sourees and the ob

server. Outside the souree area, we cannot distinguish the real 

souree from such an equivalent layer around it. This holds for the 

complete space outside the souree area, Consequently, additional 

measurements in e.g. the esophagus, the stomach, the lungs or even 

inside the ventricles or atria of the heart itself cauuot attribute 

euough to obtain a defiuite solutiou for the problem. On a micro

scop.ic scale even the intraroural measurements (Durrer, 1970; Sc her, 

1956) are limited by the same restriction. The conclusion has to be, 

that without apriori knowledge of the sourees the ultimate result 

cannot be more than the identification of any equivalent layer en

closing the three-dimensional actual source. 

Although the equivalence of sourees is discussed in textbooks.(e.g. 

Harrington, 1958) no derivation affiliating the stationary case bas 

beenfound. Therefore we will supply au appropriate derivation in 

section 1.4, so that we eau use this approach to discuss the impli

cations of a partly known mediuminsection 1.6. 

2} Practice forces us to apply a finite number of ~-functions and 

evaluations of the corresponding surface integral in (l-6). As a 

consequence the resolution of tbe souree distribution is prescribed 
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by that limited number of W-funetions used, A eontinuous deseription 

of even a ~1o-dimensional equivalent souree distribution is impos

sible. The pragmatie salution bas to he a diseretization based upon 

the restrietion of the spatial frequencies in the equivalent souree 

and the eorresponding skin potential patterns. Then a two-dimen

sional extension of the sampling theerem of Shannon has to be applied, 

In the roodels that we will discuss (i.e. the multiple dipole model, 

the multipolar model, the finite surface elements model) a sampling 

of the three and two-dimensional space has indeed been performed. 

However, in literature, hardly any camment has been made on the 

justification of the sampling. If the sampling periods are too wide, 

and they always will be, the aliasing effect appears. The narrower 

the allowed frequency-band, the more this effect will disturb the 

results. Anyhow a restrietion of the spatial frequency contents has 

to be made and moreover this choice will mainly be made on the basis 

of the skin-potentials. Unfortunately, as will be shown in chapters 

2 and 3, the medium in between the heart sourees and the skin acts as 

a lew pass filter for the spatial frequencies. Therefore we are 

inclined towards a lower frequency bound than is justifiable on the 

basis of the actual sources. This limitation severely interferes 

with the following one: 

3) Because of the inevitable noise (due to e.g. EMG's (electro-myo

gram),tissue movement, change of the electrical properties of the 

medium, foreign fields, electrode displacements, noise in the EeG

amplifiers) the field ~ can never be measured accurately. Incorpor

ation of this noise as an additive term~ changes (1-6) into 

dV ff<~ + ~> a~ 
s a~ 
T 

(1-7) 

It is obvious that the amplitude of the ~-function does net have any 

effect on the signal-to-noise ratio, as both signal ~ and noise ~ 

are multiplied by it. This puts a basic bound on the measure of 

observability of the electrical heart sources. We do net have an 

opportunity to increase any measuring or input signal. This insight 

is also much more evident not from this reciprocal approach but in 

the forward problem since the data obtained on the skin are produced 

by the sourees to be identified themselves. The only way is to 

attack the noise,and filtering in time and space is indispensable in 
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order to decrease the noise influences. The noise, however, can 

never be filtered out completely and later studies will reveal that 

especially for higher spatial frequencies, the S/N-ratio is the worst. 

Detection of high spatial frequency components of V 2~ implies the use 

of high frequency ~-fields, which appear to possess small penetrating 

powers for the medium. This implies that the intensity of the W

field in the souree area of ~ is the smaller compared to the ~! 
on the skin if the spatial frequency increases. Therefore, higher 

estimated value for ~ will follow as the product ~V 2~ has to account 

for the relatively high value of ~~~·In turn the consequence is, 

that the S/N-ratio in the inverse problem is drastically decreased 

incase too many high spatial frequencies are taken into account. 

This effect puts severe bounds on the resolution of the estimated 

sources. 

The above conclusions derive their validity from the assumption that 

equation (1-6) describes all kinds of possible observations of the 

heart from the skin surface in the most essential, fundamental way. 

I want to add that this description is not only the most fundamental 

one but even a unique one. I know no essentially different approach 

that defines the relation between the unknown sourees and the 

observers on ST. All other descriptions of the field~. which one 

finds in this thesis as well, depart from a model of the sourees 

itself andimplicitly put restrictions on them, thus vialating the 

black box idea. The application of models transgresses the gener

ality of the sources, Therefore equation (1-6) seems to be an 

appropriate means to determine the limits of an identification and 

provides almest directly criteria for the observability 'pur sang', 

as well as for the measure of observability in noisy surroundings. 

As we have denoted, the identification of the sourees is restricted 

to two dimensions. In the next section we will elaborate on this 

restriet ion. 

1.4 The concept of equivalent layers 

Two kinds of equivalent layers will be discussed: 

I) Current monopoles (sources or sinks) on a surface in a dis

tributed manner so that one can define a current density Is • 

The behaviour of such a single layer in homogeneaus immediate 
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surroundings can be characterised by the change in potential w,and in 

the normal derivative or the electric field iPten:3it.y ~! , when an 

observer passes a circalar disc of such a layer perpendicularly 

through the center: 

cr 

t !.·.!!. 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

observer moving 
along normal axis 

0 

o --... r.n o __ r.n 

Fig. 1.2 Single layer 

lim 
r.n+ +o 

lim 
r.n+ -o 

\ti = lim <!> 
r.n...,. -o 

lim 
r .• n+ +o 

I s 
C1 

(1-8) 

2) Current dipoles (source and sink of equal strength at an in

finitely small distance) perpendicular on a surface which give rise 

to a surface moment density 1 • The behaviour of such a double layer 

can analogously be defined: 
I 
I 
I 

C1 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
::: -
+ 
+ 

C1 

n 

observer moving 
along normal axis 

lim a <I> 

!.·.!!. .... +o an 

lim 
<I> 

r.n + -o 

(See also v. Bladel, 
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For the sake of simplicity we will discuss the configuration of 

Fig. 1.4, where inhomogeneity interfaces do not dissect two inter

faces L
0 

and 1
1

, which enclose all primary sources. 

a 
0 

Fig. 1.4 Position of an equivalent layer 

If the field ~ originating from sourees outside ST, meets the same 

inhomogeneities inside ST as does the real field ~. the inhomo

geneity effects will be cancelled as has been shown in formula (1-1) 

up to (1-6) and we may write: 

Jf<i!> a~ - ~ a<ï> )ds 
Cln. on. 

1. 1. V L 'JL 
o o I 

From (1-10) we can conclude that any souree inside L
0
uL

1 
that 

. a<ï> 
produces the same iJ> and Cln on L

0
uL

1 
will result in the same potent-

ials on the boundary ST as the original sourees do. As the super

position theorem holds, we will show that an equivalent single or 

double layer or a combination, is able to produce the same fields in 

VT. 

Suppose that the specific conductivity aT in VT becomes infinitely 

large solely for the field ~ so that no potential differences can 

exist in VT. 

to he added 

condition 

By that change an extra field, harmonie inside 1
1

, has 

in order to obtain a field <P*, which satisfies the 

<P*I 
Ll 

0 ( 1-11) 

Because the field~ and the primary sourees remain the same, equality 

( 1- 1 O) becomes: 

JIJ v v2 <P dv - -JJ 'V o<P* ds V L on. (1-12) 
o I 1. 

Now define a single layer L in between 1
0 

and 1
1 

that satisfies 
a<P* = cr

0 
~· which causes an extra field X• We will prove now that 

1. 
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the field X inside VT equals the field ~. ~at~y~~-~~~-ch~~~~~~: 

!!!!S!-~!-!h~-~~2!~-~~!!!2~_1 1 are, 
The secend theerem of Green with respect to field X yields: 

Jf(IJ! Ê,X - X (lqt) dS 
L 

an. an. 
I ~ ~ 

(l-13) 

0 JJ(- IJ! Ê.X + X ~IJ! ) dS 
L ani oni 

(H4) 

Addition of above equ~tions and diminishing the distance between L 
0 (}IJ! 

and 1 1 cancels the term x ~. as x is continuous 

layer. By application of (1~9) the discontinuous 

I a~* 
• - Jf '1:' -

5 
dS = - Jf IJ! - dS 

L o L ani 

across the single 

term~ causes: on. 
~ 

(1-15) 

Remembering equation (l-12) results in the equality: 

Iff 'l' il 2 ~ dV 
V 

0 

(l-16) 

Consequently all fields outside L may well be attributed to either ~ 

or X sources, because they cause exactly the same fields, Generally: 

A field outside a surface L, incorporating all primary sourees, is 

identical to the field caused by a single lazer just inside L with a 

current density Is which equals the outwards directed normal deriv

ative of the potential on L, when L is short circuited by a super

conductor, divided by the specific conductivity o. 

The scalar sum of all primary sourees inside V
0 

is zero, because no 

currents can leave the body. Under that condition it can be proven 

in a completely analogous way, that an equivalent double layer exists. 

Because of the parallellism with the single layer and the fact that 

no new aspects result from a formal derivation, we will omit that 

proof and only state: 

A field outside a surface L, enclosing all primary sources, is 

identical to the field caused by a double layer just inside L with 

a dipale density T, which equals the potential on L, when L interfaces 

an insulating medium, divided by the specific conductivity o. 

1.5 Some possible, practical implementations 

Befare passing on to the discussion of partly known media, some ex

amples from literature will be cited, which sametimes use a 
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discretised form of the integral equations, This discretization can 

be obtained by transforming the continuous mapping into a finite sum 

of two terminal transfers as follows. 

If the primary sourees of the currents are 
density I (r), then: 

characterised by a volume 

V - - u V2+ • I 
'[' V 

(1-17) 

The field ~ is caused by sourees outside ST and can fully 
by the currents normal to ST in all points on the surface. 
this current per surface area as I (r) then 

be described 
Define 

So (1-6) becomes: 

Suppose, that 
l 

s 

s -
l 

8 

JJJ 'l'lvdV : IJ 
VT ST 

HdS 
s 

1 os ~s (.Ea -.E) - 0 s (.Eb -.E~ V 

(1-18) 

(1-19) 

(1-20) 

where o is a two-dimensional Dirac function, which represents a 
~-sourc~ in the form of two current conducting electredes on the skin 
with a small interfacing area. 
Suppose also that 

I 
V 

1 r.~(t
ov l V -J 

- , (r. -r)l 
\·' -.:. -~ 

*) 

where o is a three-dimensional Dirac function. 
Substitgtion of (1-20) and (1-21) into (1-19) leads to: 

( 1-21) 

[ 'l'(r,) - 'l'(r. )l 1 : r:.(r ) - !(r )1. I (1-22) 
-, -2 j uv l: -a -•·.'.1 os 

This equation asserts that a difference in the potential 'f between 
the points r 1 and r2 due to a unity current supplied in r and 
removed in ~ is equal to the difference of potential ~ -abetween 
the points r and ~ due to the same amount of current supplied in ~1 
and removed-ain r 2 • 

As will he discussed in chapter 2 the primary sourees in the heart 
muscle can be supposed to be small cut:rent dipoles, i.e. a positive 
and a negative current souree of equal strength at a small distance. 
In order to relate the reciprocity theorem to current dipoles, we 
write: 

+ ••••••• (1-23) 

If r1 - r2 approaches zero, the higher order terms are negligible. 
Furthermore, let I (rl - r2) = m • 

OV- - -o 
These assumptions transfarm (1-22) into: 

E(!l) - 'l'(_!z~ 1ov = V'1'(!2) 1ov <.!t-.!2) 

( 1-24) 

*) Positions of~· ~· ~ 1 and ~2 can be found in figure 1.1. 
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The current I in r and .!.j, is said to generata a lead. field IJl 
belonging to oslead-aab, If I is a unity current (e.g. I mA), 
it is evident that the lead volta0g~ V b = Hr ) - Hrb) equals V'!' .m • a -~ - -o \fuen the higher order terms in (1-23) cannot be neglected, the above 
concept may be extended to higher order poles using tensor description 
(Brody 1961). . 

The transfer from the sourees to the electrades can be studied in two 

ways: 

I) Directly by postulating models of the sourees and determining the 

potantials at the outer surface through models of the medium. This 

metbod provides information about the optimal placing of the elec

trades. (Frank, 1955; Horan, 1963; Bayley, 1964; Rush, 1966, 1971; 

Barnard, 1967; Burger, 1968; Lynn, 1968; Rogers, 1968). 

2) Introduce a reciprocal field IJl and try to find the character

istics of this field in the area of the real sources. When this is 

done, the contribution of one souree configuration to the supposed 

leads is easily found. (McFee, 1952; Brody, 1953, 1956). 

In earlier times only three leads were used, where a combination of 
these three leads should constitute approximately one equivalent 
dipole (e.g. Brody,l956), In fact, the sourees are numerous but 
concentrated in a limited area. The lead voltage is then given by 

M 
V =I Vl(r.).m(r.) (1-25) 

ab i -l --1 

if there are M current dipales m(r.) in r .• This concentration. of 
sourees, the inhomogeneities and die conftguration of the s.ources · 
cause the equivalent dipale to be a rather good representation. 
(Frank, 1955, 1955). This explains the high popularity of vectorcar
diography. We will camment on this in chapters 5 and 6. 

Different techniques analysing the human body are used, They can be 

distinguished into three categories: 

I) Physical models: 

la two-dimensional fluid currents model (McFee, 1952). 

lb two-dimensional electrolytic tanks (Bayley, 1964). 

Je three-dimensional electrolytic tanks (Rush, 1971; Frank, 1955; 
Burger, 1968). 

ld two-dimensional models with teledeltos paper (Brody, 1953; 
Kempner, 1970). 

Ie resistance networks (Liebmann, 1950; McFee, 1968). 

2) Placing electrical sourees in living beings and measuring surface 

maps due to reciprocal activatien (Horan, 1963; Spach, 1977; 

Hersh, 1978). 
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3) Mathematica! models, which can be distinguished into: 

3a simplified theoretica! models in order to explain certain 
phenomena by simple analytica! computation (generally used 
e.g. Yeh, 1957, 1959; Damen, 1973; Rudy, 1979). 

3b discretization of the integral equation. This metbod is 
mostly applied in literature (Rogers, 1968; Barnard, 1967; 
Rush, 1966; Barr, 1966; Lynn, 1968; Barr, 1970; Martin, 1972; 
Barr, 1977), 

3c discretization of the differential equation, where the theory 
of the finite èlements may be used. In this approach one 
needs more computational memory than in the previous one, 
but on the other hand there is a great flexibility with 
respect to e.g. anisotropies (Zienkiewicz,l965; Terry, 1967; 
Natarajan , 1976). 

It is worthwhile to comment on the aspects of the extrapolation from 
two to three dimensions. Quantitatively the fields,due to comparable 
sourees in two or three dimensions, are completely different. E.g. a 
point charge in the origin leads to a potential field ln(r) in two 
dimensions and l/r in three dimensions. So one should be very care
ful when drawing conclusions for three dimensions on the basis of a 
twodimensional model. 
Also qualitatively, the behaviour of three-dimensional fields differ 
from the two-dimensional fields. In 1971, Rush drew attentiontoa 
typical phenomenon. In a closed, conductive, two-dimensional medium, 
which may be inhomogeneous and anisotropic, a single current dipole 
can cause only one maximum and one minimum in the potential on the 
outer boundary. In three dimensions, however, more relative maxima 
and minima are possible, due to the extra degree of freedom for the 
volume currents. Also the boundary effects play a different part. 
In two dimensions, a circular theoretica! boundary in a homogeneaus 
medium provides two parts: the inner and outer areas. The im
pedances seen from that circular boundary are the same for both parts. 
This is certainly not true for a spherical boundary in three dimens
ions as is shown by Einstein (1973). 

This ends the digression in the form of a little survey of medium 

modelling. Now we will study befarehand the effects of insufficient 

knowledge in a qualitative manner. 

1.6 The observability in case of a (partly) unknown medium 

Since we only want to study the limits of (the measure of) observ

ability, we do not intend to model the complete medium in such a 

detailed manner as in some of the studies cited in the previous 

section. Our philosophy asserts that, even if the assumption of a 

homogeneaus medium in model-to-model adjustments does not allow a 

convincing improvement of the identification relatively to the clin

ical techniques, at least we can expect comparatively poor results 

for reality which is much more complicated. If, on the other hand, 

the results based upon a homogeneaus medium prove to be promising, 
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we will be able to extend the study with inhomogeneities. Therefore 

we will confine most evaluations to the homogeneaus medium, but we 

will not hesitate to comment qualitatively on the influences of the 

inhomogeneities in chapter 3. 

Contrary to the previous ~-functions, which were to meet the same 

inhomogeneities as the real field ~. we will now implement a ~-field 

for a completely homogeneaus medium. At least for such a homogeneaus 

medium we can evaluate ~ exactly on the basis of the defined sourees 

of ~ and the data of the outer boundary geometry, which can easily 

be measured. Using such a ~-field, we can study two features: 

I) In what way can inhomogeneities be simulated by secondary'sources? 

2) How much information about the inhomogeneities can be gained 

ex~lusively from skin measurements and is this information sufficient 

in the identification of the electrical sources? 

To this end it is necessary to leave the attractive assumption of an 

insulatingair medium around the body, which so far allowed us to omit 

the term~ ~!Tls in formula (1-2). Also under the circumstance of 

a homogeneaus meàium for ~, equation ( 1-4) changes into: 

Substitution of (1-26) into 

a~ 
+ a~ 

a~ äii. = 0 

~ 

(1-3) leads to: 
cr. 

(I - ...2:.) 
aT 

<P a~ IJ dS 
s. a~ 
~ 

fJ 'i' a4> ds 
s. a~ 
~ 

Inserting (I-27b) into (1-2) gives: 

- ffJ ~ V24> dV + 

' 
VT 

' A B 

c 

(1-26) 

(l-27a) 

(l-27b) 

( 1-28) 

, 

Equation (1-28) obviously shows that, apart from the primary sourees 

V24> in term B, some additional secondary, two-dimensional sourees 
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0T-0 i a~ appear on the inhomogeneity interfaces. These secondary 
~anT 
sourees simulate the inhomogeneity effects at the interfaces, 

Comparable to the equivalent layers as derived in the previous 

section, equation (l-27a) leads to a double layer with density 

T =(0i-aT)·~Is., while equation (l-27b) leads toa single layer with 

density I = cr~ - 0i· a~ I . 
s -

ojcrT a~ iSi 

However, these layers do not reprasent primary sources, but inhomo

geneity effects. So these equivalent sourees only keep their valid

ity if the complete medium remains unchanged. 

Each change of the medium will result in different layers. Suppose 

that we change the skin facing medium from an infinite impedance 

(insulatingair) into a finite impedance, i.e. a conductive medium 

not necessarily homogeneous, Practically, this can be realised by a 

large number of electrades interconnected by some resistance network. 

We are then able to measure the current passing each electrode and 

thus to define ~~ I S , ( Note that the secondary sourees of the 

layers will chan~). T 

Let us now study the effects,when the resistance network changes, but 

the ~ is kept constant. As the field ~ will change, also term A will 

obtain a different value which remains completely measurable, The 

primary sourees cannot change by their own nature and. eonsequently 

the same holds for term B. Inevitably all changes measured in term 

A have to he attributed to the term C, more precisely to the second

ary sourees ~~ I s.. Conclusion: changes in the outside impedance 

cause differ:&ceskin the skin potentials and currents,which only 

inform us about the inhomogeneities and reveal nothing extra about 

the primary sources. Of course one should correct this conclusion 

immediately, if the heart sourees appear not to be primary. The word 

primary is used in the sense that the sourees will not change under 

the influence of a different impedanee e.g. when a person has had a 

good meal, takes a bath or is subjected to an open chest operation. 

If one doubts the primarity or independenee of the sources, one should 

also camment on the open chest measurements of Durrer (1970). 

Nevertheless, a changing impedance offers us an insight into two kinds 

of possibly additional information in order to overcome the difficulty 

of a partly unknown medium: 
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a) Is it possible to choose a ~-field in such a way, that the 

term C can be neglected? 

b) Is it possible to obtain all information about the inhamogen

eities inside the body on the basis of skin measurements? 

ad a) For an optimal observation of the electrical heart sources, 

the ~-fields have to satisfy three conditions: 

~ = o in the region of the inhomogeneities as to avoid term C. 

the ~-field has to be highly variable and intensive in the 

region of the primary sourees of ~ in order to obtain a 

satisfactory degree of observability. 

the sourees of ~ can solely be allowed to exist outside ST' 

because if V2~ ~ o inside VT' one will have to measure the 

~-field in the souree area of~ according to formula (1-1). 

It is evident that these conditions are contradictory and incon

sistent. 

ad b) Term C is not fully detectable from the measurement of A 

because of the unknown B. In the silent periods between heart 

activity,V2~ equals zero, so that no measurement in this sense 

can be made at all. However, during these same periods, we 

are able to conneet artificial sourees at the outside of ST 

to the already applied resistance netwerk in order to produce 

some ~* field. In that way the term B vanishes and we obtain 

the relation: 

r crT - cri ff ~ ~*~s • ff (~* a~ - ~ a~*) ds (1-29) 
i cri si a~ sT a~ anT 

Because we don't know the geometry of Si' this is not of much help. 

But we can readily see that, from the two-dimensional measurements 

defined by the right hand side of (1-29) we may derive the distrib

utions 0T- 0 i a~* I , which is two-dimensional as well, at least 
cri ~ s. 

l 
in case of a known topology of the medium and by means of different 

choices for ~. Equation (1-29) clearly shows that both electrical 

constants and topology cannot be estimated simultaneously from skin 

measurements on the basis of stationary fields. Nevertheless; (1-29) 

provides some information on the electrical behaviour of the medium, 

be it on the basis of an externally applied field ~*. which can 

never correspond to the actual field~. Application of (1-29) can 

supply us with the three-dimensional impedance of the medium seen 
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from the two-dimensional boundary, For an infinite variety of sourees 

for ~*• we can measure the potentials and currents through the skin 

and more or less implicitly apply Ohm's law in three dimensions •. 

(A related short comment has been made for a two points resistance 

by Pilkington (1966)). An approach as sketched above will lead us to 

the identification of the parallel impedance of the skin interface, if 

no apriori knowledge·of the medium is available. It providesus with 

no information whatsoever about the ~ impedance between the 

heart sourees and the skin. 

Nevertheless, we can extend this study and suppose that at least all 

geometrical information is available due to the use of tomography 

with X-rays or ultrasonics. 

Under the condition of a known topology it is no longer necessary to 

claim a homogeneaus medium for the o/-fields so tbat we may define the 

same topology for the 1!'-fields, but yet unknown specific conductiv

ities, which have to be estimated as a .• So (1-4) or (1-26) become 
~ 

aT a~* a. a~* - + ~-
a~ ani 

0 
a a'!! a. <lo/ 
T- + ~ <ln. • o 
a~ ~ 

and (1-3) yields: 

IJ (iP* ao/ - o/ a<P*)dS 
S. anT a~ 
~ 

~-l 
transfarms into: so that (1-29) 

I: [di aT _ 
i ai ~ 

!]IJ IJl(~ •• ~) (lep* dS • Jf(<P* ()IJl -I!'()~*) dS 
si ~ r a~ sT A a~ A a~ 

(l-30) 

(1-31) 

( 1-32) 

The left-band side vanisbes as soon as the cri and crT equal the real 

cri and crT. So the vanishing of the right-hand side may be used as a 

criterion to adjust the unknown specific conductivities to the real 

ones. Further study could not reveal any abnormal configurations, 

where the conductivities could not be estimated. Interfaces, which 

enclose other inhomogeneity interfaces do not even disturb this type 

of identification. The only restrietion seems to be that the number 

of inhomogeneity-interfaces bas to be finite. We may safely assume 

that tbe internal conductivities may be identified from the skin 

measurements, if topology is known. At tbat moment we possess the 

complete knowledge of the medium, tbe parallel as well as the serial 

impedance, provided we know tbe topology of the sourees as well. 

This was to be expected as the originally lacking information of the 

three-dimensional medium bas been reduced by the knowledge of the 

topology and the assumption 
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of a finite number of inhomogeneities with constant conductivity cr. 
~ 

and cr • These notions can be applied to the still troublesome non-
T 

uniqueness of the sources. As soon as the souree can be restricted, 

by apriori ihformation, to a denumerable set of layers or homogeneous* 

souree areas with known topology, uniqueness will be guaranteed. 

Finally, in the case of an unknown medium, some comment has to be 

made on equivalent layers that we are likely to identify. In sectien 

1.4 the assumption of a known medium was made in order to be able to 

define an appropriate W-function. All inhomogeneities were then 

cancelled and the proof did not differ from homogeneaus media. In 

the situation of no apriori knowledge about the medium we are obliged 

again to define a W-function for a homogeneaus medium, so that sec

ondary sourees appear on the inhomogeneity interfaces. Provided we 

do not intend to change the medium or the impedance at the skin, we 

can look at these secondary sourees as being primary. Further on we 

will have no difficulties in incorporating the ihhomogeneity sourees 

into a layer L, as long as these inhomogeneities exist inside L. 

However, the induced secondary sourees outside L present us with 

some problems. I did not succeed in finding a comprehensive theory 

but will merely make some restrictive comments. Since we will not 

change any medium characteristics, the inhomogeneity sourees may be 

used as primary sourees and the superposition theerem holds, so we 

can limit to one interfaceS. as sketched in Fig. 1.5. The layer 
~ 

will generally not enclose L, but we can transferm it into two layers 

by means of an auxiliary surface H. 

0 

Fig. 1.5 Auxiliary surface H 

*) Homogeneaus in the sense of e.g. a constant current density or a 

constant dipole moment per volume ,homogeneous in strength and 

direction. 
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So we deal with the layer s? and an arbitrary layer H, which 
l 

together enclose L, and the layer si together with the opposite layer 

-H. Consequently, the problem is reduced to the question whether it 

is possible to simulate a layer S in between L and ST by a layer on L 

in the sense that it produces the same potentials on ST. The answer 

is astonishingly simple: if the layer S is an equivalent layer (pro

ducing the same fielà outside S) for any souree distribution inside L, 

that same souree distribution finds an equivalent layer in L so that 

ultimately L and S are equivalent for observers outside S, However, 

not all inhomogeneities give rise to an equivalent layer, which ful

fills this requirement even though it is only a secondary souree 

layer induced by the concentrated sourees inside L. In chapter 3 an 

example will be given in the form of a simplified lung inhomogeneity 

and this example will clearly indicate that no finite layer L can be 

found to repreaent that inhomogeneity. The higher spatial frequen

cies in the layer L will become infinitely large, as will be pointed 

out in chapter 3. 

1.7 Analogiesin network theory 

In this section an effort will be made to repeat the above theories 

in simplified analogies of networks for those who are not quite 

familiar with (continuous) field theory. Besides, the analogy often 

appears to become reality the moment we have to perform the practical 

implementation. In practice, we will have to discretise in some way 

or another, the medium, the sourees and the possible interfaces. The 

use of the already handled Dirac functions leads to such a discret

isation. Alternatively, the spatial frequencies may be bounded and 

thereby sustain a piecewise integration, as will be sketched now, 

in a nutshell: 

Equation (1-3) provides a suitable starting point. 

V. 
]. 

cr. 
l 

s. 
l 

Fig. 1.6 Surface Si approximated by 

small, flat surfaces AS. 
J 
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'I' l.!...)dS 
an. 

1 

0 (1-33) 

Let ~ be again the real potential and ~ the potential in an infinite 
homogeneaus medium with conductivity cr .• We canthink of an infinite 
number of different souree distributiefis for ~ outside S .• When we 
divide 'the surface S. into N small surface areas, where 1~, a~ , ~ 

~ 1 -
and~ are approximately constant, we can write: ani 

on. 
1 

where j denotes 
Define 

then 

\ r:;: d'l' ' êj.p J ai l l<P. -a- liS. -'!'.-a- liS. 
j J nj J J nj J 

a small surface area. 

a . 1.!_ liS. I'!' . and a. 1.!._ liS . 
l. an. J J 1 Cln. J 

J J 
N 
r L (4. 1'1'. - '· lt.) = o 
j J J J J 

0 (1-34) 

u. 
J (1-35) 

(1-36) 

So N different fields ~ constitute N equations in the 2N unknowns ~. 
and a.. J 

J 
In fact, equation (1-36) can be looked at as a three-dimensional 
Ohm's law. When ~is due to sourees within S., then equation (1-3) 

changes into: fi (4~ ~!. _ ~· ~~.)dS ,. JIJ ~ll2<PdV ( 1_37) 

S. 1 1 V. 
1 1 

For the case ofNcurrent di po les· ~ this yields: 

2 (4. lT. - T. 14.) "' 2 V'!'.m (1-38) 
j J J J J k . -l:. 

There are still N equations for the 2N unknowns ~j and I~j· All Si 
are always boundaries of complementary areas, where similar. 
equations hold, Furthermore, there are the conditions of continuity 
in ~ and I~. All these supplementary equations are at least suffic
ient for the solution in ~j and l~j' 

Now that we have offered two possibilities of discretising, i.e. by 

means of sampling and by applying a kind of piecewise integration, 

we will continue with the examples from network theory. A general 

scheme is sketched in Fig. 1.7. 

The formula descrihing the potentials and currents in such a netwerk 

is given by: 

(1-39) 

where I is a vector containing the values of the current sources, 

V is a vector containing the potential differences at the 

current souree terminals. 

34 

~ and i are the respective voltages and currents at the skin 

terminals, which represent the measurable side. 
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Fig. I. 7 A finite number of terminals k is 

related to a finite number of current sourees 

by way of a completely unknown reaiatanee netwerk 

The block symmetry of the impedance matrix is caused by the notified 

reciprocity. 

As V is irrelevant, we can focus our attention to: 

E I + F i ( 1-40) 

If nothing can be said of the medium except that it is purely resist

ive, the unknowns are E, F and !· It is evident that F can be ident

ified by putting ! = o, which corresponds to the silent periods 

between the heart activities. Indeed, we came to that same conclus

ion in the field analysis, where exclusively the parallel impedance 

could be identified. Without more apriori information, it is im

possible to separate E and I. In the field analysis we could 

approximate the medium by the assumption of homogeneity, For the 

discrete system this would imply presumed networks of resistances, 

which we will omit here as being too time-consuming. 

The higher dimensionality of the sourees with respect to measurement 
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space can be shown by the simple netwerk of Fig. 1.8, 

I 
0 

i 
+ 

V 

I f 
I 

Fig. 1.8 Two current sourees observed at 

one terminal 

Although all resistances R
10

, R11 , R2 and R
3 

may be known, the primary 

sourees I 0 and I 1 are not detectable independently. Only additional 

information about the sourees e.g. some special behaviour in time-

domain, may discriminate here one souree from another. We will study 

these kinds of discriminating factors in chapters 5, 6, 7 and 9. 

Sametimes it seems to be possible that apriori knowledge of the 

behaviour of the sourees in time or amplitude bounds can be inter-

changed for insufficient topological and/or conductive data. However, 

one should not expect too much from these additional time data, as we 

have a fundamentally bad measure of observability. 

Finally, an adstruction of the equivalent layers is left. Thirty 

years after the discovery of Helmholtz, Thévenin invented the same 

theerem for networks, which is generally known. The following anal

ogies can easily be checked algebraically. 

Let the current in a short circuit across R2 in Fig. 1.9a amount to 

I ampère, then at the terminal there will be no difference measurable 

between configuration J.9a and 1.9b. 

36 
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Fig. 1.9 Netwerk analogue of equivalent 

single layer 
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Let the voltage across R
2

, when R
3 

is disconnected, amount to V volt, 

then at the terminal there will be no difference between configuration 

I.!Oa and 

V 

a b 
Fig. I .10 Netwerk analogue of equivalent 

double layer 

Evidently the current souree of Fig. 1.9b corresponds to the equi

valent single layer, while the voltage souree of Fig. I.!Ob corres

ponds to the equivalent doub~e layer. 

Ultimately, we want to adstruct the bad measure of observability in 

the inverse problem of cardiology by means of an analogue in time 

signal processing techniques. The problem refered to on page 1-7 

can be compared with the filtering system of Fig. 1.1 I. 

$ 
p 

Fig. 1.11 Time filter analogue 

Note that the spatial frequencies of the torso boundary correspond 

with the time-frequencies in the filter bleek diagram. A rather 

broad-banded signal ~ (potentials on the heart surface) passes 
p 

through a low pass filter H (medium between heart and skin) and on 

the skin the potentials ~T are corrupted with additive broad band 

noise ~. The inverse salution can only be obtained by applying an 

inverse filtering to the ECG's $T. This high pass filter will amplify 

especially the noise ~,as for the higher frequencies, the pure ~T 

has relatively small amplitudes. This turns out to be the crucial 

problem in inverse electrocardiography. 
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1,8 Conclusions 

38 

If the medium is completely known and no apriori information about 

the sourees is available, no unique solution for the electrical 

heart sourees is obtainable. An equivalent layer is the highest 

attainable form of identification. 

Such a two-dimensional equivalent layer has to be found by sampling 

of the signals and apart from the well-known aliasing effect, the 

results will be eorrupted if not eompletely unreliable due to the 

unfavourable S/N-ratio for the respective spatial frequeneies. 

If only the topology of the medium is known, it seems very well 

possible to find the speeific eonduetivities of a pieeewise homo

geneaus medium, exelusively based upon skin measurements, provided 

that the number of inhomogeneities is finite. 

If nothing of the medium is known exeept for the geometry of the 

outer bound, a parallel impedance of ëhe skin surface can only be 

estimated and the sourees are inseparable from the serial imped-

ance, 

It has to be studied how much apriori information about the sourees 

can be exchanged to fill the lack of information concerning the 

medium. 

If nothing of the medium is known and one estimates an equivalent 

layer on the assumption of a homogeneaus medium, this estimated 

layer will have to simulate the secondary sourees on the inhomo

geneity interfaces as well. The only layer, however, that in

corporates all inhomogeneities without loss of spatial frequeney 

contents, has to coincide, necessarily, with the skin and there

fore reveals nothing extra beyoud the ECG-signals. 

All mathematica! derivations in this ehapter concern pieeewise 

homogeneaus media. Nothing is said about anisotropies. 

Nevertheless, all anisotropies that ean be defined by spatial 

limits of pieeewise homogeneaus media will cause the same effects. 

This holds with a possible exception for the eonelusion concerning 

the possible estimation of the specific conduetivities in case 

of a known topology beeause, if an anisotropy involves a con

tinuously changing conductivity, the restrietion of a denumerable 

number of eonduetivities is not fulfilled. 
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2. APRIORI KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRIMARY SOURCES 

This chapter gives an approximate description of the electrical act

ivity of the myocardial cells and the resulting macroscopie fields. 

A rigorous description is yet impossible due to the variability among 

the cells and the local structure of the tissue on the one hand, and 

the available but incomplete and rather questionable models on the 

other hand. Many more experiments will be necessary to provide a 

satisfactory picture. Because of this i~completeness, we will con

fine ourselves to a rough indication of the process, provide some 

basic methods for the evaluation of the fields (which we think are 

simpler and more general than the ones given in literature), and 

discuss features of the fields outside the myocard. 

2.1 Equivalent layer concept of the cell membrane 

Referring to section 1.4, a simple way of avoiding an analysis of the 

complex electromotive farces inside the cell can be found by applying 

a Helmholtz double layer just around the cell, with a potential step 

equal to the boundary potentials of the excised cell in insulating 

surroundings. These potentials can he measured simply. This 

approach has been rediscovered by Lorentede Nó(1947) and publisbed 

in a paper, which is a classic on this topic. A severe limitation, 

however, is the assumption that the bio-electric sourees associated 

with the cell membranes are independent of the external impedance, 

which is quite different under in situ or excised conditions. Since 

the bio-electric sourees are concentrated within the very thin mem

brane, an equivalent double layer directly related in shape and in

tensity to the membrane can represent the fieldsas well. As the 

transmembrane potential can be measured under in situ conditions and 

corresponds directly to the potential step when passing the mathem

atica!, equivalent double layer, this approach approximates much more 

the physical picture and does not suffer from different impedances 

possibly influencing the bio-electric sources. The mathematica! 

derivation of this model, applied to a cell,imbedded in an unbounded, 

homogeneaus medium, has been made by Plonsey (1969). It will be 

repeated here in a nutshell in order to comment on some aspects and 

to compare it with the Helmholtz layer. 
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Fig. 2.1 Single cell in a volume conductor of 

infinite extent; index i refers to intracellular, 

o to extracellular space 

Application of Green's second theorem to the internal and external 

volumes of the cellas shown in Fig. 2.1 leads to: 

Jff (4>\72'!' - 'i"il2<P) dV. JJ <<~> o'Y - 'f' a\ll ) dS. 
V. ~ s. an. an. ~ 

~ ~ 

(2-1) 

~ ~ 

fff (4>\7211' - 'f'\724>) dV fJ (4> ()Ijl - Ijl ()\Tl ) dS + 
0 an an 0 V s 0 0 

0 0 

ff (<I> a'f _ 'f' a<P > dS
00 

s alloo an(lC) (2-2) 

00 

Let'!' be the field of a current souree in P, an observer in V
0

, so 

that for a homogeneaus medium with respect to 'f' this field is given 

by 'f' = I I I!. - Ia I· 
The contribution of the surface S

00
, which can be taken spherically 

with the radius R going to infinity, will be zero as the minimal 
-n a'l' a<P 

power n of R " for .P ón and 'I' <ln equals 3 and S
00 

is proportional to 

R
2 h' h . ' ff' . f ' B h , w ~c ~s ~nsu ~c~ent or compensat~on. ecause t ere are no 

sourees for .P inside V and V. the terms \7 2\ll vanish. The term 'il 2'f' 
0 ~ 

equals -4~ ê(r - r ); consequently we may write: 
v- -o 
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JJ <ti Cl'!' dS. ff 'I' (lqi dS. (2-3) Cln. 1 Cln. l s. l s. l 
l l 

41f qi (!o) JJ qi Cl'!' dS -JJ 'I' (lqi dS (2-4) 
s Cln 0 s Cln 0 

0 0 
0 0 

-8 Since the membrane is very thin (~to m), toa distant observer S 
0 

and Si appear the same as surface S. Also because of this very thin 

membrane and because of its high resistance, no currents will flow 

tangentially to the surface inside the membrane; so the outward 

pointing transmembrane current density J is equal to: 
m 

J = - cr. Cl<!> 
m 1 Cln. (2-5) 

l 

Substitution of (2-5) into (2-3) and (2-4) and combination of the 

two, noting that n. 
-1 

4>(r ) 
-o 

• -.!!o, re sul ts in :1 1 \ 

a(lr-rJl 
ff<o qi - cr.<l>.) 'ä- 1 

ds s 00 ll !!.i 

An equivalent double layer with specific dipole intensity 

T = cr
0

<ti
0 

criQ>i will lead to the same expression for the 

!o• A surface element dS
0 

will act as a single dipole TdS 

along the normal ~· The field of that small dipole in an 

medium with conductivity cr
0 

is given by: 

a 1 

TdS ~ = 't' 
..,.dS n .• (r - r) 
' -1 -o -

4ncr an. 4ncr 
0 -1 0 4ncr o l!o - Er 

(2-6) 

field in 

pointing 

infinite 

(2-7) 

where d~ corresponds to the solid angle subtended at P by surface 

element dS. 

Camparing (2-6) and (2-7) reveals that an equivalent double layer 

with intensity T may replace the bio-electric phenomena of the mem

brane. This double layer represents both the primary sourees and 

the inhomogeneity caused by the cell membrane. Remembering the 

equivalent Helmholtz layers that simulate only the primary sourees 

and for which we have to implement additionally in our calculations 

the inhomogeneity of the membrane, the Plonsey approach is much more 

direct. The concept of Plonsey represents all complex electrical 

properties of the cell with one equivalent double layer, provided 

the external influences on the cell such as the electrical impedances 

and possible external sourees do not change. 
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In this derivation we did not inelude external inhomogeneities or 

sourees that will appear in situ, Implementation of these will 

result in the same expression for the equivalent double layer of the 

cell under study, but some extra terms will result from secondary 

sourees on the inhomogeneity interfaces and the primary sourees of 

the neighbouring cells. Thus, in additi'on, the seeondary sourees on 

the eell under study; due to the external sourees, will be included 

in a different transmembrane potential. 

Summarising, we may say that the Plonsey double layer is an excellent 

equivalent, though it may not be applied as a primary source, whieh 

is rather uncritieally done in literature. We will proceed with this 

concept, but we explieitly point out that application of the double 

layer concept will have to he combined with the notion that external 

influences in a eertain situation may corrupt the double layer based 

on measurements in another situation. So, assuming that, in the 

equivalent double layer, the primary sourees dominate, we intend to 

use the measured depolarisation waves in order to define, in the next 

section, an equivalent time-dependent dipole for more distant ob-

servers. 

One serieus complieation remains: a measured transmembrane potential 

can only be applied directly to obtain the equivalent double layer 

intensity T, if and only if, the intracellular conductivity a. equals 
l. 

the extracellular conductivity a. Estimates of the quotient a /a., 
0 0 l. 

however, vary from 3 (Rosenfalck, 1969) to 9 (Weidmann, 1970). 

The necessary eorreetions to account for this deviation are complete

ly determined by the geometry of the cell, the positions of the nexus 

and the paeking of the collection of cells studied, We will start 

from the simplication = a 
0 

and we will discuss the influence of 

the actual conduetivity difference, when cell structures have been 

considered, at the end of the next section. 

2,2 Dipolar equivalent 

The macroscopie behaviour of the myocardial cell as an electrical 

souree can be characterised by a time-varying current dipole. This 

is supported by the following reasoning. The field outside the eell 

can he decomposed into spherical harmonies. Each harmonie corres

ponds to one of the well known theoretica! multipoles, concentrated 

in the cell origin. Apart from angular dependance, each harmonie 
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n -n-1 decreases radially according to r *R , where r stands for the 

dirneusion of the cell, R denotes the distance between souree and 

observer and n defines the order of the multipele. Consequently, for 

distant observers (i.e. R >> r ~ IOOum) the lewest order will dominate. 

Since the net current leaving the cell will be zero or at least 

negligible, the monopole disappears and the lowest order is given by 

the dipole term for n • 1. Led by this concept it is sufficient to 

translate the membrane double layer into an equivalent dipole. 

-(iP -iP.) 
0 l. 

100 mV 

lms 

Fig. 2.2 

iii 
200ms 

iv 
I OOms 

Idealized ventricular 

transmembrane potential 

it 

As we have seen in the previous section, the double layer intensity 

is defined by the transmembrane potential. The local transmembrane 

potential in idealized form is given in Fig. 2.2. The depolarisation 

phase (ii), preceding the contraction of the muscle, takes about lms; 

the repolarisation (iv), amounts to ~bout !OOms. This wave propagates 

with a speed v ~ lm/s along the cell membrane, initiated by means of 

nexus between adjacent cells. Such nexus predominantly exist in the 

intercalated discs, which are narrowly opposing membrane sections of 

adjacent cells, that can conduct the activatien front by means of a 

locally increased conductivity of the membrane. The equivalent di

pole can simply be found by vectorially integrating all dipolar 

activity of the membrane double layer at each instant of time by 

application of the superposition theorem. Because of the supposed 

linearity of the process, we may concentrate this geometrical inte

gration by calculating the dipolar output of the system, when an 

activatien front is applied in the form of a Dirac pulse. Then the 
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actual behaviour can be found by a convolution of the impulse 

response and the real input with the shape of Fig. 2.2. This approach 

can be applied to several forms of cells in a comparable way, whereas 

in literature all types of evaluations used were dependent on the 

special form of the cell. These forms vary from a simple sphere 

(Thiry, 1974), via cylinders (Plonsey, 1974) and bricks (Corbin, 1977) 

to more complex mathematica! forms such as the rhombic dodecahedron 

(Eifler, 1975; Ritsema-v. Eek, 1972). In Table 2.3 we present some 

typical cell forms and their impulse response for the dipolar 

equivalent. 

The depolarisation phase in Fig. 2.2 can be approximated by a con

stant negative slope in the sense that the eventual dipolar activity 

amounts to the convolution of the impulse response h and the function 

-T t/T, where the double layer intensity T equals the maximal max max 
potential step times cr

0 
and the duration T = I ms. Next, the result-

ing dipolar activity has been normalised to the maximal transsectional 

area of the cell transversal to the direction of propagation, thus 

producing the macroscopie double layer activity per cell as shown in 

Table 2.3. 

The minimal cell length, which would be sufficient to show the maximal 

step in transmembrane potential completely, amounts to vT = I0-
3m. 

~ . 

The cell dimensions are of the order 10 m so that each cell repre-

sents only a fraction of the total step and this fraction equals the 

lengthof the impulse response Th divided by T, the total duration of 

depolarisation. Normalising the dipolar activity to this fraction as 

well, leads toa dimensionlesscoefficient, which represents the macro

scopie reduction of the cell membrane activity due to the cell con

figuration and the mechanism of propogation. This is also shown in 

Table 2.3. 

Study of these reduction factors shows that no loss of dipolar activ

ity from cell membrane to macroscopie equivalent can be detected, if 

the transversal area does not change in the direction of propagation 

If the cross-section changes, a maximal reduction of 25 % can be 

found in case of the. transversal propagation through a circle cylin

drical cell. 

Some comment on the fractionising of the depolarisation slope by 

several serial cells is necessary. The conduction of the activation 

wave in the nexus gives rise to some delay, during which hardly any 
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geometry of the cell 
sagittal-frontal 
view 
N=nexus with adj. 
cell 

I = activatien 
impulse 

- = propagation 
speed 

-t>= dipolar 
direction 

dipolar response to 
activatien impulse 

v = propagation 
speed 

Dipolar activity per 
maximal transveraal 
area = 

-h*T ·*'o max // 1 max 
T = duration of 
depolarisation slope 

loss due to 
partitioning of the 
complete depolar
isation slope 

configurational 
reduction 

packing reduction • 
cross-section of 
cells per 
total transveraal 
area 
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macroscopie effect can be expected. Due to that delay, Td the 

macroscopie propagation speed will be smaller than the conduction 

velocity on the cell membrane and this decrease can be represented by 

the factor Th/(Td +Th). Similarly, the number of successive cells 

participating simultaneously in the depolarisation slope will be 

T/(Td +Th), which will be in the order of 5 cells, thus representing 

tagether a layer of approximately .Smm thickness. This thickness is 

very small compared to the distance to observers on the skin, so that 

the resultant dipolar activities may be added using the multipolar 

concept as introduced in the beginning of this section. 

If the delay Td were zero, this addition would build up the macro

scopie activity equal to the membrane activity (apart from the con

figurational reduction). Since T does not seem to be negligible, a 
d 

delay loss has to be incorporated amounting to Th/(Td +Th). 

As far as the repolarisation is concerned, derived along the same 

lines, the layer thickness would be about 50 mm, which exceeds the 

dimensions of the myocardial walls so that here the layer approach 

will fail. 

Now it has been shown that cell structures influence the macroscopie 

behaviour in a complex manner and this is especially the case for the 

effect of the different conductivities cr and cr .• The equivalent 
0 1 

double layer intensity was given by: 

cr (<ll - <ll.) • r + cr 0- 0' i <!?i ] (2-8) '! .. 0' <!? 
0 0 

o.<ll. 
1 1 

If o f o. the last term 
0 1 

001 --a-~ 
0 0 1 

cannot be neglected and therefore has to be 

evaluated. This leads to a complex boundary problem. Then a sizable 

number of possible boundary conditions have to be studied, due to 

different cell geometries, positions of the nexus and packing. This 

is a tremendous task. At the end of this sectien we will give the 

salution of such a boundary problem for a simplified situation in 

order~·to check the approach of the "core conductor" model (Hermann, 

1879), which is frequently used in literature, (e.g. Plonsey, 1974; 

Rosenfalck, 1969). This core conductor approach has been developed 

for long, radially symmetrie neurons, where the cross-sectien does not 

change in the axial direction z, coinciding with the direction of wave 

propagation. If the interstitial space is bounded by neighbouring 

cells, in the sense that also extracellularly a narrow, prolate con

duction channel appears, the situation may be sketched as in Fig. 2.4. 
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membrane 

Fig. 2.4 core conductor model 

p. intracellular resistance per unit length 
~ 

po extracellular resistance per unit length 

i. intracellular longitudinal current 
~ 

i extracellular longitudinal current 
0 

i = transmembrane current per unit length m 

From Ohm's law we get 

dtl> 
0 

äZ - p i (z) 
0 0 

()()), 

az l. = - pi ii (z) 

Since no charges accumulate we may write: 

- i (z) 
0 

Combination of (2-9) and (2-10) leads to: 

and hence 

<P 
0 

+ 
p. 

l. 

0 

(2-9) 

(2-10) 

(2-11) 

(2-12) 

where <f?r represents the reference potential. This <f?r appears as the 

integration constant, but because it is constant this reierenee 

potential will not influence the overal integration of (2-8) and we 

may drop it. (An extra, closed, constant double layer does not give 

rise toa potential field). If A is the cell transsectional area and 

S that of the cell plus its associated interstitial space, the ratio 

of the resistances may he transformed into: 

po aiA 1 
p. <1 (S-A) <1 /a. (S - 1) 

1. o o 1.A 
(2-13) 
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Using (2-12) and {2-13) the equivalent double layer intensity given 

by {2-8) transforms into: 

T = 
0'(~ -<P.) 

0 0 l. 

A/S + cr /cr.(l-A/S) 
0 l. 

(2-14) 

Based on estimated physiological quotients of cr /cr. ~ 9 (Weidmann, 
0 l. 

1970) and A/S ~ .85 (Vick, 1970) the reduction of the transmembrane 

intensity amounts to 0.5. If cr
0

/cr1=3 (Rosenfalck,1969)Jthen .8. 

Now we will check whether the reduction indicated by the solution of 

a simple boundary problem sustains this numerical value. Therefor, 

we propose a spherical cellof radius R
1

, activated as before by a 

Dirac impulse and shown in Fig. 2.5. The cellis surrounded by a 

sphere at R2 repreaenting the boundary of the insulating neighbouring 

cells. z 

cr = o 

impulse activatien 

Fig. 2.5 Impulse activatien of a spherical 

cell. 

The angular and radial dependenee of the intracellular and extra

cellular potentials can be expressed in spherical harmonies: 
00 

a rn P {cos $. r 6) *) (2-15) 
l. n=o n n 

00 
A 

<Po (a r n n e) (2-16) r + li+l) Pn(cos n=o n r 
and the boundary conditions are given by: 

a. ••, I = a a<P o I a<P I (2-17) 
l.-- 0-- or o R 

= 0 
ar R or R 

I I 2 
Furthermore the souree term is defined by 

(~ - <P.)I 
o l. R 

1 

r B P (cos 9) n=o n n (2-18) 

*) Pn are Legendre functions of the first kind. 
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where e defines the position of the activation. 
0 

Because of the orthogonal property of the Legendre polynomials on 

the sphere, Bn can be found by 

B 
n 

2n + 
1T 

I 
0 

P (cos 8) sin(EJ) 
n 

(see e.g. v. Bladel, 1964). 

ö(e - e ) de 
0 

(2-19) 

Supposing uniform convergence of the series, equations (2-15) to 

(2-19)are sufficient to obtain a solution for the various coefficients. 

As before, we are only interested in the dipolar coefficient A
1

• 

Consequently, after some calculations, the reduction, because of a 

difference between a and cri, can be found in the quotient: 
0 

Allcro;! a. 
~ (2-20) 

A I a = 
2 'I 

cro) + t(:~y c -::) a. --+ 
I o ~ 3·2 a. 

~ 

independent of the angular position e of the activation. 
0 

In a comparable form the denominators of (2-14) and (2-20) show the 

following respective expressions: 

"core conductor" (R1/R2l 2 + (0
0

/cr
1

l (1-(R/R2l
2

l (2-21) 

"spherical model" 1/3 + 2/3(R/R2) 3+ 2/3(crio1l (1-(R/R2l
3

l (2-22) 

2 
:f we s~:stitute (R1/R2l A/S 

.85 + .15(0 /a.) 
0 l. 

.86 + .14(a /O.) 
0 l. 

.85,we obtain respectively: 

and 

c0Ls~quently for that packing both derivations arrive at the same 

dependenee on o /cr,. 
0 l. 

If we want the reduction factor independent of the packing, we let 

R
2 

reach infinity which results in respective reductions given by: 

"core conductor" (2-23) 

"spherical model" 1/(1/3 + 2/3 o /cr.) 
. 0. l. 

(2-24) 

For the core conductor model, however, we have then violated the im

plicit assumption that interstitial current lines are approximately 

homogeneously distributed in area S) which is then no longer reason

able. According to (2-13) the extracellular resist~nce p would be 
0 
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zero in that case. Consequently the ultimata reduction is less than 

that given by (2-23). According to equation (2-24) we may conclude 

that the reduction due to different cr. and cr varies between .4 and 
~ 0 

.2 for cr
0
/oi between 3 and 9 ,if the medium is unbounded. In case 

the extracellular space is bounded by neighnouring cells, this 

reduction factor varies between .8 and .5. 

2.3 Double layer equivalent and the axial hypothesis 

Macroscopie measurements using Durrer needles reveal that spatial 

potential steps can be detected and attributed to activatien fronts, 

propagating through the myocard (Durrer, 1968, 1970). These fronts 

can be related to the dipolar activity of the individual cells, when 

complete layers of cells depolarise simultaneously. A popular model 

is a constant double layer in the form of the activatien front. Then 

a necessary condition is a high degree of anastomosing in order to 

guarantee sufficient conductivity for the activatien front in all 

directions. This seems to be the case as shown by histological studies 

under the light microscope. But these same studies reveal that the 

cells are arranged essentially in parallel, with their long axis 

parallel to the fibre direction and the intercalated discs in end-to

end position. Apart from the inevitable macroscopie conductivity 

anisotropies, which we will discuss in section 2.4, we can hardly ex

peet an isotropie propagation and even if so, two effects will dis

turb the concept of a constant double layer: 

I. The quantitative, effective dipolar activity of the cell depends 

severely on the direction of propagation through the cell membrane. 

If the activatien front proceeds equally in all directions, since 

each activated cell can start the depolarisation of more adjacent 

cells via the intercalated discs, one cannot expect a similar dipolar 

effect in all directions because of at least six reasons: 

56 

a) Axial and transveraal propagation through prolate cells cause 

different dipolar activity. As shown in Table 2.3, the circle 

cylindrical cell acts 4 times more strongly in the axial 

direction than transversally. 

b) The packing of the cells gives rise to an extra reduction 

in the effective double layer activity. In the previous 

section the configurational reduction represented the 
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decrease between the membrane double layer on the.one side 

and the macroscopie double layer normalised to the cross

sectien of the cell on the other side. Besides this re

duction, the cells are imbedded in the intercellular liquid 

and consequently they generally do not cover all space or 

surface at the activatien front. In Table 2.3 some examples 

are given of the packing of highest possible density (which 

will actually not be true) and there we see that e.g. the 

cylindrical cell shows, in the axial plane, a different 

packing reduction than in the transversal plane. 

c) The conduction mechanism of the intercalated discs will 

cause activatien fronts in the myocardial cells with partly 

opposing directions as shown in Fig. 2.6. Then a lot of 

activity will be cancelled and only a small common activity 

will remain. ( See a lso the "zig-zag" model of Plonsey ,1974). 

activatien 
front 

Intercalated 
Fig. 2.6 

originally active cell 

d) The macroscopie anisotropy of the myocard due to the cell 

forms and the packing. See sectien 2.4. 

e) 

f) 

The influence of the difference between a and cr., which 
0 l. 

interrelates with all previous effects. 

Deviations from the common cell type. The cell properties 

change depending on their position, especially ranging from 

endocardial through myocardial toward epicardial areas. 

These deviations concern e.g. the conduction velocity, the 

duration of the depolàrised state and the maximal trans

membrane potential. 

2. The dipolar direction may not correspond to the direction of the 

macroscopie velocity of the activatien front. In Table 2.3, the 

brick cell with the oblique edges shows such an aberration. It will 

be clear,that in this case a possible equivalent double layer will 
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not be perpendicular to the propagation speed, Nevertheless, apart 

from some diminished intensity at the edges of the activatien front, 

the aberration does not fundamentally disturb the double layer concept, 

because all dipoles point perpendicularly to the activatien front 

(provided all neighbouring cells activate uniformly and isochron

ously). This last condition, however, will not always be fulfilled 

as Scher (Corbin, 1977) suggests, when the depolarisation front in 

the cell is originally oblique to the axis, but finally transfarms 

into a pure axial direction. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 2.7 

and denoted as the axial hypothesis of Scher. 

ID 

Fig. 2.7 The axial hypothesis 

Plane A denotes the activatien fronts at the 

intercalated discs (I.D.). The oblique 

activatien fronts become axial as sketched 

by the dotted lines. 

The rotatien of the dipoles in the activatien front plane will prim

arily cause a reduction of a possible double layer T, because the 

distances between the mathematica! poles of the dipolar activity will 

decrease so that the effective double layer intensity becomes T cos y. 

Further on there will be an extra effect at the edges of a 

activatien front in the form of a current density per length equal to 

T cos y cos ~. where ~ denotes the local direction of the edge with 

respect to direction ~in plane A (see Fig. 2.7). 

For general curved activatien fronts it will then be clear that next 

to a reduced double layer an extra single layer has to be implemented, 

where both intensities depend on the curvature of the plane A and 

consequently are far from constant. 

In summarizing this section, we can conclude that an equivalent double 

layer at the activatien front may represent the major effects, but it 

will not show a constant intensity, its plane will not always be per

pendicular to the propagation speed and an additive single layer seems 

necessary, if the axial hypothesis proves to be valid. 
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2.4 The anisotropy of the myocard 

Macroscopically the field of a group of active cells cannot be ob

tained simply by the summation of the fields of the individual cells 

that were supposed to be immersed in an infinitely large, homo

geneous medium. The transmembrane potential assigned to an equivalent 

double layer may represent the primary sourees and the inhomogeneity 

of the cell membrane, yet all secondary sourees on the neighbouring 

cells and the cell under study itself have not been taken into 

account sufficiently. Because we are not interested in the micro

scopie fields, but merely in the macroscopie behaviour, the effects 

of the neighbouring cells will not be analysed meticuously by means 

of secondary sourees but the effect can be described with the help 

of the effective macroscopie conductivities. Numerical values for 

the different conductivities can be found a.o. in Plonsey (1969), 

Rush (1971) and Presman (1970). 

The specific conductivity o of the extracellular space is approx-
-1 0 

imately .OS mho cm The specific conductivity of a cell membrane 

has a value smaller by a factor 10-8 , which indicates that the cell 

behaves practically like an insulator. Consequently the effective 

space, that may conduct the currents, is reduced dependent on.the 

packing of the cells. If spherical cells were uniformly distributed 

in space, the effective conductivity o would become smaller than the 
e 

used o • Measured values for o become approximately 10 times 
o e . 

smaller than 0
0

• Such a decrease of the conductivity increases the 

potential field as can be seen from the supposed equivalent dipole 

for the individual cell, which gives rise to the field: 

ql 

0 47f I!. I' 0 

(2-25} 

So effectively, both the dipole and the intensity of a composed double 

layer will increase by a factor a
0

/ae ~ 10. 

The uniform packing of spherical cells, however, is a too simple 

description. The prolate cells are parallelly packed in bundles, 

which contain about six cells transversally. Between these bundles 

relatively much space can be distinguished and they are arranged in 

parallel to the heart wall surfaces. In this parallel plane the 

direction turns by an angle of 180 degrees from endocard to epicard, 
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(Streeter, 1969). This mainly parallel packing of essentially 

cylindrical cells gives rise to different conductivities in the axial 

and transversal direction, which macroscopically correspond to direc

tions respectively tangential and normal to the heart wall surface. 

Measurements (e.g. v. Oosterom, 1978; Rush, 1971) lead to an axial 

conductivity a ~ ,004 mho cm-I and a transversal conductivity 
a -1 

crt ~ .002 mho cm Referring to the packing reduction of the equi-

valent dipole in Table 2.3, we note that the conductivity reduction 

will approximately be the complement of the equivalent dipole re

duction. For cells with a constant cross-section, the dipole re

duction was given by the transsectional cell area divided by the total 

area, while the conductivity reduction is determined by the inter

cellular transsectional area divided by the total area. This simple 

complementary relation is disturbed when cross-sections vary in the 

direction of propagation, but even then the decrease due to the con

figurational reduction will (partly) be compensated for by an extra 

increase of the conductive intercellular space. 

The field in the homogeneons anisotropic medium (constant cr , cr , cr ) . x y z 
can be found using a coordinate transformation into a homogeneous 

isotropie medium. Let this transformation be given by 

~· -(~1)- G ~ ~) (~). A~ 
. . d' I . . x - anLsotropLC me Lum space ~ - LsotropLc 

(2-26) 

projection space 

The current density in the primed system corresponds to the current 

density in the original system according to: 

Consequently, we may 

I bë 

(

I 

:!.. (!_1) = : 

I =-
bcllyAz bc 

put: 

·~ .! ) 

J x etc. 

Let the potential function remain the same so that 
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Consequently, the field strength takes the form: 

-1 -A V 4>(x) 
x -

In the primed system, we wish an isotropy given by 

.:!.1(!_1)"' aEl(!_l) 

Substitution of (2-27) and (2-29) into (2-30) leads to 

O'B -I A -1 ~(!_) = 

(
aoo x :oy oaoz) ~(!_) 

(2-29) 

(2-30) 

(2-31) 

The equality in the corresponding coefficients of (2-31) provides 

the wanted transformation coefficients: 

a = b = c 
(a cr ) ~ 
~ 

a 
(2-32) 

Under this transformation the strength of a point current souree is 

invariant, but a dipole, as a product of length and current, has to 

be submitted to the same transformation as the coordinates: 

(2-33) 

The resulting field of a dipale !! in the origin in the primed system 

is therefore given by 

(2-34) 

Inverse transformation to the original anisotropic medium results in: 

mTATAx 
(2-35) 

Our main interest lies in the different behaviour of axial and trans

versal dipoles. Let x be the axial direction and z the direction 

normal to the heart wall surface. The coordinate decomposed dipole 

in the origin will then cause a field: 

xm cr 2 + ym 0' a + zm aaat x t y a t z 
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~ • (2-36) 

Study of formula (2-36) causes a field ,,· 

corresponding to the field in an isotropie medium with conductivity 

crt except for a uniform contraction of the field lines in the trans

versa! directions by a factor ~. 
a t 

This holds for transversal dipoles as well, except for an extra 

increase of the dipole strength given by the same facto'rvcrJii:. 
a t 

For an observer on the epicard, the transversal distance to a dipole 

seems to be enlarged by a factor~ and consequently the potential 

to be decreased by a factor cr tfcr a! 1/2 • 

We may also conclude that tangential dipoles seem to be favoured by a 

factor~above normal dipoles, be it that this effect will be dim-
a t 

inished accordingly as the dipole will approach the endocard because 

of the turning of the axial directions from endocardial to epicardial 

positioning. 

2.5 Conclusions 

Active cells, i.e. cells in the depolarising state, can be found in 

a spatial activatien front and across this front a potential step of 

about 40 mV can be measured. The activation front propagates through 

the myocard by means of the conduction in the intercalated discs 

between adjacent cells and maps of measured activatien fronts at suc

cessive time moments can be found in Scher (1956), Durrer (1968, 1970), 

Spach (1975). The thickness of the activation front is about .5 mm, 

so the combined sourees of all cells in the activation fronts may be 

represented in first approximation by a macroscopie equivalent double 

layer to observers at a distance much greater than I mm. The inten

sity of this equivalent double layer is related to the microscopie 

cell depolarisation by the following consecutive transformations: 

62 

The electrical activity of a myocardial cell together with the 

inhomogeneity of the cell membrane may be represented by a mathem

atica!, current double layer instead of the membrane. 
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- The intensity of this equivalent double layer is directly defined 

by the transmembrane potential: 

T o ~ - a.~. 
0 0 1 1 

During depolarisation, which takes about I ms, the transmembrane 

potential shows approximately a constant negative slope with a 

total decrease of about 100 mV. 

For distant observers (at a distance >> 100 ~m) the electrical 

activity of a myocardial cell may be concentrated into a time 

dependent, current dipole source, which equals the vectorial sum 

of the equivalent double layer of the membrane. 

The equally directed dipolar sourees in the activatien front can 

be combined macroscopically and result in an equivalent double 

layer. 

So the microscopie transmembrane potential step of about 100 mV bas 

been transformed finally into a macroscopie potential step across 

the activatien front of about 40 mV. This total reduction can be 

attributed to several factors: 

differences in specific conductivities inside and outside the cell. 

configurational reduction due toa èhanging transsectional.area of 

the cell in the direction of propagation. 

packing reduction: transsectional areas of the cells do not cover 

the complete activatien front surface. 

delay reduction: activatien is detained in the nexus. 

zig-zag effect: propagation in the neighbouring cells is not 

equally directed; only an effective, dominant direction remains, 

while in other directions the dipolar sourees more or less com

pensate each other. 

the (effective) direction of the dipoles may not be perpendicular 

to the activatien front surface. 

Contrary to these reducing effects, the anisotropy of the myocardial 

tissue increases the macroscopie double layer intensity and can be 

expected to compensate partly the configurational and packing re

duction, as well as the deviations due to different specHic conduct

ivities a. and a • 
1 0 
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Starting from the above principles, the frequently used concept of a 

constant equivalent double layer, independent of the spatial position 

may be seriously doubted, In addition, some extra disturbing factors 

can be added as the transmembrane potentials, the propagation speeds 

and the specific conductivities change according to the position in 

the nyocard, So it is not strange that simulations based on these 

constant double layers could not convincingly be evaluated, Most of 

these models (e.g. Frank, 1953; Horan, 1967; Barr, 1970; d'Alché, 

1974) are evaluated at the skin and, as will be shown in later chap·· 

ters, then the observability is drastically diminished. Thus, many 

other models would fit the actual measurements as well. Very few 

experiments have been made in order to evaluate the near fields and 

they remain questionable due to the use of arbitrary mathematica! 

modelling and insufficient field samples (e.g. v. Oosterom, 1978). 

Also the concept of a position dependent double layer may be in

sufficient, if the axial hypothesis of Scher turns out to be impor

tant as well. In that case as position dependent single layer has 

to be joined. 

In spite of the tremenclous work, which is done on the analysis of 

myocardial electrical sources, it seems that yet insufficient inform

ation is available to obtain a satisfactory salution for the forward 

problem and therefore we will mainly use an equivalent Helmholtz 

double layer at the pericard for the inverse problem. 

In the next chapter the problems connected with this equivalent peri

cardial double layer, arising from the macroscopie inhomogeneities in 

the chest, will be discussed. 
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3. THE TRANSFER FROM MYOCARDlAL SOURCES TO SKIN POTENTIALS 

3.1 Introduetion 

This chapter will he devoted to the mathematica! evalustion of the 

transfer between the myocardial sourees and the skin potentials. 

The effects of various inhomogeneities in the torso will be stuclied 

and especially the deviations that they will cause if the sourees 

are estimated based on the assumption of a homogeneaus medium. 

Since the available knowledge concerning the topography and the spec

ific conductivities of the torso is yet insufficient, we are only able 

to evaluate in·a quantitative correct way fora homogeneous medium 

and we have to interpret the effects of the inhomogeneities on the 

inversion in a qualitative way apostiori. 

Without implementation of apriori knowledge of the electrical sources, 

the identification has to be restricted to an equivalent pericardial 

double layer and the position of this layer will he discussed as well, 

Finally, the homogeneaus medium transfer will be evaluated using 

various procedures in order to obtain a deeper insight into the be

haviour of the transfer, as well as to supply a test by comparison 

once the inversion actually has been performed. Moreover, attention 

will he paid to the numerical stability of the derived transfer 

matrices. 

3.2 General qualitative phenomena of the inhomogeneities 

Limitation of the discussion to the dominant behaviour of the medium 

transfer leads us to neglect the anisotropic effects, which appear 

especially in muscles, and to restriet the study of inhomogeneities 

to the major effects caused by the interfaces of several approximately 

homogeneaus volumes occupied by different organs. With respect to an 

average specific conductivity crT for the human trunk, we can distin

guish two types of inhomogeneities, On the one side there are areas 

with a relatively high conductivity (e.g. the well-conducting blood 

mass in ventricles, veins, arteries), on the other side areas that 

are hardly or non-conducting (e.g. the epicardial fat, the lungs and 

the insulating air surrounding the body in normal circumstances). 

Table 3.1 shows some conductivities,based on measurements of several 

authors. 
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Schwan (1956) Rush (1971) Presman (1970) 

Lungs .os .os ,I 

Fat .04 .os 

Liver .14 .1S .I 

Blood (cri) .67 .6 .6 

Heart Muscle (crH) .2S .I 

Bone 0 

Average trunk (crT) . 21 

Table 3.1 Some specific conductivities in A/Vm, 

measured by several authors 

A high variability range of about 20% has to be recognized and is due 

to the various experimental animals, the methods of measurement (temp

erature, frequency, electrode polarisation) and the state of the tis

sue (cell membranes intact or not, blood filling and the composition 

of that blood), but the exact values are yet irrelevant as we study 

the qualitative effects. With respect to dipolar sources, the areas 

with high conductivity are characterised by the effect of either short

circuit or "amplification", depending on the direction of the source. 

Volumes of diminished or absent conductivity can be regarded as re

flectors for currents. 

These phenomena can best be illustrated by the extreme situations 

sketched in Fig. 3.2, where the dipolar sourees are close to the in

homogeneity boundary. 

For an observer in the left half spaces, the effect of the extreme 

conductivities in the right half spaces can be interpreted by placing 

mirror sourees in the right half spaces and assuming an overall homo

geneaus medium with conductivity cr. We cbserve that, at a boundary with 

a well-conducting inhomogeneity, a normally directed dipole will be 

"amplified" due to an analogously directed mirror dipole, while a tan

gential dipole is almost short-circuited by an opposing dipole. For 

the effect of the intracavitary bloodmaas of the ventricles, this im

plies that in the skin electredes the fields of dipoles, directed 
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normally to the heart wall surface, will increase contrary to the 

decrease of fields of tangential di po les. 

At the boundary with a relative insulator, the oppsite occurs. 

This effect can be characterized as 'reflection'. When we substitute 

for this boundary the skin-to-air transition at the location of the 

electrodes, we notice that for these observers all dipolar sourees 

are amplified, because the same sourees are present at the left side 

and the right side of the observer on the interface. 

-n -n 
a "' finite cr = infinite (J = finite (J = zero 

<J-- <3 <!-- ------t> 
... observer 

t ! i i 
primary mirror primary mirror 
sourees sourees sourees sourees 

Fig. 3.2 Effects of inhomogeneity interfaces 

on dipolar fields 

Both the intracavitary bloodmass and the body boundary "amplify" 

sources. Quantitatively these effects are difficult to evaluate, the 

more so as they are not additive. 

A survey view of the combined effects is illustrated by Fig. 3.3, where 

schematically a horizontal cross-section of the chest is shown. 

The fields of anterior, normally directed dipoles in the myocard are 

amplified to a precordial observer P by both the oppositely directed 

mirror dipole in the air medium and by the equally pointing dipole in 

the well-conducting, intracavitary blood mass. This holds all the 

more because only the single mirrering has been considered and 

theoretically both interfaces will mirror the mirror sourees again 

and again till an infinite series appears. The tangential dipoles 

will mainly be short circuited by the intracavitary bloodmass, though 

i t cannot be denied that they are "anplified" also by the skin-air 

interface. Experimental support of this hypothesis can be found 
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in the experiments of Nelson (1972) and Hugenholtz (1967), where an 

(artificial) decrease of the blood conductivity diminished the initial 

components of QRS in precordial leads, while the terminal components 

increased. An increase of the blood conductivity led to the opposite, 

The link between the theory and the practice is then affered by re

membering the mainly radial initial spread of excitation through the 

Purkinje netwerk contrary to the dominant tangential muscular spread 

of excitation at the e~d of QRS. 

------~ 
' \ 

\ 

Lung f 

...... t 
Fig. 3.3 Horizontal cross-sectien of the 

chest 

--.. primary sourees 

~ mirror sourees 

current line~ .. 

A.pericardial fat layer will cause an opposite effect, but the ant

erior and diaphragmatic surfaces are relatively free of fat, so that 

the influence of pericardial fat has mainly to be sought in the post

erior areas. On these posterior sides the lungs will cause similar 

effects in the sense that normally directed dipales will be counter

acted by opposite mirror dipales in the lung regions, while the tan

gential dipales will be "amplified". 

Partly to avoid the lungs, the currents will fellow a circumfluous 

pattern, thereby effecting a larger potential at the distant, post

erior electrode Q, than could be expected for a homogeneaus medium, 

This is one of the reasans that a very high souree intensitv is estimated 

at the posterior parts, if the inverse salution is obtained based on 
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an assumption of general homogeneity_. This we will discussin later 

chapters. Anyhow, because of this circumferential flow of the curr

ents, the fields of adjacent, different posterior sourees will alge

braically be added and this averaging effect prohibits that a goed 

resolution of the souree pattern can be obtained from the posterior 

measurements. 

After the discuesion in 3.3 on a pericardial, equivalent double layer, 

a simplified discussion will be given in sectien 3.4 of the influences 

on initial spatial frequencies of pericardial surfaces when passing 

to the skin patterns. For the moment such a layer seems the best ob

tainable substitute for the real sources, which cannot be determined 

without the use of apriori knowledge. An equivalent pericardial 

layer or pericardial potentials should at least display much more 

directly than the torso surface potential maps, the underlying elec

tric phenomena. 

3.3 An equivalent, pericardial, spherical double layer 

Macroscopically, the electrical activity of the heart muscle can be 

seen as being caused by some effective sourees in that region with 

supposed homogeneity. Of course we will not dispute now the con

clusions in chapter 2 on the anisotropies in the myocard. We will 

mainly focus the attention to an external equivalent double layer in 

the sense of Helrnholtz (see chapter 1). The anisotropic effect of 

the enclosed medium will then be unimportant. As shown in chapter I, 

all conductivity interfaces can he represented by double layers too, 

so that the total concept is a homogeneaus medium containing equiva

lent sourees and bounded by the skin-air interface. In such a situ

ation, all distributed sourees may be simulated by a concentrated 

souree in the centre of the body. This concentrated souree can be 

characterized by multipoles. 

For the derivation we use the reciprocity theerem (1-6) (see chapter 

I): 
- JIJ ~gz~b dv = JJ ~b ~!T ds 

VT ST 
(3-1) 

for the bounded medium (~b = bounded medium). 

The equivalent volume current souree density Ie may be thought to be 
V 

equal for the unbounded as well as for the bounded medium so that: 
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(3-2) 

The potential for the infinite medium is then given by e . 

~ <r) = ____ 41 JJJ ~ dv(p_) (3-3) 
~ - ncr 1 ~-p_ 1 

T VT -
where E. denotes ttre souree vector and r the field vector, expressed 

in spherical coordinates by: 

r ~ r [:~: :r ::: :r] 
- r r 

cos e 
r 

.1: = p 
[

sin ep cos .pp] 
sin e sin $ 

p p 
cos a 

p 

(3-4) 

Under the condition r > p (see e.g. Geselowitz 1960,1965), the inverse 

distance between souree and observer may be expanded in the following 

series: 
• n o , 

_I_ =! L L (P..) (2-6°) (n-m). Pm(cos e )Pm(cos 9 )cos m(.p -.p ) 
IL-P..I r n=o m=o r m (n+m)! n r n p r p 

(3-5) 
where pm are associated Legendre 

n 
and {l if m = 0 

öo = 
m 0 if m + 0 

functions of the first kind, 

Substitution of (3-5) into (3-3) and integration over the souree area 

leads to the multipale series for the field ~ : 
ro n 00 

.p(O = L I ~nm y:m <6r•+,> + Bnm y~m ca,.~] 1
n+l (3-6) 

n=l m=o r 
where the order n = 0 disappears as the total sum of the sourees .is 

zero. The functions in (3-6) are given by: 

even) 

(3-7) 

Let us define the reciprocal fields ~ by the kernel of equation (3-7): 
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These fields can be set up by sourees external to the boundary ST in 

homogeneous medium of conductivity OT. an infinite, 

Subs ti tution of definitions (3-8} and (3-2) into equation 

[:::]· - rrr r:~] V~b dV 

(3-7) leads 

to: 

VT nm (3-9) 

This volume integral equals the one in the reciprocity theorem 

the form of equation (3-1) for various ~-functions. Consequently, also 

the right hand side of (1-6) equals the multio~kal coefficients: 

a b tlll'! 
~:j Jf 'b .~tj dS 

s 
that integratioLTof the surface 

(3-10) 

Formula (3-10) reveals potentials 

multiplied by a suitable function over the surface area provides us 

with the multipele coefficients for the equivalent souree in the un

bounded medium. This has been performed for complete bodies (GabOr, 

1954; Schubert, 1968) as well as for isolated hearts in artificial 

media (Hlavin, 1963; Terry, 1971). Some remarks should be made about 

this procedure: 

!st. If the torso were immersed in an infinite medium of the same 

conductivity as the body itself, the potential would equal 4>
00 

corresponding to the proposed multipolar series, because the assumed 

sourees are the effective sourees and not restricted to pure primary 

sources. And as we have seen in the previous section, the equivalent 

sourees on the conductivity interfaces are highly dependent on the 

existance of the outer boundary. Therefore it has to be stressed 

that 4>
00 

is the theoretica!, infinite medium potential if all sourees 

were primary. 

2nd. All surface points should lie beyond a sphere, which encloses 

all (equivalent) sources. This can only approximately be true 

because there are several conductivity interfaces near the skin and 

therefore no sphere can be defined, which includes all secondary 

sources. 

3rd. The multipele coefficients A and » contain all information 
nm nm 

which is available in the surface potentials, as together they de-

fine uniquely the field outside the souree area. Furthermore there 

is no redundancy, but the coefficients are not unique as they depend 

on the choice of the origin of the coordinate system, 
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A favourable choice seems to be the centre of the smallest sphere, 

which encloses bath ventricles completely, This implies that we need 

apriori information about the position and size of the heart and this 

information can be obtained by X-ray photographs. 

Referring to vectorcardiography an alternative origin is the one that 

causes a minimal contribution of higher multipales to the total field 

(Geselowitz, 1965). Such a criterion, however, depends on the actual 

electrical activity, while the farmer suggestion is based only on the 

position of the heart. For the sake of camparisans between healthy 

and defective hearts, it seems to be more favourable to choose an 

origin that is defined by the geometrical properties of the heart. 

4th. Due to restrictions in the practical realisation (finite number 

of electrodes) only a finite number of multipolar coefficients can be 

determined this way; these will be the coefficients of the lowest 

orders since the spatial distributions of higher frequencies cause 

very high frequency contents in the derivatives of ~ on the skin. In 

chapter 6 this problem will be discussed in more detail. 

5th. An infinite number of souree distributions may produce the same 

multipale series. Even the complete series does not define a unique 

spatial souree distribution. Plonsey (1966) comments on the limited 

information contents of the multipale components. A very clear ana

lysis of possible souree distributions is given by Morse and Feshbach 

(1953), which will be further developed for our problem. 

According to formulas (3-7) and (3-8) the A and B are related to 
nm nm 

n+2 
p 

where R
8 

is the radius of the sphere including all sources, 

Any modification of Ie,which doesnotchange the outcome of 
V 

tegrals, will produce the same potentials outside r = R
5

• 

In particular, we can add arbitrarily a souree distribution 

out disturbing the field, if Ix is given by: 
V 

* I (P,e ,</l) =Y (e ,<jl ). U(p) 
. v p p nm p p 

R 

if the condition: 

0

J 8 
U(p) Pn+2 dp and 

0 
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has been fulfilled, 

This is easy to verify by substitution of (3-12) into (3-11), by re

membering the orthogonality property of the spherical harmonies and 

finally by applying equation (3-13). 

In general we may write Ie in a series of spherieal harmonies 
V 

(Ye , Y0 
) as fellows: nm nm 

I~(p,eP.~P)~~l m~o [r:m(p) Y:m (eP,~P) + I~ (p) Y~ (eP.~P>] (3-14) 
where: 

r:m(p)l =(2n + l)aT rd~ I sine d0 Ie (p,e .4> ) ['i': (ep.~p)] (3-15) 
lr~(p~ o Po P P v P P 'i'nm (ep,4>p) 

motivated again by the orthogonality principle (see e.g. v. Bladel, 

1964). Comparison of (3-15) and (3-ll) yields: 

[ ::} •r< 2~+1) (' [ :t :::l •.. , •• (3-16) 

Now we can change the radial distributions I (p) without affectins nm 
the multipale coefficients 

in the following manner: 

and consequently the resulting potential 

Let there be a radial distribution nnm(p) given by: 

nnm (p) = Y -n-3 Inm(P/y) 0 < Y < 1 (3-17) 

Then: JyRS yRS 
e n+2 -n-3 I e n+2 ( ) d I ( P/y) p d nnm P P P Y nm p• 

0 0 

n+2 
(P/y ) (P/y) d(P/y)=aT(2n+l)Anm 

(3-18) 

0 

Of course the same relation holds for !
0 and B . Thus we may com-nm nm 

press each partial density Inm into a smaller sphere and increase the 

magnitude by an appropriate factor without affecting at all the pot

ential outside r = RS. Analogously, we may expand each partial den

sity into a sphere of radius RS > Rg without changing the field ex

ternal tor= R'. 
s 

This ambiguity is caused by the wide variety of, radii in the souree 

positions, so let us put a restrietion on this degree of freedom. 

We will prove now that the multipele components define a unique equi

valent double layer on the sphere of radius R8, which repeats the 
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derivation of the Helmholtz layer, but now referring to multipele 

series. 

The partial current souree density I (p) can be written as: 

1nm (p) = Knm .[ .• ; 2 ' c.-.,-:,l - .; . 2 '<•-•,· .. )c3-l,) 
(Rs + ~Rs) (Rs - ~Rs) J 

The coefficients of the Dirac functions are determined by the fact 

that the total current has to be zero. Substitution into (3-16) 

-..,..:::-=1=--:-..,... RJ >Rs Inme (p) Pn+2 dp 
yields: 

A nm cr
1

(2n+l) 
0 

R2 [ -(~82:---':"'1~) Knme nRns-1 28Rs + 8Rs2 .... J 
O'T n+ (3-20) 

In the limit l\R- -+ 0 and· K 2!\R- -+ T (as the corresponding mul ti--s nm -s. nm 
polar coefficient of an equivalent double layer intensity) Anm appears 

to be: 

A nm 
e 

T nm 

Analogously for B and ,o • 
nm nm 

(3-21) 

Furthermore, it is trivial that T may be chosen arbitrarily and 
00 

that A has to be zero, since a closed, constant double layer causes 
00 

no external field. It will also be clear that no double layer can be 

found that satisfies equation (3-13). So indeed, we can conclude 

that a spherical double layer is completely defined by the original 

multipolar series. This applies to any convex surface inside a sphere 

r = R 8 which encloses all sources, be it without using spherical 

harmonies but harmonies of that special convex surface, In sectien 

3.5 general pericardlal surfaces will be studied. 

Returning to equation (3-21) we note that here in termsof multipolar 

coefficients, the equivalent double layer intensity has been related 

to the unbounded medium potentials, whereas the Helmholtz layer has 

been expressed in the bounded mediun potentials. It is easy to show 

(see e.g. section 3.4) that for a spherical boundary holds: 

[::] (3-22) 
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where AT and BT are the coefficients of the spherical decomposition 
nm nm 

of ~T on the beunding spherical surface of radius RT. Finally, com-

bination of (3-22) and (3-21) proves that iudeed the same value for 

the equivalent double layer will be obtained starting from the un

bounded medium potentials or the boundary potentials according to 

Helmholtz. 

Let us now try to use such a pericardial equivalent double layer, 

narrowly enclosing the heart. Such a double layer clearly incorpor

ates the effect of the conductivity interface between heart muscle 

and intracavitary blood mass. And, of course, there are also the 

equivalent sourees on the conductivity interfaces of the lungs, ribs, 

sternum and spinal column. We will neglect these effects in the later 

chapters, as is done in most reported work, because of a.o. insuffic

ient quantitative knowledge about dimensions and electrical properties, 

but we will not hesitate to camment on the possible deviations of the 

obtained inverse solutions based on the homogeneity assumption. We 

keep in mind that the conductivity interfaces will influence the 

estimation of the primary sourees in the heart. This influence will 

be even more pronounced than in the forward problem, where the elec

trode potantials have to be derived from a known source. These effects 

of secondary sourees on the estimates of the primary sourees will 

therefore briefly be illustrated in the next section. 

3.4 Some quantitative estimations of the influences of 

inhomogeneities 

Four phenomena affecting equivalent double layers will be studied 

here using simplified models: 

I) The well-conducting intracavitary blood mass. 

2) The skin-air interface. 

3) The dependenee on the radius of the equivalent layer. 

4) The relatively low conductivity of the lungs. 

We will start with the last phenomenon and postpene the previous three 

to the discussion of a combined model later on in this section. 

The field of a simple dipole in the 

sperical double layer of radius R . 
s 

of a spherical insulator, e.g. the 

origin can be simulated by a 

An inhomogeneity with the shape 

lungs, will disturb the field. 

Such a system has been sketched in Fig. 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.4 Stylised lung influence 

For the infinite homogeneaus medium ho ld s : 
". m cose A 
."_ 2 run 

4ncrl Bnm 

0 m 

= 0 
(3-23} 

Using formula (3-21) shows: 
T = 3m cose 

'oo + 2 
4nR5 

(3-24) 

The influence of the insulating spherical volume may be simulated for 

r > b+d by a mirror dipale m* in c in a completely homogeneaus medium, 
a~ because the an on the sphere is zero. Position and strength of the 

dipale m* are given by: d2 
c = b- b 

This results in a 

~ m (3-25) 

field potential: e ~ 00 
~ _ m cos m ~ c n-1 
"' - ---2 + ---2 "- n(r) Pn (cose) 

4-rrcrTr 4ncrTr n=l 
which is a convergent serfes for r > c. 

For the 

T = T 
00 

inverse problem difficulties arise because: 
00 dr n-1 

+ 3m ~ose -2: (2n;l)m (~ (H Pn(cos S) 

4nRS n=l4nR8 S 

(3-26) 

(3-27) 

and this series diverges because c > R
8

; there exists no equivalent 

double layer on the sphere r = R • Equation (3-27) shows that apart 
s d 

from a diminished dipolar content, reduced by a factor I -(b) 3 , some 

extra, higher order terms are jointed due to the inhomogeneity; these 
c n-1 

terms increase with the order n by (2n + I)(R) • So the disturb-

ance is especially apparent in the higher sp~tial frequencies. The 

same behaviour can be expected if the primary souree were more complex 

than a single dipole. Consequently, neglect of the lungs in the in

verse procedure will especially affect the higher spatial frequencies, 

though the effect will not be as pronounced as in the above example, 

since an insulating lung is quite an exaggeration. 
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Next we will study the disturbance of an inhomogeneity inside the 

pericardial double layer namely the well-conducting intracavitary 

blood mass*) together with the external influence of the skin-air 

interface. Without any inhomogeneity the fields internal and external 

to the spherical double layer (radius R ) are given by: 
"" n n S 

r < Rs lP = _1_ 2': ~ - n+l ...!.__ (A Ye + B yo ) (3-28) 
oo 4'11'aT n R2n+l nm nm nm nm n=o m=o S 

1 ~oo n 1 
r > RS : ct; "' -- ~ (A ye + B yo ) 

"' 4'11'0'T n=l ~ rn+l nm nm nm nm (3-29) 
Note that contrary to formula (3-6), the conductivity crT is kept away 

from the multipolar coefficients, because in the next study we intend 

to discuss different conductivities. Furthermore, the order zero ex

ists for the internal area representing the potential step across 

possible constant double layer fraction in case the reference potent

ia! is defined zero at infinity, 

Whereas the fields (3-28) and (3-29) represent the (particular) sol

ution of the Poisson equation, some extra fields have to be added in 

order to fulfill the boundary conditions if some inhomogeneities are 

brought into the picture. These fields correspond to the solution of 

the Laplace equation and the combined potentials for the situation 

sketched in Fig. 3.5 **> are given by: 

(3-30) 

(3-31) 

(3-32) 

*l Commonly denoted as the Brody uffect (Brody, 1956). 

**> A similar system has been used by Geselowitz to study the 

apparent location of one dipole. Only the dipole and quadrupele 

terros were considered (Geselowitz,1966; Arthur,1970}. 
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()' = 0 

Fig. 3.5 

the torso. 

surface 

A simplified, spherical model of 

bounds the intracavitary blood mass 

with conductivity cri and field ~I' 

surface S positions an equivalent double layer s 
in a medium with conductivity 

surface represents the skin-air interface. 

The equivalent pericardial double layer represents the purely primary 

sourees in the corresponding surface S ~or an unbounded homogeneous 
s 

medium so that the intensity is given by: 

'=t t [•e ye + To yo J (3-33) 
n=l m=o run nm nm nm 

and [T:m}= ~ _l [Anm] 
o 4rr Rn+l B 

'nm n s run (3-34) 
remembering the relation stated by (3-21). 

The three boundary conditions: 

0 

(3-35) 

are sufficient for the solution of three additional pairs of co

efficients [ ::} [ ~: J and [ ~:] if we suppose that the series are 

uniformly convergentso that the corresponding terms can be set equal. 

Af ter 
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and the factor C run 

where k = 
0I 
aT 

3-15 

turns out to be: 

c 
run 

k n ----+ k-1 n+l 

k n 1 GH)2n+l 
----+--+-k-1 n+l k-1 RT 

(3-37) 

Note that C is independent of the index m, as could be expected 
run 

since the field is disturbed in a radial symmetrical way. 

If the influence of the intracavitary blood mass could be neglected 

in case k =I, the factor Crun becomes I as expected. Note then that 

compared to the unbounded medium potentials (3-29) the multipolar 
2n+l . coefficients are multiplied by the factor -n-- , rang1ng from 3 to 2, 

when n increases. This means that especially the lower spatial 

frequencies are amplified by the effect of the skin-air interface. 

Note also that the dipolar fraction is multiplied by 3, while for 

a flat interface this factor was 2, as shown in sectien 3.2, so that 

the curvature of the boundary increases the effect of the skin-air 

'amplification'. 

If the potentials for the infinite, homogeneaus medium are derived 

from the measured boundary potentials without consiclering the in

ternal inhomogeneities, as will be done in the next chapters, 

deviating multipolar coefficients will be found for that field in 

t~e form: 
(3-38) 

and consequently the estimated equivalent double intensity will 

suffer from this deviation analogously by: 

n '~ [:tl (3-39) 

Since Rr > R5 the coefficient Crun will always begreater than I, so 

that we may conclude that the intracavitary blood mass amplifies the 

equivalent layer. Unfortunately, the amplification depends on the 

spatial frequency. Figures 3. 6 and 3. 7 display the dependenee of 

the factor Crun on the order of the multipolar field for some values 

of the relevant parameters R5, ~· Rr and k. For a reasonable choice 
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k = 3 and RH/R5 = .8. The influence is most apparent for the dipole, 

the quadrupele and the octapole fields. For higher orders, the extra 

amplification is less than 10% and therefore can be safely ignored. 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

0 

c nm 

c 
nm 

k =1 

2 
n 

4 6 8 10 

Fig. 3.6 Quantitative effects of intra-

cavitary blood mass. 

L---~--~---+--~--~~--~--~--~---T--~~----~~n 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

Fig. 3. 7 Quantitative effects of intra-

cavitary blood mass. 

In su;>erficial observation this ans11er seel'ls to be in conflict with 

the short circuiting of the tangential dipoles. Tangential dipoles 
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give rise to spatial high frequency contents, and the above results 

show that approximately these are not affected, This discrepancy can 

be attributed to the applied concentratien of the sourees in an equi

valent double layer, which is all right for the external fields, but 

is in fact not allowed for internal fields: the actual sourees will 

be distributed in the interspherical space between radii RH and R8• 

If we like to concentrate the sourees in a double layer R8 , we have 

to position an equivalent double layer for the external fields on a 

sphere with radius ~ incorporating all sources, while the radius 

R8 then varies between ~ and RE dependent on what sourees we are 

studying, i.e. endocardial through epicardial. It is evident that 

the estimated equivalent double layer on the sphere with radius ~ 

will obey to a reducing factor C given by: 
run 

~~+ (:~:) 2n--,--+l ·(Rs \ n+l 

+ (~)'"·' .. ) 

k n + I 
k-1 n+ï k-1 

c k n I 
run k-1 n+l + k-1 

(3-40) 

The extra factor(Rs'~}n+l evidently accounts for the rapid decrease 

of spatially higher frequent fields of the sources. As a matter of 

fact, this effect is much more dominant than the inhomogeneity effects, 

especially for the higher orders. This effect is graphically illus-

trated 

.6 

.4 

.2 

·0o~--;----r--~~--4?---~--~6--~ ..... --~8----~--1~o~----.. n 

Fig. 3,8 The effect of the position of the 

equivalent double layer, 
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The effect of tangential dipoles can be evaluated by calculating the 

fields of two opposing current sourees at radius as at an infinitely 

small distance. Actually the field of a single layer at radius Rs is 

then studied. This can easily be done by simply substituting 1 for 

factor c 
nm the coefficient -(n+1)/n in formula (3-28}. The resulting 

2n+1 
turns out to be: 

c nm 

n (~ R +1 

-~ (~rt~~ (3-41) 

k 
k-1 + k-1 

for RE> Rs. 
We learn that especially the lower orders of the multipele series 

have been decreased considerably relatively to radial sources. 

In summarising, the following conclusions may be noted: 

- The influence of the relatively low conducting lungs will decrease 

the estimated double layer in the spatially lower frequencies, but 

also extra higher spatial frequencies are added to such an extent 

that the highest frequency contents approach infinity. 

- The well-conducting intracavitary blood mass will increase the ra

dially distributed dipales by a maximal factor 3 and decrease the 

tangentially distributed dipoles by a minimal factor l-(RH/R8) 3 • 

- The spatially higher frequency contents will relatively be unaffec

ted by the intracavitary blood mass. 

- The position of the estimated double layer more distant to the en

docard than the primary sourees causes a considerable decay of the 

frequency contents according to (R
8

/RE)n+l, which is especially evi

dent for higher orders, 

This last effect was to be expected, but we want to stress that this 

effect definitely disturbs the estimation. At the same time, howeveq:, 
it states the profit that we may obtain by displaying an estimated pe-

ricardial double layer instead of a measured torso surface potential 

map. Therefore the difference in resolution is once more emphasised 

in Fig. 3.9, which shows clearly the loss in high spatial frequencies 

going from the pericard to the torso surface in a simplified model •. 
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and e in degrees 

x = r •:n 0 '~' J 
y .. r Sl.O 6 Sl.O <j> 

z .. r cos e z 

x 
LV left ventricle 

RV 
tS:O 

right ventricle 

Fig. 3.9 At the left side an equivalent double layer is shown repre

senting the activity of both left and right ventricle. The atria above 

the base are omitted and in the remaining truncated sphere the septurn 

may be observed. In the wall of the left ventricle we find a broad 

band, where a constant current double layer intensity T exists. The 

rfght ventricle shows a corresponding band. At a distance of 2 times 

the heart radius the homogeneous medium is bounded by an insuiator 

(air). The left plot shows lines of equal double layer intensity as a 

function of the spherical coordinates, when it is brought in the form 

of a mul tipole series truncated for n = 10. Two maximal hill rims are 

clearly observable. In the right plot the isopotential lines on the 

spherical boundary are presented. Only one maximum appears. Even at 

this small distance the dipole term dominates. In the surface poten

tials the separated double layers cannot be distinguished directly. 
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3.5 Evaluation of the transfer in a homogeneaus medium with arbitra

ry boundaries 

Proceeding with the concept of the equivalent pericardial layer some 

methods, alternative to the one provided insection 3.3, will be dis

cussed and compared in order that they can be applied in chapters 6 

and 7 for the determination of pericardial potentials or double layer 

intensities from skin potential measurements. 

3.5.1 g~~~E!!_f2~E!!i!2~-2~_!!~h~~!Eif!!L_i~Y~!!~_!2!~~i2~! 
In the previous sections there have been comments on the deviations 

which may appear in case of an inverse solution based on the wrong 

assumption of a homogeneaus medium inside the tors~. One detailed 

inverse salution has been proposed implementing a spherical harmonie 

approach. Two possible types of potentials could be distinguished. 

On the one side we were confronted with the actual potentials in the 

bounded medium ~b and on the other side some hypothetical potentials 

say ~ooappeared, which would exist in an unbounded medium. Certainly 

the unboundad medium potentials should be prefered as they do not 

reflect the influence of the boundary conditions. Consequently in the 

sequel we will try to obtain either the unbounded medium potentials 

or the intensity of an equivalent double layer, usually derived from 

~ as an intermediate step. Such an approach at least states clearly 

how one should evaluate a posteriori the inhomogeneities, which were 

not incorporated in the calculations. In the sequel the unbounded 

medium potentials will be denoted by the suffixoo, while the bounded 

medium potentials are not explicitly marked. 

Let us start the discussion of inverse solutions once again with 

the reciprocity stated in equation (1-6), which is certainly valid 

for the homogeneaus medium: 

- JJJ ~ v2~ dV = JJ ~ ;~ dS 
V S ~ 

T T 

(1-6) 

Depending on the choice of a set of ~ - functions the two terms in 

(1-6) can be interpreted mathematically; let them be denoted by the 

intermediate solution x as illustrated in Fig. 3.10 sub I. 

In section 3.3 the choice of spherical harmonies in the form: 
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led to the intermediate solution: 

(3-8) 

(3-10) 

which are the multipolar coefficients for the unbounded medium po

tentials, From these the *00or '=could be evaluated and these linear 

transformations have been illustrated as a special case in Fig. 3.10 

sub IV. A seriuus drawback of this metbod is the evaluation of the 

derivative of the ~- functions on the torso surface of arbitrary shape 

; which is actually far from a simple, geometrical farm. An escape 

can be offered by a different choice of the ~- fie1ds depending on 

that special torso shape, name1y: 

1 1 
~ = - T::-:::::T 41T ~~-!.1 

(3-42) 

where the position vector !. points just inside the torso surface ST 

(Rogers 1968) or exactly on ST (Barnard 1967). 

pericard skin 

Fig. 3.10 Block diagram for different inverse solutions. 

See text for further explanation. 
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Both approaches ultimately lead to the same result and we will follow 

the first one. By that choice a souree for the 'I'- field has entered 

volume VT so that we have to return to Green's second theorem: 

JIJ V (<!>V 
2

'1'- 'I'V 
2

i!>) dV = Jt (iJ> ~~ -'I' ~:) dS (1-1) 

T T 
Substi tution of the knowledge: 

Ie 
V 2'1' = - ê 

a iJ> V2il> = -...::!... (!!_-!) an I = 0 
O'T ST 

(3-43) 

yields: 
Ie 1 

JIJ 
(!!,) 

- !~ JJ 
a li-il 

<I> <!:)= 
V 

dVT <!> (!!,) dST 4~crrl!.-!.1 an 
VT ST 

(3-44) 

The first term on the right hand side can easily be recognised as the 

unbounded medium potential and the second term can be transformed so 

that solid angles become apparent: 

lP (!_)= <!>oo(E.) + 4! IJ <!>(!!_) d n <!.·!!.> (3-45) 

where n (!_,!!_) is the solid angle at !. subtended by dST in !!.· If we let 

!. approach the surface ST, the volume potential iJ>(!_) will equal the 

surface potential <I>T(E_). Consequently by (3-45) the unbounded medium 

potentials can be obtained by a linear transformation from the mea-

sured boundary potentials: 

<I>Too(E_)= <I>T(!_) - !~ IJ <I>T(!,)dn(!.•!.)= 

- !~ Jf [<I>T(!_)-iJ>T(E_)1 d!î(E_,!_) 
ST (3-46) 

The<I> (r) can be brought under the integral,remembering that the 
1 -

total solid angle subtended by ST at a point !. inside ST equals 4~ 

Note that the effect of the boundary ST is represented by a double 

layer on ST' where the intensity is defined by the bounded medium 

potential, which is exactly conform to the Helmholtz double layer. 

Equation (3-46) may form an infinite set of equations by letting !. 

wander on ST. In Fig. 3.10 this linear transformation is represented 

by B. 

The infinite medium potentials at the boundary ST are also given 
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by the multipolar series of formula (3-6), where the spherical coor

dinates correspond to points on the boundary surface ST (transfor

mation F in Fig. 3.10). Consequently a limited number of multipolar 

coefficients may be estimated in a least squares sense on the sur

face ST. Finally these multipolar coefficients constitute the peri

cardial potantials or the equivalent, pericardial, double layer (by 

means of transformation H in Fig. 3.10). This approach has been used 

in chapter 6 in order to estimate the overall observability, although 

this approach results into a bias for the estimaterl multipales 

because the torso surface is far from spherical. So once more we have 

to adjust the set of ~- functions to the irregular torso boundary, 

although we will still make use of the spherical shape of the equi

valent double layer following Martin (1972). 

If we calculated befarehand the unbounded medium potentials at ST, an 

appropriate choice for a set of~- functions is given by the fields 

caused by unit current sourees at ST in an infinite medium with a con

stant finite cr, except for the area inside the pericardial sphere, where 

cr = "" • The '!'- field for the unbounded medium can then be found by 

putting a mirror souree at r' inside the pericardial sphere as sket

ched in 

Fig. 3.11 The'!'- field due to a unit souree in r , while o = ~ inside the 

sphere. A mirror souree in~·= ~R~/~~~2 
and a current of 

Rp/1~ I represents the effect of the area with cr "' ""· 

Green's second theerem applied to the volume external to S can be 
p 

used tagether with the knowledge: 

v2 ~ I 
"" outside S 

p 

and yields: 

0 (3-47) 
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4>,.,(~)= - Jfw,.,(~)~~ dS= Jfw."(~_) drl(.E_,!_)- fil fJ w..,(!_)dQ(E_' ,!_) (3-48) 

s s s p p p 

So in words: the potential equals the sum of the potentials in r and 

r' due to a double layer on S with intensity q, ~ • This linear trans-
p "" T 

formation of the pericardial potentialsw to the torso boundary po-
P"" 

tentials q,Too is represented by D in Fig. 3.10 and the pericardial po-

tentials can be obtained by the inverse transformation. 

The determination of the equivalent double layer intensity T is much 
QO 

easier, as the unbounded medium potential is simply given by: 

Note that this is the same relation as (3-48) except for the omission 

of the second term at the right hand side, originating from the mir

ror souree in~. These direct approaches without the application of 

multipolar series have been used in chapter 7 tagether with the next, 

general approach which does not make use of the spherical geometry 

of the pericardial surface. either. 

Befare passing on to that approach we may study briefly the equiva

lence of the latter three methods. If the number of multipales and 

the number of divisions of the surfaces increase towards infinity
1 

the methods II, lil and IV should be equivalent. E.g. the equivalence 

of methods II and III can be proven by showing that F:=DH, Yet, if 

one tries to prove the equivalence of III and IV one is confronted 

with the problem that B:~ FA. (See for both derivations the appendix). 

This has to be ascribed to the increasing amplitudes of the deriva

tive of the ~- functions in methad IV according to an increasing or

der n. 

For the derivation of the general transfer we start with equation 

(3-46): 

J I WT(!_)dQ (.E_,!_) 

ST 

(3-46) 

After partitioning of the integral,the discretised version can be 

written as: 
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(3-50) 

where the veetors represent the potentials at several points and the 

matrix n contains small solid augles normalised on 4n. More detailed 
TT 

information about the discretisation will be supplied in sectien 

3.5.2. 

Now we may let ~ wander on the pericàrdial surface instead of the 

torso boundary so that we obtain a relation to the pericardial poten

tials: 

(3-51) 

The small solid augles eperating in matrix npTare now at points on 

the pericard but still subtended by surface elements on ST, 

Sufficient extra equations for the solution of both 4> andi!l can be p pco 
obtained by applying Green's secoud theorem to the twofold bounded 

medium between SP and ST as shown in Fig. 3.12. 

Fig. 3.12 Homogeneaus medium bounded by SP and ST. 

JJ (ill ~ - ~ ~)dS + an an p s p p 
p 

IJ ($ ~~ - ~ ~~ )dSTm f JI (i!I\72
'!'•,1V

2
i!l)dV 

ST VT (3-52) 

Substituting once again " 2"'-0 ~0 "' = 1 • 1 yields: 
V ... - ') dU ) T 41f ~ 

(3-53) 
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For all ~'s just inside ST we get in discretised form: 

(3-54) 

Generally the elements of a matrix 11 KL contain the fields in segment 

K due to a double layer segment at L with unit density, i.e. the eer

responding solid angle, while analogously the elements of wKL relate 

to the single layer fields as is evident from equation (3-5,3}, 

The vector r represents the normal derivative of the potendal on 
-P 

SP for the medium bounded by ST and is therefore a measure for the 

normal field strength or normal current density at SP, 

If r wanders just outside the surface SP the corresponding equation 

turns out to be: 

q, n ~+ n q, + w r 
.. p p'l!=-T pp-p pp-p 

(3-55) 

Combination of (3-50), (3-51), (3-54.) and (3-55) results in the fol-

lowing systematic set of equations: 

+ w r Tp-p 

+ w r pp•p 

(3-56) 

(3-57) 

Besides there are those equations that describe the field in a 

homogeneaus medium caused by a double layer intensity T00 on surface 

SP: 
q, "' iJ T 
-T"' Tp - P"' 

(3-58) 

It will be clear, that the equations (3-56) through (3-58) are suf

ficient for the salution of q, , q, , q, , r and T 
Too P"" p -p -poo 

if the potential ~Tis known from measurements. 

These equations will be used in chapter 7, but still some numerical 

aspects of the discretization have to be discussed in the next sec

don. 

The equations of the previous section, descrihing the relations be

tween potentials or double layer intensities, take the form of the 

following general expression: 

4>(!) = IJ H!_)f (!_, .E)dS 

s 
(3-59) 

where f(!_,~)dS can be interpreted as a field due to either a unit 

single layer on dS or a unit double iayer on dS. 
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Bath possibilities share the problem that the transfer is actually 

given from a surface souree toward a field point. Initially this pro

blem has been solved in literature (Rogers~l968; Barnard,l967) by par

titioning the surface S into plane triaugles and assuming the potential 

in the gravity point of the triangle to be representative and constant 

over the entire triangle. 

The complete integral can then be partitioned into integrals of solely f 

on the triaugles and the resultant values are the coefficients of the 

potentials in the gravity points in a subsequent linear equation. 

The following drawbacks of this method can be noted: 

-A potential step exists across the sides of the triangles. 

The gravity point would only be representative, if the function f 

were linear in~ , which is far from reality. 

- On a closed surface S, partitioned into fitting triangles, many 

more triaugles and consequently gravity points can be distinguished 

than vertices. The ratio is about 2 (see next chapter). 

In order to improve the method of discretisation we developed (Pau

lissen, 1975; Vermeulen, 1978) independently but partially analogously 

to Barr c.s. (1977) a procedure, where the potentials in the verti

ces form the starting point. The potentials on the surface of the 

triangle can then be obtained by linear interpolation between the 

vertex potentials. The int3grals over the triangles, however, can not 

be evaluated analytically so that we are forced to use a numerical 

approximation found in the seven points integration proposed by 

Albrecht and Collatz (1958): 

ff H~)f(~, E) dS~t.sJl ~i <!> ~i) f (§..i ,.E_) 

6S 

(3-60) 

wheret.S denotes the (surface of the) particular triangle under con

sideration, The coefficients~. and the positions s. are numerically 
]. -]. 

defined by the following expressions and the latter are shown in 

Fig. 3.13. 

(3-61) 
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sl 1 + 2U 1 - u 1 - u 

[t]_[ ][t] SZ 1 -u 1 + 2U 1 - u w 
s3 1 -u 1 - u 1 + 2U 

(3-62) 
s4 :1. 1 - 2V 1 +V 1 +V 3 
ss 1 + V 1 - 2V 1 +V 

s6 1 + V 1 + V 1 - 2V 

s7 1 1 1 

u .. 1 + lls -1 + 115 
7 V= 

7 

~ 

Fig. 3.13 Il1ustration of the seven points integration. 

In effect, the positions s. are obtained in linear interpolation from 
-]. 

the vertex sourees so that the same re1ation holds for the interpo-

1ated, 

<)1 

~2 

11\3 

11\4 

11\5 

~6 

11\7 

corresponding potentials: 

w 

Consequently equation (3~S7)can be written as: 

7 
6S ~ a. f (s.,r) ~(s.) = E y.(r)/1\. 

i=1 1 -1. - -1. j=A,B,C J - J 

(3-63) 

(3-64) 

Finally the valuesYJ. resulting from all triaugles that shareS. as 
-J 
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a vertex, can be added and form the coefficient of~. in the final, 
J 

linear equation. The procedure has been tested and the deviations 

from the real integral (which can of course be evaluated much more 

accurately in a test procedure) were completely negligible as long 

as the distance between ~ and the triangle is greater than the di

mensions of that triangle. Under these circumstances the relative 
-4 errors appeared to be in the range of 10 • If the near field of a 

specific layer is to be evaluated, some elements of the transfer

matrix refer to an observer very close to one of the vertices. 

This very small distance has been accomplished by increasing or de

creasing the radial position of the observer by a fraction 10-4 

from the corresponding vertex position, depending on whether the 

observer has to be defined just outside or inside the closed sur

face. Then the elements of the single layer transfers tend to show 

a deviation in the range of 1%. Of course this effect will be ave

raged over the other elements and we can not expect, nor do we need, 

a higher accuracy than by the definition of the size of the triangles. 

In the next chapter we defined the maximal resolution, which is not 

affected by these small numerical deviations. The same holds with 

respect to the double layer transfers. Besides these have been cor

rected in order to account for the following special property. 

A constant double layer in a closed farm should not give rise to 

an external field, but, as the seven points integration methad will 

not provide the various solid angles exactly, the sum of the solid 

angles, evaluated that way, will not be zero for an external obser

ver. Erroneously a field will result and consequently a constant 

double layer will be estimated in the inverse procedure. In order to 

avoid this seeming observability we want to eliminate the deviations 

from the exact solid angles. These can be calculated for a triangle 

by: 
(3-65) 

a,= arctan -
(!c x~) 

and quant i ties B and y defined by cyclic permutation of the indices, 

where ~ = ~-~etc. (see Barnard 1967). 

If we adjust the coefficientsy. in such a way that fora constant~ 
J 

they tagether define exactly the solid angle for the triangle under 
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study, these deviations will disappear. This is implemented by: 

y. 
J •Yj 

l: y. 
A,B,C J 

(3-66) 

Application of this procedure quantifiesin a satisfactory way the 

matrices in the previous section. The necessary fineness of the par

titioning into triangles will be discussed in the next chapters. 

Finally, at the end of this chapter, we want to study the properties 

of the resulting coefficient matrices (e.g. singularities) by means 

of the singular value decomposition. This technique appears to be 

of fundamental use later on as well, so that in the next section we 

permit ourselves a small intermezzo in order to explain the main pro

perties of this technique. 

For any mxn matrix A the s.v.d. exists, given by: 

where: 

A = U D VT (3-67) 

U is a mxr matrix consisting of r orthonormal columns u., 
-J 

so: T 
U U = I 

r 

r is the rank of the matrix A. 

D is an rxr diagonal matrix: 

D = diag (a 
1 

,a 
2

, • • • ,ar) 

o1 ~ a2 ~ •••• > ar > 0 

V is an nxr matrix consisting of r orthonormal columns v., 
-J 

so: T 
V V = I 

r 

The a. are called singular va lues. 
J 

A simple proef, that the s.v.d. into real components exists for any 

real matrix A can be found a.o. at v.d. Kam (1978). 

Some properties of the s.v.d. will be listed now: 
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1 - From: 

AT A= V DT UT U D VT = V DT D VT V D2 VT 

and: 

it follows that the diagonal elements of D2 are the eigenvalues 

(as far as they are unequal to zero) of ATA as wellas of AAT. 

The columns of V respectively U are the eigenveetors of ATA res

pectively AAT, associated with the non-zero eigenvalues. 

2 - If the mxn matrix A (with m>n) and the m vector z are given, the 

salution for the least squares problem: 

find the n vector x that minimises ~~ - A~l 2 

is found to be: 
+ x = A z 

(see Albert 1972). A+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of A. 

If the s.v.d. of A is given by (3-67), the pseudo inverse A+ of A 

will be: 
A+ =V D-l UT (3-68! 

· 1 of A+ -I -I The s1ngu ar values are:crr , crr-l, 
-I 

,er 1 • 

3- With the s.v.d. and the orthonormality of the columns of V it fel-

lows that: 

I 12 T 2 T 2 r 2 
A = tr(A A)= tr(V D V)= tr(D) =.r

1
cr .• 

J= J 
(3-69) 

4- In chapters 7, 8 and 9 it will appear to bedesirabie to limit 

the rank of a matrix. This must be done with a minimal effect on 

the matrix. So if A is the original mxn matrix with rank (A)=r the 

task is, given an integer k with 0 ~ k ~ r, to find the mxn matrix 

B with rank (B)<k in such a way thatiA-BI is minima!. 

In other words: find a B with a limited rank and a difference be

tween A and B that is minimised with a least squares criterion. 

The B asked for is found to be (v.d. Kam, 1978): 

B =U l~] VT 
T 

= uk Dk vk (3-70) 

uk contains the first k columns of U, 

vk contains the first k columns of V, 

Dk = diag(cr
1

,o 2 , ••• P' k ) • 
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So the B is found by setting the smallest r-k singular values in the 

s.v.d. of A equal to zero. 

Furthermore it can 

error is: 

be shown (v.d. Kam 1978) that with this B the RMS 

I A-B I =I El = \ r-;--' ='~ (3-71) V~ ~ei.j vj:k+l crj 

The ALGOL procedure used to calculate the s.v,d. of a matrix was writ

ten by Golub and Reinsch (1970). The program consistsof two parts. 

The first part reduces the matrix to a bidiagonal form by Householder 

transformations. The secoud part uses a QR-type metbod to calculate 

the singular values. 

The procedure s.v.d. was implemented on the Burroughs B7700 computer 

of the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

3.5.4 ~1~~~~~!~~~-~!-~~~~E~~~!-!g~~~!~~~ 
The mathematica! excursion on the s.v.d. in the previous sectien can 

help u,s now to analyse the transfer matrices of sections 3.5.1. and 

3.5.2. These transfer matrices relate patterns (of potentials or 

layer intensities) on surfaces, say K and L, and this transfer can 

generally be represented by: 

U D C3-72) 

I, multiplication by UT yields: 

(3-73) 

Each element of the vector~ represents the projection of the pattern 

~ on the respective column of U and analogously ~ with respect to 

~ and V. Consequently the columns of U can be interpreted as basic 

patterns of surface K, which are mutually independent because of the 

orthonormality property. Of course the same holds for the columns of 

V with respect to surface L. Each basic pattern on L is transformed 

by (3-72) into the corresponding pattern on K multiplied by the res

pective singular value in the diagonal matrix D. If all singular va

lues were equal to one,we could say that all possible patterns on L 

were equally observable or present in the resulting pattem on K. 

If all singular values are different, each of them represents the 

amplification (or attenuation) of the respective patterns and to

gether they farm the transfer function or the speetral density of the 
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transfer. Based upon this reasoning the logarithmic display of the 

respective singular values provides us with an optima! insight into 

the observability loss by the transfer under consideration, The ~ange 

between the logarithms of the smallest and the largest singular 

values is therefore a measure for the information loss. If e.g. 

the smallest singular value is zero this loss measure amounts to in

finity and this occurs if one pattern on L is really unobservable 

from surface K. On phy&ical grounds such a zero singular value càn 

easily be explained and accounted for>as we will show. In Table 3.14 

the largest and two smallest singular values are shown for several 

transfer matrices (some of these are going to be defined). 

! 
transfer lsi~gular~ ()1 () 

r-1 a + va ues r 
ûl pp 

(~r"' minus influenc;,._:.. r 67,66 2.39 2.35 
of ~ ï? 

p 

Q 0,90 0.24 0.17 
z 

~T <I> p 1.26 0.6lxl0 -4 0.13xl0 -4 

z r 
(<I>T)r ~p 1.19 0,52xl0 -4 0.42xl0 -5 

I-OTT 

cj>Tco <I>T 0.77 0.18 0.26xl0 -9 

s.v.d. 
or deflation 

<I> T r P"" 
0.66 0.40xl0 -4 0.53xl0-g 

Table 3.14 Extreme singu1ar va1ues of several transfer matrices. 

It is clear that the range of the singular values is also a measure 

for the stability of the inverse so1ution or the evalustion of the 

matrix inversion. The inverse matrixw;~ is necessary for deriving 

a relation between the pericardial potendalsip and the torso boun

dary potentials !r from equations (3-56) and (3-57). This appears to 

be: 

[I - OTT+wT w -10 Tl <I>T= [nT +wT w -1 (I-0 )1 <I> 
P PP pj- P P PP PP -p 

(3-74) 

or Q<I>T = Pel> 
- -p 

(3-75) 
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As can be seen from Table 3.14 the stability of the inversion of the 

matrices w and Q will be excellent so that we may continue along 
pp 

the line: 

Z4? 
-p 

(3-76) 

From Table 3.14 we notice the broad range of the singular values pre

dicting the degree of stability of the inverse solution. In chapter 

9 we will try to compensate for instability in the inverse solution
1 

by the implementation of apriori knowledge of the pericardial patterns 

to be expected. Here we will restriet ourselves to the discussion of 

an additional problem. 

As not all boundary potentials can be measured (e.g. in the mathema

tically truncated extremities) or if some measurements may have fai

led, we want to account for these lacking elements of ~T by omitting 

them tagether with the corresponding rows of Z, resulting in a re

duced set of equations: 

(r=reduced) 

z 4? 
r-p 

(3-77) 

As the partitioning of the torso boundary will be taken finer than 

the partitioning of the pericardial surface, still a sufficient num

ber of'equations is left fortheinverse salution intheleast squa

res sense using the Penrose-Moore pseudo inverse: 

4? 
-p 

(3-78) 

This technique to process reduced boundary potential veetors has been 

applied for all methods of Fig. 3.10, when actual measurements had 

to be processed. We think thïs technique should be used contrary to where 

one interpolates the potentials and processes these interpolated po

tentials in equal weight to the measured potentials according to 

(3-79). 

If we want to arrive at unbounded medium patterns we are confronted 

with zero singular values caused by either undefined reference po

tentials or unobervable, closed, constant double layers. For example 

the matrix I ~T' relating the bounded medium potentials to the 

unbounded medium potentials, shows that behaviour. The sums of the 
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row elements of 0 TT will be one because the total solid angle is 411' 

and normalised on 4 11' • Consequently the matrix I -O TT possesses 

a singular value zero and a corresponding, constant, basic pattern 

at the right hand side, which is identical in this case with an eigen

value zero and a corresponding right eigenvalue ~· where ~T = (1,1,1, 

1, ••••• ). This implies that a constant bounded medium potential will 

not be transformed to the unbounded medium potentials, which are de

fined zero at infinity, The same holds for the transfer of the peri

cardial double layer to the field potential in an unbounded medium, 

represented by formula (3-58), which yields: 

(3-79) 

In order to handle reduced veetors (~T) we will have to invert 
- r 

I - OTT in some way or another. A usual approach is offered by the 

deflation technique (Lynn, 1968). Without entering into details this 

can simply be outlined as follows. We impose an extra condition on 

jT by defining the reference potential putting: 

with e.g. 

or 

T 
n ~ = 0 
.:o. -T 

T s 
T s 

(O,O,O, •••• ,l, •••••• O,O) 

(1,1,1, •••• ,1, •••••• 1, 1) /NT 

where NT denotes the total number of skin electrodes. 

(3-80) 

(3-81) 

(3-82) 

Equation (3-81) defines the reference potential to be zero at the po

sition corresponding to the 1 in S• whereas (3-82) takes the average 

potential to be the zero reference potential. We can normalise !T 

to satisfy one of these conditions and then we may transferm the zero 

eigenvalue into an eigenvalue 1 with preserved eigenvector by exten

sion of the matrix by: 

T 
.. I - 11 TT + ~9.. (3-83) 

Since the singularity has been removed now the inversion of the ma

trix has been made possible, leading to: 

T -1 
j T = (I - l"l TT + ~ S ) O TP ! p "' (3-84) 

An alternative approach may be offered by the s.v.d.: 
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(3-85) 

Inspired by the Penrose-Moore pseudo inverse we define: 

(I -n TT) 
(-1) = V D(-l) UT (3-86) 

where all singular values of D are inverted in D(-l) except for the 

zero one, which remains zero. It will be evident that all pattern 

transfers are appropriately inverted and that the zero singular va

lue prevents unwanted introduetion of forbidden relations between the 

corresponding patterns. Both approaches show the same behaviour in 

the singular values as displayed in the latter relation in Table 3.14. 

Finally we have to remark that the singular value approach is not 

suited if a reduced boundary potential vector bas to be processed. 

Then the deflation technique is favourable as we can still define a 

local reference potential but not an average potential because not 

all potentials could be measured, Therefore we applied the deflation 

technique for the inversion of matrix I - QTT' but we used the sin

gular value approach consistently for all other pseudo inverses 

needed. 

A possible T _e.g., which doesnothave an average equal to zero, -p-
will then automatically be filtered appropriately. 

3.6 Conclusions 

After the initial, mainly physically inspired comments on the in

fluenèe of the inhomogeneities, the mathematica! and numerical pro

blems accompanying the evaluation of the transfer between heart sour

ees and skin potentials have been solved theoretically. Based on the 

numerically evaluated transfer the inverse problem can be attacked 

in the next chapters, but eventual results have to be explained byJ 

or corrected forJthe neglected inhomogeneity effects as summarised 

at the end of sectien 3.4. 

Appendix 

a, Equivalence of metbod II and III: 
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[F) . 
SJ 

[H] . 
eJ 

r D, 
L J se 

= ___ I ___ y (0 ) 

} r n+ I · s •<Ps s J 

=_I_ y (0 ) 
r n+l · e•<P e e J 

2 2 
r - r s e e.s 
41rr Ir -r 13 e 

e -s-e 
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j denotes a combination of n and m 

Y.(0 ,.p) 
J e e 

ii àS tends to zero, this may be transformed into: 
e 

<,1" DHJ1 
• . SJ 

2 2 
r - r s e 
41Tr n+2 

e 

as r is constant. 
e 

We will use the following equalities: 

2 
- r e 

- V ( ,. s r - r 
-s -e 

which results in: 

V ( I 
e Ir --s 

I 
i).r - ~ ( l).r 
I -e S !Es - 4 -5 

a (Ir - r ' 
----=-s -=---e-=-'-. r 

ar e .r 
s e 

Using the series: 

Ir -s 

n 
oo r 

l: :+1 q r 
s 

(where 1 is a combination of n and m) 
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Substitution in the integral form leads to: 

.2IT1l n 

Jf 
r (n-m)! 

[nHJ sj t (n+n+l) e 
(2 - .So). 

n ----n+"ï (n+m} ~ m 
411r q r 

e 00 s 

Yq(e .~) Yd(e .~) Y.(e ,9 )sin0 d0 e e ~ s s J e e e e 

y (3 ,9 ) is constant on the epicardial sphere. 
q s s 

d8 
e 

Because of the prop~rty of orthogonality for tbe spherical harmonies at 

an integration over a spherical surface, this integral equals: 

IFJ . SJ 

b. Disc:repancy between metbod III and IV 

- ' t • 
if~.J j t 

~~- y (8 ) n+l i s'~s r J 

s 

QED 

bS 
t 

between the rectangular brackets equals jr _ r j if and 
-s -t 

The expression 

only if r > r , but tbis is only true for half of tbe 
s 1; 

set (rs' rt). If rs < rtthen the series diverges. So: 

FA I B 
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4. DATA ACQUISITION, MAPPING AND A SIMPLE SIMULATION 

4.1 Extremes of the skin potential behaviour in time and space 

The study of cardiac fields on the skin as a function of time and 

space is practically restricted by the available number of spatially 

distributed electrades and time samples. On the other hand each ex

tra electrode or increase of the sampling frequency involves a se

rious enlargement of equipment, memory space, computational time and 

additional laad for the experimental person, Although an optimal 

choice can only be found after the study itself, at least we can 

look for some well-known rules on the basis of apriori knowledge. 

We prefer to handle,as the crucial factor)the derivative of the po

tential with respect to time and space; this does not coincide with 

the overall frequency content, which seems to be so familiar that 

apparently it is aften used without reflection. The derivative of the 

poten~ial is assigned locally and thus provides us with insight into 

both the number and the distribution of sampling, whereas the crite

rion of frequency contents assesses global bounds irrespective of 

local differences. 

Referring to the previous chapters
1
we can expect the largest deri

vatives on the skin in the situation sketched in Fig. 4.1 , where a 

tangentially oriented current dipale ~in the heart muscle
1
faces 

an observer PT on the skin at the shortest distance possible,given 

the topology of the torso. I 

I the myocard 

~~ 
~~-x 
I• I 

~~~~~----+-~~~~ -
PT I 

I~Y 
Fig. 4.1 Maximal field strength at the skin. 

The minimal distance will never be smaller than 2 cm and can thus 

safely be used as a support for the dipale concept as well: the 
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thickness of the physical double layers in the myocard amounts to 

.5 mm, which is small enough compared to W. For the sake of simpli

city,this physical double layer has been confined in a dipole most 

adjacent to the skin, causing maximumeffect on the skin. If the 

origin of a coordinate system is defined in the center of the dipole 

and the observer on the y - axis, a maximum change in the potential 

can be expected, when either the dipole or the observer shifts in 

the x- direction. Apart from inhomogeneity effects, then the beha

viour of the potential can be described by: 

The derivative with respect to xT 

D-3(x -x ) 2 
T m 

m(xT-xm) 

41TaD3/ 2 

amounts to: 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

where x
7 

is the shift of the observer 

analogously for the dipole, 

along the x - axis and xm 

For plane, parallel myocard and skin surfaces and x = 0 the extremes 
m 

of ~T can be found in ~ = ~ ~ wV21 and at this distance the as-

sumption of plane, parallel surfaces is not violated so that we may 

approximate: 

3f!11crw2 
~ - ~ . T,max T,m1n 

m (4-3) 

r -2 Substitution of m = rà A, -= 4.10 V (v. Oosterom 1978) and choosing 
(J -4 2 

the surface area of an equivalent double layer to be t::.A = 2n 10 m 

results in a maximtwpotential difference of 4 millivolt, which is 

sustained by ECG-measurements, especially, if one takes into account 

the amplification by the skin-air interface. 

For a suitable choice of the maximum distance between skin electrades 

we are interested in the maximum derivative of~ T' which appears in 

~ = 0. Moreover, for xT= 0 and xm = 0, the potential change due to 

dipole or observer shift is equal except for an opposite sign; 

i)~T 0 ~T m 1 - 1 
CtxT = - oxm = 41!0" ~ """4 

-1 
Vm 

Since about 40pV can be detected from the noisy 

(4-4) 

surroundings (see v. 

Schaik 1976 and Fig. 4.6) a theoretica! value for a detectable elec

trode displacement is given by: 
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-5 16.10 m (4-5) 

For a similar bound in time domain, we can use the known speed of 

the depolarisation wave Vd' which is approximately .5ms-1• 

Substitution of ~xm • VdÁt into (4-4) leads to the smallest sampling 

period that can cause a detectable change in the amplitude given by: 

4 -5 
At = v- Á~T • 32.10 s 

d 
(4-6) 

Indeed such very high frequencies have been detected (de Weerd, 1971; 

Ros, 1976), be it with very small amplitudes in the order of pV. 

As is generally known the major part of the energy in the ECG is re

stricted below the 50 Hz so that about a factor 100 in sampling time 

is allowed. 

The same factor 100 will be applied in the spatial domain, supported 

by the following considerations: 

a. The movement of the chest due to e.g. respiration under controlled 

circumstances will amount to at least .5 cm. 

b. The inhomogeneities will disturb the field and in the studied cri

tical precordial side the ribs in between the heart and the skin 

show cross-sections in the order of 1 cm as well. 

c. The high signal to noise ratio a.o. is due to tbe surface of the 

electredes being in the order of 1 cm2• 

d. A minimal precordial electrode distance of about 2 cm will lead 

to a total amount of at least 100 electrodes, wbia~ is a mana

geable number in the experimental start of the study. Probable 

information loss detected later on can always be corrected in new 

experiments. 

e. The minimal distance between extrema on the skin due to a concen

trated souree in the myocard will be VZw = 2.8 cm as is shown 

(Form. 4-2 and 4-3). If the precordial electrode distance is smal

ler than this length of 2.8 cm, we may expect that such concentra

ted sourees can be detected. 

In similar studies of potential mapping the minimal electrode dis

tanee ranges from 1 cm (Arthur, 1972) to an average of 5 cm. Most 

of those studies (Taccardi, 1963; Horan, 1963; Arthur, 1968, 1972; 

Holt,, 1969; Barr, 1970, 1971; Forbes, 1974; d'Alché, 1974; Spach,1977.; 
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Lux, 1978, Rersch, 1978; Monro, 1978; van Oosterom, 1978) handle al

most equally spaeed distributions all over the surface, except for 

Arthur (1972) and Taccardi (1963). As the potential distribution over 

the torso surface is not constant in the spatial frequency domain we 

consider it a waste to apply a regular grid of electrodes. Close 

to the heart the potentials are more pronounced and more reliable than 

far away from the heart, 

If the potential pattern on the epicard would remain constant as a 

function of the spherical angles ~ and e when the radial distance R 

increased, it would be sufficient to keep the angle öa between two 

adjacent electredes constant so that the distance between them would 

become 8x ~R öa. We have learnt from the multipolar approach, that 

the epicardial decomposed patterns decrease at least according to 
2 1/R , so that a constant angular distance between adjacent electredes 

is certainly admissible and more than sufficient. 

The crigin of the coordinate system should then be chosen in the 

center of the heart. More exactly the origin should be the center of 

the smallest sphere that encloses the heart completely and that does 

not interseet the skin-air interface. Using X-ray photographs of se

veral persons we defined the crigin 4 cm upwards, 3 cm to the left 

shoulder and 8 cm inwards referring to the lower end of the sternum. 

Defining an angular distance between adjacent precordial electredes 
211 2 

ha= 20 , a spatial distance ax =8 ~O 10- m = 2.5 cm results, whicb 

was satisfactory. In order to keep angular distances close to this 

value in all directions, we developed an algorithm to find an appro

priate electrode distribution on tbe skin and a regular grid on the 

pericardial sphere as well; cf, sectien 4.2. 

4.2 Definition of ~rids on the epicard and the torso surface 

Choose the crigin of a rectangular coordinate system in the center of 

the heart as explained in the previous section. Define a regular oc

tahedron, the center of which coincides with the crigin and whose 

vertices are positioned on the axes. The triaugles in each octant can 

regularly be divided into 25 congruent, smaller triangles. The octa

hedron can be expanded until it is transformed into a sphere. This 

expansion is performed in such a way, that the edges of the octahedron 

are transformed into orthogonal greater circles of the sphere, while 
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the vertices of the smaller triangles are projectedJequally spaced1 

on parallel circles. The axis of the parallels is defined as z-axis 

and they interseet the meridians at equal distances, measured over 

the sphere. In that way a rather equally spaeed set of 200 triangles 

on a sphere is defined. The 102 vertices of the 200 spherical triang

les can be connected with the origin. The connecting lines are pre

defined in their direction by the corresponding spherical coordinates 

~ and e. The radii r, where the lines interseet the torso surface, 

can be measured by a special apparatus shown in Fig. 4.2, 

The seat of this apparatus can be adjusted in three perpendicular di

rections with respect to the disc D until the center of the heart of 

the experimental person coincides with the spherical coordinate sys

tem of the apparatus. Turning the disc D defines the rotatien ~. while 

the position of the frame F depends upon the elevation e. The radius 

of the torso surface corresponding to that ~ and e, can be read on 

the stick S by shifting it, until it touches the body, where a mark 

is made for the electredes and a number is written next to it. The 

geometrical measurements appeared to be reproducable within an accu

racy of .5 cm (Paulissen, 1975). 

About 10 radii cannot be measured because of the extremities. The re

maining 92 points are approximated by a set of spherical harmonies 

up to the order 5, that defines the torso surface by 35 parameters in 

a least squares sens:! The points in the truncated areas are interpo

lated and a resulting torso is shown in Fig. 4.3. The shaded areas 

are interpolated ; for the remaining the measured radii are used. The 

relatively high density at the precordial side is clearly observable. 

The truncation of the theoretical torso is allowed, because of the 

well known effect that the current lines originating from the cardiac 

sourees will not enter the extremitiesJas the chest itself bas a 

sufficiently high conductance (and provided that the electrades on the 

extremities draw only negligible currents). No ECG-'s can be mea

sured between points on a single extremity. 

The greater triangles of the original octahedron have been divided 

into 25 smaller triangles each, by dividing the edges into 5 equal 

parts, N0•5. If N0=4 then 128 triangles and 66 vertices will appear. 

In general the number of triangles amounts 4xNOxNO and the number of 

vertices equals 2xNOxN0+2. Special computer programs have been deve

loped for the evaluation of e and ~ values depending on NO, the num-
'*) Within an accuracy of I cm, except for the shoulders (movements) and 

at the clavicles(sudden change in curvature), where the error < 2 cm. 
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bering of the triangles and the vertices,and relating them to each 

other. 

Fig. 4.2 

Apparatus to measure the 

torso geometry. ProvisÎQns 

are made to position the 

heart center in the origin 

of the coordinate system. 

z 

Fig. 4.3 

The truncated torso 

approximated by 200 

triangles. 

H = Head Side 

RA= Right Arm Side 

LA= Left Arm Side 

A • Abdomen 
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Since after an inverse salution the resolution of pericardial poten

tial patterns will be smaller than on the skin, we generally choose 

NO to he 4 for the pericardial patterns. 

Because we could not use accurate geometrical data of the heart sur

face and because anyhow accurate heart topology seems unnecessary in 

view of the unspecified inhomogeneities, we will confine our atten

tion to a pericardial sphere as shown in Fig. 4.4. This sphere, appro

ximated by triangles, can be looked at as the expanded octahedron men

tioned before. 

z 

y 

Fig. 4.4 The pericardlal sphere approximated by 128 triaugles ori

ginating from the expanded, regular octahedron. 

4.3 Projection of the torso surface and the epicard on flat planes 

Because plots of equipotential lines are desirable, some method has 

to be developed for projecting the closed surfaces of the torso and 
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the pericardial sphere. Therefore the four posterior faces of the 

original octahedron can be opened until they are positioned in the 

same plane as their neighbouring anterior face as shown in Fig.4,5.a. 

F 

a) isolatitude and iso

longitude lines on the 

posteriorly unfolded, 

8 

b) frontal view from 

infinity. 

- - - - isolatitudes 

regular octahedron, isolongitudes 

Fig. 4.5 The projection metbod 
(from Nicola, 1977) 

The vertices of tbe smaller triaugles are projected perpendicularly 

on a vertical frontal plane. In that way tbe faces of tbe octahedron 

are ultimately projected into a square. Each equilateral triarigle 

is transformed into an isosceles right triangle; see Fig. 4.5.b. 

Formulas relating the spherical augles ~ and e to tbe rectangular 

coordinates in the projection plane have been derived by Nicola (1977). 

Afterwards it was discovered that tbe projection metbod is a simpli

fied version of the quinuncial projection of tbe sphere developed by 

Peirce (1879). 

Due to the simplification,tbe isomorpbic property bas been lost, al

tbough tbe deviations are not disturbing, apart from some singular 

points. Insteadof the frontal view)the top view or any sagittal view 
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can easily be obtained and an increase of NO simply increases the 

number of rows and columns in the projection. 

Now the epicardial and torso surface points are uniquely projected 

via the vertices of the octahedron triaugles into a square. Charac

teristic epicardial and torso surface areas are illustrated in 

Fig. 4.6. The projection of the epicard has been obtained by mea

suring a heart model in the apparatus depicted in Fig. 4.2. 

B 

/ ' 
/ ... 

·~ ·~· 
- " rv-. ' \ l ' : L - ... +_.--

' ' \t 

' 1 / 

' " 

' " 

' " 
B B 

Fig. 4l6 Projection of torso surface and epicardial surface. 

B ., backside CS coronary sulcus 

R = right side IS interventricular sulcus 

L ., left side RA= right atrium 

LA • left atrium 

RV right ventricle 

LV left ventricle 

4.4 ECG processipg 

The ECG's have been measured at the locations marked during the geo

metry measurements by means of sucking electrodes of the Ag/AgCl type 
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with a diameter of 22 mm. The ECG-amplifiers possess an input impa

dance of ZMn, an amplification factor 500 and a bandfilter with slo

pes of 6 dB/oct., flat response from 0,1 till 500Hz. 

The ECG-signals are supposed to be completely repetitive during the 

period of measuring. Therefore the data processing can be performed 

on a quasi-simultaneous basis, although the measurements were made 

in a sequential way. Groups of six signals are recorded simultaneous

ly on an analog recorder (Philips Analog-7) together with one rafe

renee signal for the time alignment. After analog to digital conver

sion (accuracy: 10 bit, sample time: 1 ms) the signals are corrected 

for baseline drift on the basis of the silent periods between the 

complexes. The level and the direction of a straight line reprasen

ting the reference base line has been estimated for each complex in 

a least squares sense on the basis of 50 samples just before the 

P-wave and 50 samples just after the T-wave. The time alignment is 

obtained by way of cross correlation techniques and 10 successive 

complexes are averaged in order to reduce the noise. 

All these calculations are performed on a small digital process com

puter (PDP-8). The results fora representative lead combined with the 

estimated standard deviation are shown in Fig. 4.7. 

Fig. 4. 7 

R 

T 

above: the averaged ECG (10 complexes used) 

below: the standard deviation (note the scale) 
(from v.Schaik,1976) 
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Since the respiration can be expected to influence the reproducibility 

of ECG-signals, some experiments were made to test the amount of varia

bility (see also Van Schaik,l976). An apparatus has been developed 

which detects the R-wave and switches on a light during two R-R-inter

vals and switches off that light during the successive three R-R-in

tervals. The experimental persen was then asked to inhale when the 

light was on and to expire when the light was off. Most differences 

were found in the R-R-interval length and the amplitudes of the com

plexes, but the shape of the complexes and the maps did not show re

markable differences. Processing of the maps, as explained in the 

next chapters, did not show different results with respect to the 

noise level when one of the five typical complexes fixed in the res

piration cycle was used instead of the normal averaged complexes in

dependent of the respiration, 

More detailed information about the primary data handling can be found 

in the reports of supporting studies by Burema (1975) and De Vries 

(1975). 

4.5 Potential mapping 

Having discussed the projection of the torso surface and the acqui

sition of the ECG's we can now devote some attention to the resulting 

maps and give some examples. 

When tqe measured QRS-complexes are ordered in a matrix, compatible 

with t~e projection of Fig. 4.6., a signal exposure as shown in Fig. 

4.8. results. As explained in sectien 4.1 the most remarkable changes 

appear at the precordial side and outside the precordial area the 

chosen electrode distribution seems appropriate. 

An isopotential map can be made by a simple linear interpolation, in 

each small square of Fig. 4.6, between the angular points given by 

the corresponding, adjacent electrodes. If a specific isopotential 

line is detected by linear interpolation on an edge, the intersectien 

point is stored. Normally per square~two intersections will be found 

and these can simply be connected by a straight line. Sometimes for 

one isopotential 4 intersections are detected and in that case we 

have to choose which pair of opposite lines has to be drawn. 
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Fig. 4.8 The measured sk~n potentials during 150 ms covering the QRS

complex. The potential at point 91 is zero because this point 

was used for the reference electrode. 

In the empty squares the ECG could not be measured because 

of extremities. 

The pair that has the smallest surface area of the two adjacent tri-

angles has been chosen, as these will roughly correspond to the lo

west possible spatial frequency contents of the potential distribu

tion. We assumed that the number of electrades was sufficient with 

respect to that frequency content. 

For several successive time instants the isopotential maps on the tor

so are given in Fig. 4.9. 
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F' ~g. 4.9 To lines rso skin e · Time : Black fields qu1potential 
1n ms Th are pos· . 

places whe~ e dots mark 1t1ve. 

••_mado. 'no mea'"'""'"';h• 
P wave• could 

QRS - co~plex· 15-90 ms 
T - wave: · !40-240 ms 

300-500 ms 
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In Fig. 4.9. we may clearly distinguish that the information concer

ning the potential distribution is rather homogeneously distributed 

over the projection plane, The normally used, cylindrical projection 

method does not share this property. In those maps most dominant chan

ges in the potential occur exclusively in a limited subarea of the 

map, repreaenting the precordial area, 

Areas of minor importance at the head, back and abdomen sides are 

stretched out. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.10, where the equidis

tant points of our spherical projection on the skin have been pro

jected on such a cylindrical projection plane. 

t 200 

100 

. . 
altitude or---------4-~~~---t------~~~~------~ 

z 
in mm 

. . . 
-100 

-200 

-300 

-400 

-~~--------~0~------~~±---------~ •• ~0--------~.70 
~ rotation $ in degrees 

Fig. 4.10 The equidistant points of Fig. 4.6a projected on a skin 

potential map according to the cylindrical projection method. The 

origin (z=O, +=0) has been positioned on the sternum. 

The cylindrical projection metbod has been suggested by the cylindri

cal form of the human body and therefore is directly interpretable 

as a body surface map. The proposed spherical projection method, how

ever, finds its origin in the epicardial form and consequently the 

resultant maps refer directly to the pericardial surface. In this 

context one should remember that a cardiologist is much more interes

tad in the original pericardial potentials than in the resultant skin 

potentials, 
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4.6 The string model 

In order to be able to test solutions of the inverse problem we need 

some simulation of the electrical heart sourees to be used in model 

to model adjustments. Therefore a mathematica! model of the depola

risation wave is proposed, which simulates the essenrial part of the 

true depolarisation wave as far as some phenomena are concerned, such 

as propagating double layers in a continuous form. 

Before entering into details of the model it is useful to emphasize 

that it is by no means the objective to develop a model which exact

ly represents the depolarisation wave. This would be impossible both 

due to insufficient knowledge and due to the fact that appreciable 

differences might be expected between individual depolarisation wa

ves. This ho1ds for the variability betueen humans as well as for 

differences with respect to the depolarisation of dogs' hearts, which 

are a predominant souree of experimental knowledge. Furthermore the 

explanation of the general doubts in lirerature about an appropriate 

description of the primary sourees in the myocard and especially pos

sib1y major effects of anisotropies as given in chapter 2, together 

with the impossibility of performing measurements in our laboratory, 

limits us to using a simple, provisional model which will be proposed 

here. 4.t least it provides time-changing pericardial potenrial pat-

terns with spatial frequency contents, that can ultimately be ex-

pected! 

' Most attention is paid to the essenrial course of the depolarisation 

wave as it is measured (Scher, 1956, 1962; Durrer, 1968, 1970). 

Also the shape of the heart is strongly simplified in order to faci

litate mathematica! operations. In spite of these simplifications the 

confidence remains, that the model chosen shares with the heart the 

main field properties in time and space frequency domains and also 

possesses so much flexibility, that improvements in details can easi

ly be made. Furthermore an important aspect is that the mode1s, used 

until now, (such as the equivalent dipole, the multipele and the mul

tiple dipole model) can be compared directly with this string model, 

especially with respect to their resemblance of the surface potential. 

The main course of the depolarisation wave is from the A.V. node by 
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way of the bundle of His and the Purkinje fibers into the heart mus

cle. The myocard is stimulated by the Purkinje fibers and the first 

depolarisation takes place more or less in the middle of the septurn 

in two points, one on the left ventricle side and the other on the 

right ventricle side. The conduction in the septurn behaves as though 

the left and right ventricles possess their own separated walls. The 

depolarisation wave starts at the ventricle sides and is then direc

ted towards the inside of the septum, 

Next there is a fast propagation in the endocardium because of the 

Purkinje fibers situated there and from this endocardium the depola

risation wave proceeds through the myocardium towards the epicardium. 

This behaviour of the depolarisation wave suggests to model first 

the endocardium activity and secondly the myocardium activity, which 

is triggered by the former activity. 

In order to facilitate calculations the anatomy of the heart is redu

eed to a simple stereometrical configuration. For that purpose the 

ventricle walls and the septurn are supposed to be infinitesimally 

thin. The dimension of the musculature is accounted for later on. 

Moreover these walls have the shape of a sphere of radius R trunca

ted by a flat plane, the base. In this truncated sphere a flat plane, 

perpendicular to the base and passing through the center of the sphe

re, represents the septum. For the sake of representation and calcu

lation it is advisable to use a coordinate system as sketched in 

Fig. 4.11. 

First we like to model the depolarisation front in the endocardium 

of the left ventricle. 

At time t • 0, the.-beginning of the QRS-complex, the septurn is acti

vated in the origin. A small time ~t later the depolarisation is pro

pagated in the x-y-plane equally in all directions by way of the 

Purkinje fibers so~ that the front can be supposed to look like a cir

cle. This circle is concentric with the sphere and bas a radius 

equal to r v .~t. where v is the propagation speed in the Pur-e e e 
kinje fibers. This circular depolarisation front proceeds until the 

base is reached at t = t 1, after which the circle decreases to an are 

of a circle up to the base. 

At t • t
2 

the sphere surface is reached and the depolarisation front 
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moves like an are of a circ1e a1ong the sphere, whereby: 

(4-7) 

x 

Fig. 4.11 Representation of the heart in the string model. The walls 

are infinitesimally thin, The heart sphere (radius R) is truncated 

by the base, a plane perpendicular to the x-axis in x= -1. The sep

turn is situated in the x-y-plane. The angle ~ (in the x-z-plane) de

notes the current position of the depolarisation front in the endo

cardium. The left ventricle is on the positive z side. 

At time t • t
3 

the are passes into a complete circle again and at 

t = t 4 the depolarisation front ends on the z-axis for z = R. 

The same holds equally for the depolarisation front in the endocar

dium of the right ventricle. From the endocardium the depolarisation 

is conducted through the myocardium towards the epicardium. 

This propagation is modelled by a current dipole string on the depo

larisation fronts in the endocardium, directed outwards and being 

active during the time that the depolarisation wave needs to reach the 

epicardium (see Fig. 4.12). 

This duration T is equal to d/v1, where dis the local thickness of 
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the heart wall and v
1 

is the propagation speed through the myocar

dium. As a first approximation we distinguish four parts of the 

heart with different thickness, viz. 

d -L 
thickness of the outside wall of the left ventricle 

dR thickness of the outside wall of the right ventricle 

~s •thickness of the septum part betonging to the left ventricle 

dRS •thickness of the septum part belonging to the right ventricle 

Fig. 4.12 

Schematic of the direction of the depolarisation wave. The direction 

of its tangential and radial veloeities (Ve and v1 respectively) are 

indicated. 
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septurn 

VIEW A: 

VIEW 8: 

VIEW C: 

VIEW 

1 :!Orns I-:2Um S 

Fig. 4.13 
The double layer (shaded areas) at severa.l moments, 

View A: The septurn seen from the positive z-axis. (left ventricle is omitted) 

View B: The left ventricl~_seen from the positive z-axis. 

View C: Anterior view from the negative y-axis. 

View D: The right ventricle seen from the negative z-axis. 

septum septurn 

:.::SOms 1 = 60m s 1 :70m s !::SOms 
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The evaluation of the electrical field in the medium outside the 

heart can be seen as a time filtering of a rather simple dipole string 

model, which represents the depolarisation fronts in the endocardium. 

For each of the heart parts mentioned above~a dipole string can be 

placed on the depolarisation front of the endocardium. The field due 

to this dipole string can be evaluated for an infinite, homogeneaus 

and isotropie medium. The thickness of the local heart wall is then 

brought in by filtering this potential in time by a filter, which has 

a rectangular impulse response with length T = d/v1 • Another inter

pretation is a dipole string which is triggered by the endocardium 

and is maintained by the myocardium during a time proportional to 

the local thickness of the myocardium. The effect of this eperation 

is, that the resulting potential is originated by a homogeneaus cur

rent dipole layer in the form of a ribbon in between the depclarisa

tien front circles at time t and t - T. 

Fig. 4.13. gives a picture of the situation of the depolarisation 

wave at several moments. The constauts for that special case are gi

ven in Table 4.14., whereas more information about detailed calcula

tions will be given in sectien 4.6.3. 

Table 4.14 Values of most important constants. 

I !!!I = 1 Am/m 

R ... 06 m 

1 .03 m 

V = 2 m/ s 
e 

vl = 1 m/s 

dR .0054 m 

dL .018 m 

dRS .0027 m 

dLS = .009 m 

Ät .. 1 ms 

tl • 15 ms 

t2 = 30 ma 

t3 - 61 ms 

t4 77 ms 

nL 18 

nR 5 

= 1 A dipole streng tb per unit length 

radius of heart sphere 

distance between base and crigin 

endocardial activatien speed 

myocardial activatien speed 

thickness of right ventrical wall 

thickness of left ventrical wall 

thickness of septum part of right ventricle 

thickness of septurn part of left ventricle 

sampling time 

septurn activatien front reaches base 

septum activatien reaches outside wall , 

wall activatien fronts no longer dissects base 

wall activatien fronts reach end points at poles 

x f.t= duration of propagation in left ventricle myocard 

x fit= idem for right ventricle myocard 
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xbt = idem for septurn part of left ventricle 

xbt idem for septurn part of right ventricle. 

After the filtering of the different parts has been performed, the 

resulting potentials can be summed on account of the superposition 

theorem. Because of the use of dipole strings we name the above 

model the string model. 

At time t 2 the direction of the dipole string is suddenly rotated 

over 90 degrees. This phenomenon is exaggerated because the de

polarisation wave has been started exactly in the middle of the 

septurn in order to facilitate calculations. In the real situation 

the depolarisation starts somewhere on the positive x-axis. Then the 

depolarisation front doesnotend on the z-axis, but somewhere in 

the quadrant x< 0.) z > 0. In this situation the moment t 2 of the 

rotation of the dipole directions is not sharply defined but 

spreads over a small interval of time. Nevertheless the sudden chan

ge will probably result in the fast change of the VCG at the begin-

ning of the R-wave. This effect is enlarged by the high activity of apical 

regions. In this part of the heart the walls of the ventricles are 

thick. This property, however, is only partially incorporated in 

our model. This discrepancy with the real situation is one of the 

main differences with reality. We made three assumptions: 

1) The septurn is a flat plane with a circular boundary 

2) ~e depolarisation front starts in the center of the septurn 

3) The depolarisation propagates uniformly because of the homo

geneous spread of Purkinje fibers. 

None of these three conditions is fully satisfied. Therefore the 

depolarisation front will not reach the outside walls everywhere at 

the same time. On the contrary, according to Durrer (1968) the break

through takes place in the anterior apical wall of the right ven

tricle and the posterior wall of the left ventricle somewhere between 

the apex and the base. Furthermore, because of the inhomogeneous 

spread of Purkinje fibers, the conduction in the basical parts of 

the septum and the right ventricle is low. This implies that the 

depolarisation ends in these heart segments. Then the depolarisation 

wave in the septurn is directed.towards the base and the direction 

of the final depolarisation front in the right ventricle wall pos

sesses also an important tangential component. 
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Another assumption is the pure radial direction of the depolarisation 

wave. The direction of the dipole layer is always taken perpendicular 

to the walls, whereas the tangential component is neglected. As far 

as this aspect is concerned we refer to the so called Brody effect 

caused by the intracavitary blood mass (Brody 1956). See also chap

ter 3. 

Before the "filtering action" is performed, the potential is due to 

two strings of dipoles in the form of an are or a circle. m defines 

the dipole intensity per unit length in each direction and ~ defines 

the position of a small part of the string. If r is the position of 

the observation point, then 

~lt = 47TO <!> = T oo 

where <!>
00 

is the unbounded medium potential 

<!>*is a normalised potential, which we will use here 

aT is the specific conductivity of the torso 

the integration is performed over the dipole string. 

(4-8) 

The use of a multipele expansion in spherical harmonies is obvious. 

Letrand ~ be defined according to (3-4), then 1/ 1~-~1 can be ex

panded as in formula (3-5). 

If this expansion is uniformly convergent, summation and integration 

or differentiation may be interchanged. 

For determining the gradient we use the chain rule: 

v (-1-)· o(ÏE~.I!i)v (p) + 

0(1~} v (9 ) 

R. IE-.el ap .f aeP .f P 

a{l§) r-,e 
+ - V (~ )(4-9) 

a~ .f P 
p 

Substitution in integral (4-8) results in: 

1 n I m * • l <t>lf =- \ \ -- p (cos e ) ja cos m<j> + b sin m<j>r J 
L L nn rlnm r nm 

r n=l m=o r 
(4-10) 
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where 

"' a 

<b:m)= (2-,:> (n-m): f··-,~TI 
nrn (n+m)! 

[''" ·. cos 
~.] 4>p nPm(cos 9 ) sin 9 sin cf.p 

(c~s m 
) + n p p s1n m <~~p 

cos e 
p 

["' ·. cos .. ] aPrn(cos e > cos 9 sin .pp 
<c~s m 

:p> 
n p + p 

ae s1.n m 
p - sin 8 p 

p 

[ 
sin .p/ 

•in •y 
Prn(cos 9 ) 

p - m sin m 
+p > cos +p/sin 9 dl n p 

p m cos m +p 
0 

(4-11) 

Above expressions for a* and b* look quite complicated. Application 
nm nm 

to our configuration, however, results in simple formulas. Because of 

the symmetry with respect to the x-z-plane, all b* are zero. 
nm 

As an example we will evaluate the activity of the left ventricle: 

for t < t
2 

.[c~s +] r s1n .p 
c 

0 

Substitution in (4-11) resu1ts in: 
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0 for n even 

if m * 0 then a no 
n+l 

2{-1 )-2- 1.3.5 •••• n n 
<Pmaxrc 

2 • 4 • 6 •••• ( n-1 ) 

for n odd 

0 for m + n even 

* if m i 0 t hen anm 

~ 4 !.3.S •..• (n-m) rn sin (mA ) 
(-I) 2 ; c "'max 

2. 4. 6 •••• ( n+m-1) 
for m + n odd 

l ?A 1"a the total are of the circle, w 1ere -'~'maxr c ~ 

for t > t 2 
m [s~n e c~s .. ] 

Sln 9 Sln .. 

cos e 
.f. R [:~: : ::: :] 

cos e 

a= n/2- .P 
ve(t-t 2) 

R 

Substitution in (4-8) results in: 

if m 0 

if m 'f 0 

* then a no 

• then a 
nm 

sin e.q, 
ma x 

Again simplifications occur, when ~max TI, which is the case for 

0 < t < t
1 

and t
3

< t < t
4 

Once these endocard front activities are calculated, the a* need nm 
to he fi~tered in order to obtain the myocard acitivity. 

The resulting normalised potenrial can be written as: 

l 
q> =-

"' n 
t l: Pm(cos a )a cos(m+ ) 

n n r nm r 
r n=Jm=o r 

(4-12) 

z The coefficients anm are obtained by filtering anm. For simplicity 

digital filtering is performed. 

As denoted before a distinction is made between the septurn activity 

and the rest of the ventricle walls. Define that part of a* , that 
nm 
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represents the septum activity by a! and the rest by simply a~. 

In the same way the subscripts L and R can be joined for the left and 

right ventricle respectively. For the sake of clarity, the subscripts 

mandnare now omitted. We choose a sample time ót(IO-Js). 

The filtering process is then represented by: 

a(i) 

where 

and 

Refe:r:;ences 

~s 
(i-k) + L <\s 

k=o 

nR ~ 

(i-k) + 

\ * \ * + L aR (i-k) + L aL (i-k) 
k=o k=o 

* a 
nm 

for 

nR 

nRS 

t i6t 

dR =--vl6t 

dRS =---
V 
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5. THE MULTIDIPOLE MODEL 

5.1 

At the end of the sixties the multidipo1ar mode1s of the electrical 

heart activity were introduced (Selvester, 1965, 1967; Lynn, 1967; 

Horan, 1967; Rogers, 1968; Holt, 1969; Barr, 1970). One nourisbed 

great hopesof these models. Very soon, however, it appeared that 

the inverse solutions were very unreliable. Due to the signal-to

noise ratio of the ECG's an upper limit of 20 dipales seemed un

avoidable. But since the transfer from the heart sourees to the 

skin potentials is insufficiently known, even for these 20 dipales 

the solution appeared to be unstable (Rogers, 1968). Some improve

ments could be made by implementation of restrictions such as non

negativity of the dipole moments (Lynn, 1967; Holt, 1969) or even 

two-level dipole moments, so called ON-OFF models (Barr, 1970). Yet 

the results were unsatisfactory and a silent period of the seventies 

followed, except for Geselowitz (Geselowitz, 1973, 1973; Cuffin 1977, 

1978); he used the multidipole model as a necessary link between the 

e1ectrical and magnetic fields in order to estimate empirica1ly the 

information contents of those fie1ds (see chapter 9). 

lt seemed as though the signal-to-noise ratio of ECG's and the insuf

ficient knowledge of the medium had provisionally postponed the 

practical use of multidipolar models. 

We think that much more severe limitations have to be recognized; 

these are reported in sectien 5.2. The concerning studies were car

ried out at the beginning of the seventies. We then felt that the 

cited studies were performed too optimistically. Most of them imme

diately used real measurements. The inverse solutions obtained could 

hardly be evaluated quantitatively because of poor knowledge of the 

real sources. Also the fit of solutions of the forward problem ap

peared to be uncertain. It is evident that one should start with 

model-to-model adjustments. Because the truncation error may play a 

role, the simula.ting model should consist of spatially continuous 

sources, while the estimating model is multidipolar (unlike Geselo

witz, who uses multidipolar models for both). Only Brody (1972) per

formed a study similar to our approach. 
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5.2 Analysis of the simulation power of a multidipole cardiac 

generator 

The evaluation of the simulation capabilities of multidipole models 

will a.o. be performed with the help of the string model, The field 

can be described appropriately by spherical harmonies as is done 

in chapter 4. In order to compare the multipele fields of the mul

tidipale models with the original multipele components in section 

5,2.2., we will start now to analyse these latter multipele com

ponents of the string model in order to understand the specific 

properties of the souree they reflect. The resultant boundary poten

tials call for special attention because they constitute the basic 

data for the inverse solution. In the next, preliminary analysis the 

torso boundary will be approximated by a spherical surface of radius 

Rr as this simplifies notably the calculations without seriously via

lating the generality. The RMS value of the potentials on that sphere 

for the unbounded medium is given by: 

l l •'<z•>' •'• 6 dedf (5-1) 

sphere 

The torso radius is chosen to be twice the heart radius Rr=2R. 

Because of the orthogonality relations for associated Legendre poly

nomiais ~T~ becomes: 

-'-- I Ï _1_ (a2 + b2 ) _1_ (n+m)! 
2 2n nm nm , o 

(2R) n=lm=o (2R) 2n + l(n-m). 2- om 
(5-2) 

For each n we find the contribution of the respective multipele to 

the mean square value of the potential on the sphere surface (remem

bering b = 0): 
mn 

n 

I 
m=o (ZR)2n+2 

(n+m)! 

( n-m)! (5-3) 

The square roots of these values as a function of time are plotted 

in Fig. 5.1. 
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100 

----t·~ tin m s 

Contributions Cnco of the multipales (describing the string mo

del) to the RMS of the potential on a sphere with radius 2R. 

A study of this plot leads us to the following remarks: 

1) The dipale and quadrupele components located in the crigin of the 

coordinate system are insufficient to describe the potential sa

tisfactori1y at a distance of two times the heart radius. 

2) For the septurn activity (O<t<30) the dipole component is strongly 

predominant. Schubert (1968) came to the same conclusion in his 

experimental research based on real data. 

About the mathematica1>physical background some remarks can be 

made. A homogeneaus double layer with a circular boundary has mul

tipales for odd n only, if the expansion is made in the crigin of 

the circle (see e.g. Burger 1968), The rings, which appear in the 

septum, can be supposed to be the difference between two circular 

laminae with different radii. In that case the multipele expansion 

of the ring consistsof the a1gebraic sum of the expansions of the 
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circular laminae, which means that the quadrupale and all other 

even multipales are missing. 

3) For the quadrupale components as a function of time one can dis

tinguish two peaks, which also agrees with the workof Schubert 

(1968) and Taccardi (1963). 

When we deal with a homogeneaus double layer, only the rim con

tributes to the outside field because all solid angles, in which 

the rim is not involved, are subtended to opposite double layer 

segments with equal positive and negative contributions. 

The double layer rings, which appear in the outside walls of the 

ventricles, can then be represented by two circular laminae as 

shown in Fig. 5.2. These can he simulated very well by single 

dipoles. Then the result is a pair of opposite neighbouring di

poles, which cause a strong quadrupole. 

--

b b 

Fig. 5.2 

A ring with a homogeneous, radially directed dipole layer 

does not result in a dipole component, but a strong qua

drupele. 

4) The quadrupale to dipole ratio, whièh is shown in Fig. 5.3. agrees 

with the experimental curves of Hlavin and Plonsey (1963) as far 

as the high ending of the curve is concerned. This can be explai

ned by the strong eccentricity of dipole activity during the end 

of the QRS-complex. 
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The quadrupale to dipale ratio; 

The strengths of these multipales p
1 

and p
2 

are determined ac

cording to the definition, given by Geselowitz (1965). 

In Fig. 5.1. we could recognize that the dipolar and quadrupolar com

ponents represent a fair part of the cardiac source. Because of the 

symmetry in the y-direction these two spherical components are de

fined by 5 time functions a
10

, a
11

, a
20

, a
21 

and a
22

• An equal num

ber of time functions may define a 6 dipale model, if two of the di

poles are symmetrical in the y-direction. Such a number of dipales 

seems a reasonable choice to study the necessary segmentation of the 

continuous source. The effectswill then be visible in the lower order 

multipoles, while an increase of the number of multipales will un

necessarily complicate the calculations at this stage. 

Fig. 5.4. shows an example, where six dipales are proposed, which 

are fixed in origin and direction but which may vary in amplitude 

as a function of time. All, except dipales V and VI, are situated 

in the x-z-plane. Because of the symmetry with respect to the x-z

plane the intensities of dipales V and VI will obey the sane time 

functions. Each dipale stands for the action of a particular part of 

the heart in a particular direction: 

dipale number I II III IV V VI 

I :e.· I in cm 1.06 4.80 4.32 4.32 5.96 5.96 
1 

ep in radians TI/2 1.32 0.24 2.90 1.25 1.25 

cpp in radians 0 0 0 0 1.33 1.33 

direction of 
m. - z + x + z - z + y - y 
-1 

Table 5.5 Positions and directions of equivalent dipoles. 
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Fig. 5.4 

Positions of the assumed discrete dipoles in the heart sphere. The 

exact coordinates are given in Table 5.5. The positions of the di

poles are defined as the time averaged gravity points of the double 

layer activity concerned. 

dipole I 

dipole II 

dipole III 

dipole IV 

dipole VI 

total septal activity. 

all dipole activity directed to the positive x-axis. 

dipole activity of left ventricle directed to the posi

tive z-axis. 

dipole activity of right ventricle directed to the 

negative z-axis, 

all dipole activity in the direction of the negative 

y-axis. 

The positions Ei of the dipoles are chosen to be the points of gra

vity of the respective double layers. Because the points of gravity 
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change as a function of time, the average weighted with respect to 

the dipale moment is chosen. (An alternative criterion for Ei could 

be the resemblance with the string model fields in some observation 

points. In that case, however, the crigins of the dipoles change 

with the positions of the observation points; this we want to avoid.) 

Table 5.5. shows the spherical coordinates of R· and the directions 
l 

of the dipoles. 

Fig. 5.6. shows the several dipale intensity functions. 

3.5 

3.0 

Arn2.5 

t 2.0 

0 

Fig. 5.6 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 -+ t in rns 

The moments of the different discrete dipales as a function of time. 

Each dipole represents a part of the heart activity i.e. the inte

grated double layer moment of that particular part. 

Referring to formulae. (4-8) to (4-11) the potential due to the six 

dipales can be evaluated in a multipale expansion: 

r·. cos 

'•'] 
VI (n-m)! 

1

n-l T m pl 

=I (2-6°) IJ:i m. nP
11

(cos 8 .) sin a . sin ïP • cos 
nm6D m -1 pl pl pl 

izl (n+m)! 
cos api 

+ 

m.ppi 
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+ _a_P..::::...<_c_o_s_e.p.;;.i_> [::: : P ~ : ~: : P ~] cos m+ . + ae . pi pl pl 

Pl - sin a . 
pl 

(5-4) 

Although it is easy to evaluate the potential due to several dipoles 

in a direct way, the multipale expansion is used because it is sui

table for comparison with the string model. We have noticed that a 

multipole expansion facilitates the evaluation of the mean square 

value ~f the potential over the surface of a sphere. Fig. 5.7. shows 

the mul tipole components of this -<P-- as a function of time for the 
T6])oo 

six dipole model at a sphere of radius 2R. The first five multipole 

components are taken into account. The RMS potential is given by: 

with: 

n 
I: 

m=o 

1 

(ZR)2n+2 
2 1 (n+m)! 1 

anm6D 2n+l (n-m)! 2-Ö0 
m 

(5-5) 

(5-6) 

The relatively high values of multipoles 4 and 5 attract attention. 

The reason for these high values can be found in the lumping of the 

double layer in separated dipoles. A plane parallel to the septum 

contains three dipoles. The positions and directions of these di

poles II, V and VI promote the influence of the fourth harmonie in 

~. It is inherent in the multipole expansion, that cos 4~ appears 

only in multipoles number 4 and higher. Consequently it is not ama

zing that the coefficients a44 and" a54 of the six dipole model are 

respectively 14 and 11 times those of the string model. When we tried 

to reduce these higher order multipoles by using a smaller number 

of dipoles, for example by omitting dipoles V and VI which cancel each 

other in the dipole component, it was found that almost no resemblan

ce was left in the quadrupole component. 
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Fig. 5.7 

The multipole components in the RMS (~T6Doo) of the potential on a 

concentric sphere (radius 2R) for the six dipole model. 

The only remedy is to use many more dipoles. The six dipole model un

der discussion is only suitable for taking care of the dipole and 

quadrupole resemblance.The higher order components show only resem

blance in magnitude, but not qualitatively, as is seen if one compa

res Fig. 5.1. and Fig. 5.7. 

More conclusions and comparisons between the several models can bet

ter be,made on the basis of the differences in potentials on the 

spherical surface being the boundary of the conducting medium. If 

we take into account the influence of the skin-air interface, we have 

to multiply each multipole by the coeefficient (2n+l)/n as derived 

in chapter 3 formula (3-22). 

The root mean square values of the potential differences on a spheri

cal boundary with radius RT are as follows: 

model: 
n 

I 2n + I I 
_(_R.r_)-:2::-'n-+-:::2 ---:;- m=o 

2 
a nm 

(n+m)! 

(n-m)! 
(5-7) 
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Because it is easy to present here, we will also study a simple mul

tipale model thus anticipating chapter 6. A second order has been. cho

sen. Then the results can be compared with those obtained by Arthur 

(1972) for real ECG's. 
When the dipole and quadrupale components are used we get: 

-~2 ~TD+Q = L en 
n=3 

The error of the six dipole model is given by: 

n 

q,T6D z: 
m=o 

(a 
nm 

a )2 (n+m)! 
nm6D (n-m)! 

(5-8) 

..,o (5-9) 
2 - u m 

In order to compare these functions for several R.r>the relative error 

is defined by dividing these functions by the RMS of the potential of 

the string model: 

(5-10) 

In these expressions the upper limit of the summations is infinite. 

In our computer programs only five multipales were calculated. It is 

easy to see that taking into account more multipales will enlarge 

the relative errors of the one-dipole-model and the-dipole-and-qua

drupole-model, because c2 
> 0. Because a 6D does not look like a n nm nm 

for higher values of n, it may be expected that also for the six 

dipole model the error found here is a lower bound. The small values 

of a nm for n > 6 ensure us that only small deviations have to be 

expected. Fig. 5.8. shows these relative errors of the different mo-

dels for Rr = 2R, 3R. 
We have chosen these boundary radii R.r~ because in chapter 7 it will 

turn out that the behaviour of the torso medium transfer with sup

posed homogeneity can be classified in between the behaviours of the 

spherical systems with RT = 2R and Rr = 3R ( cf.Fig. 7.7.). 

With respect to the time behaviour of Fig. 5.8. the following re

marks can be made: 

1) During the activity of the septum, i.c. 0 < t < 30 (m s ), 

small errors are found for all models. This is due to the 

fact, that a dipole alone in the center of a flat double 

layer can simulate the field of that double layer quite ac

curately (cf. section 5.2.1.) 
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2) For 30 < t < 80 ms the outside walls of the ventricles are 

active. During this period the largest double layer exists 

in the form of rings. A high degree of eccentricity is rea

ched and the directions of the dipoles in the double layers 

are widely different. Consequently the ~T is maxima!, but 

the models fail. All relative errors of the models show a 

peak at about 40 and 60 ms. The model, which uses a dipole 

and quadrupale term, can handle this situation most adequately. 

R'f'2R 
·56 

o46 

o40 

.32 

,24 

.16 

.oe 
~tin m s 

\ 
i!>TD (dipole) 
qç-

\... tD+Q (di~ole 
T quadrupole) 

\ i!>T6D (6 dipoles) 
w;-

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100 

R =3R .56 T 

o48 

i!>TD (dipole) 
-ç-o40 

o32 

,24 
ii>T6D (6 dipoles) 

o16 ~ 
.oe 

r-
~ (dipole 

T + 
(quadrupole) 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 90 90 100 

Fig. 5.8 Relative errors of the different models with respect to 

the string model. ~T is the RMS value of the potential on the sphe

rical boundary for the string model. ~TD , ~TD+Q and ~T6D are the 

RMS values of the potential differences on a spherical boundary 

(radius ~) between the respective models and the string model. 
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3) At the end of the QRS-eomplex (80-95 ms) one ean distinguish 

two rather flat double layers, wherein the dipoles are mainly 

direeted along the z-axis. It was to be expeeted, that the six 

dipole model eould simulate this aecurately, but the errors are 

still disappointingly large. The origins chosen for dipoles III 

and IV may not be optimal. 

The errors during this period are in general large, but the 

total ~T diminishes rapidly. 

5.3 Discussion 

We may note the following about the general fit of the various models. 

The relatively bad fit of the one dipole model is comparable to but 

slightly worse than the results for actual measurements of Horan 

(1972). He found a relative error ranging from 30 till 50%. This can 

be attributed to two eauses: 

1. The inhomogeneities have been negleeted in our study. 

In ehapter 3 we have derived that especially the intracavita

ry blood mass and the lungs decrease the influence of higher 

order multipoles. 

2. The position of the equivalent dipole is far from optima!. 

We found an optimal position, whieh eaused the relative error 

to remain beneath the 10% level for all time moments and Rr = 

4R. This study is not presented here, but ean be found, Daroen 

(1973). 

Both the multipele and the multidipole model used six time funetions 

(heart generators), whieh doubles the number of heart generators of 

the equivalent dipole. Consequently a substantially better fit eould 

be obtained. The simple multipele series proved to be the best one. 

Obviously the diseretisation error of the multidipole model is quite 

serieus. 

Hlavin and Plonsey (1963) mention two main eonditions whieh eause 

a distributed souree to behave like a dipole: 

1) The observation point should be at a distanee from the souree 

whieh is at least two times the extent of the source, 

2) The souree ean be approximated by a uniform double layer with 

a short rim. 
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The previous studies support these conclusions, If a constant double 

layer bas a circular rim the simulation by a single dipole is best as 

is seen for the septum. If the layer is strongly curved, however, it 

is questionable how many dipoles can simulate tbe field in an appro

priate way. The extreme of a curved plane is the closed ring with 

radial direction of the dipole layer, which can be found in the string 

model at about 30 ms from onset. In reality these rings exist as well 

although not in such a pronounced way, 

Many others (see sectien 5.1.) have considered the simulation of 

double layers by dipoles, however, without the influence of time being 

taken into account, It is rather simple to select a number of dipo

les for simulation at a certain moment of time, but the problem be

comes more complex if fixed dipoles have to simulate time-changing 

double layers, 

The fact that we introduced changing double layers with multiple 

rims gives us deeper insight into the validity of multiple dipole 

roodels ranging from one to six dipoles (see Damen, 1973; de Haas, 

1973; Paulissen, 1974). Many more dipoles are necessary to obtain a 

physically relevant inverse solution. Therefor Reuroers made some 

preliminary studies in our laboratory (Reumers 1975) on a simulation 

by many more dipoles tested on the string model. He subdivided the 

surfaces of the string model into a number of segments, varying from 

19 till 35 and satisfying the following conditions as far as possible: 

- the rims have to approximate circles in flat planes 

- the total surface is equally distributed among the segments. 

Next an optimal position and direction has been defined for an equi

valent dipole for each segment by a best fit in the dipolar and qua

drupolar fields of that segment properly averaged in time, The ampli

tude of that fixed dipole bas been given by the projected, integrated 

dipolar activity of the corresponding segments as a function of the 

time. The data base for the inverse solution consisted of 80 spa

tially distributed ECG's,simulated by the string model on a spherical 

boundary of radius equal to twice the heart radius. Without im-

posing any restrictions on the dipoles to be estimated the inverse 

solution appeared to become unrealistic even without any addition of 

noise. The solution could be improved by imposing the restrietion of 

nonnegativity motivated by the fact that the activatien front never 

proceeds from epicard toward endocard and the dipolar, fixed direc-
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tions are consequently pointing outwards. Fig. 5.9. shows such a 

division into segments and some corresponding, typical results for 

the inverse solutions. The impravement by the nonnegativity constraint 

may clearly be observed, though it is evident in dipole 0 and 16, that 

this restrietion is insufficient. A repeating activity in one heart 

cycle has been estimated, which is in conflict with the simulation and 

reality. In chapterg this will b.e implemented as an extra restriction. 

Although it may have been shown that for a 20 dipale model the truncation 

error is accèptable, yet another phenomenon appears. During the QRS

complex we abserve from Fig. 5.9. (dipoles 0, 16) that the septum ac

tivity could not be separated from the external wall activities. Even 

the nonnegativity constraint could not solve this problem. The reason 

is the following: 

The combined atrial and ventricular outside walls constitute a closed 

surface. Consequently (remember the theorem of Helmholtz) to an ex

ternal observer the activity of these walls can never be distinguis

hed from the activity of the septum, if only the position and direc

tion of the dipales are fixed. If we lump the continuous souree into 

a finite set of equivalent dipoles, we therefore introduce a seeming 

observability. As a matter of fact the truncational effects of the 

lumping, which is a model error, determine the estimated distinction 

between the activities of septum and outside walls. Of course this 

is inadmissible. The lumping into a finite set of dipales suggests 

a possible observability, which is actually nonexistent. 

The only possibility of overcoming this fundamental limitation is to 

implement more apriori knowledge of the sources, i.e. the behaviour 

of the sourees in amplitude as a function of time (see also chapter 

9). 

Such a study, where the dipale moments were restricted to functions 

like in Fig. 5.6, was carried out by us already in 1971 (Damen,1971). 

As a matter of fact it suffers from the shortcomings that we men

tioned in the introduetion and that have led us to the previous stu

dy. It is another example that, a perfect mathematica! fit and no 

physiological contradiction does not necessarily imply reliable re

sults. 
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Fig. 5.9 Inverse so1utions for a 20 dipo1e (estimation) model of the 

string (simulating) model. 
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estimated unconstrained dipolar moments 
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6. THE GLOBAL OBSERVABILITY OF PERICARDlAL POTENTIALS DETERMINED BY 

TRE MULTIPOLAR APPROACH 

6.1 Introduetion 

In chapter 5 it bas been pointed out once again, that identification 

of the three dimensional souree exclusively on the basis of two .di

mensional measurements is impossible. Even the assumption of a num

ber of fixed dipoles offered insufficient extra restrictions. Of cour

se ~•e may continue and, put extra, more or less realistic restrictions 

on the sources, but then we can hardly express the relative influen

ces on the eventual result1 due to the modelling of the souree (in

cluding all restrictions) on the one hand, and due to the independent 

measurements (ECG's) on the other hand. This we wish to prevent. 

Therefore the identification of solely pericardial potantials is our 

next goal. It will give us insight into the information contente of 

the skin potentials, because only two restrictions on the sourees 

will he made: 

1.· The spatial distribution of the sourees is bounded by the peri

cardial surface. 

2, The pericardial potentials show a decreasing amplitude for in

creasing spatial frequencies. 

In this chapter, as a first step, we will apply the multipolar approach. 

6.2 Considerations for the use of multipolar coefficients 

Contrary to the previous studies, where model-to-model adjustments 

were performed for spherical houndaries, we will now analyse in a 

first approximation~the information loss which appears in the trans

fer between pericardial fields and potantials on geometrically realis

tic torso boundaries. The pericardial surface used remains spherical 

so that spherical harmonies offer an excellent tool to determine the 

average, global observability of pericardial potentials. The highest 

order of the spherical (or Tesseral) harmonies, which can reliably 

he estimated from skin potentials, is a direct measure for the reso

lution of pericardial potential patterns. 

We will use metbod III explained on page 3-21. Once the potentials 

for the unbounded medium have been determined a multipole set of pres

cribed order can he estimated in a least squares sense on the torso 
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surface; the resulting multipolar coefficients (MPC's) define a con

tinuous field on the pericardial sphere. So in this approach there is 

no need for discretisation of the pericardial sphere. A discretisa

tion of the torso boundary, however, remains necessary in order to 

obtain the unbounded medium potantials by means of a transfermatrix 

B (see chapter 3). According to the considerations given in chapter 

4, the fineness of the boundary discretisation, represented by NO, has 

been chosen to be 5, so that 102 electrode positions are defined all 

over the surface; 20 positions are fixed then on a horizontal line 

around the chest at heart level. The number of MPC's to be estima

ted depends on the order of the applied MPC-set and this re1ation is 

given in Table 6.1. 

order n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
of MPC-set 

number of MPC's 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
per order 

cumu1ative number 3 8 15 24 35 48 63 80 99 120 
of MPC's 

Table 6.1 Number of MPC's depending on the order n. 

For an excess of two times more skin electredes than MPC's (noise, 

Shannon's theorem) the order 6 is apriori an upper bound. 

Both rea1 measurements and simu1ated potentia1s have been processed. 

For the simu1ation the string model has been used again, where this 

souree is supposed to act at the same, eccentric position in the 

chest cavity as the real heart. The simulated field is decomposed 

in Tesseral harmonies and the boundary potentia1s are generated 

by truncating the series at the order 6. A Gaussian, white (in 

time and space) noise is added with a standard deviation equal to 

1/60 of t:'!le maximal peak-to-peak value of the simulated skin poten

tials. 

Again inhomogeneity effects have. been incorporated neither in the 

simulation nor in the inverse "so1ution". In Fig. 6.2. a schematic 

survey is given for the consequences, which have to be expected by 

neglecting the inhomogeneities as out1ined in chapter 3. 
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fig. 6.2 Schematic survey with respect to spatial frequencies. 

Each block represents the frequency contents of signals or transfers 

(for the sake of simplicity schematic continuous functions are shown, 

whereas in reality only discrete frequencies can be distinguished as 

the spherical angles cover a periodic, limited range). The primary 

sourees in an unbounded, homogeneaus medium give rise to a limited, 

low frequency content. The homogeneaus medium and the torso boundary 

effect act as a low pass filter. The intracavitary blood mass and 

the lungs behave as a low pass filter as well, while the lungs and 

the other intermediate inhomogeneitieslike ribs will add some higher 

spatial harmonies as they repreaent nonlinear effects. These latter 

disturbances will therefore correlate highly.with the primary sour

ces. Finally some independent noise has to be added due to e.g. EMG's, 

external fields and processing noise. 

In the simulation studies exclusively ~T' polluted by some additive 

noise, has been processed. Of course the processed, actbal measure

ments tr display the low pass effect of the inhomogeneities as well 

as the added higher harmonies and these effects have to be discussed 

in the inverse solution. 

6.3 Results for simulations and actual measurements 

For real measurements as well as for simulations~estimations have 

been made of sets of multipales varying from the order 1 through 6. 

This implies that an equivalent heart generator is used consisting 
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of respectively 3, 8, 15, 24, 35 and 48 independent time signals 

a. 

The equipotential lines found on an èRÎcardial sphere of 6 cm 

radius are shown for the real measurements in Fig. 6.3 and for 

the aimulated potentials in Fig. 6.4. The higher the order of the 

multipale set, the more detailed are the plots, until the estima

tions become unreliable because of the noise. For higher orders 

the tendency exists to enlarge extrema at the posterior areas. 

In the real situation this may well be attributed to two pheno-

mena: 

1. thepericardialsphere is badly positioned and intersects 

with the posterior heart walls; 

2. the lower conductivity of the lungs is not accounted for. 

Note, however, that the same tendency exists in the simulation, 

where none of these phenomena can affect the result. 

In the simulation an equivalent generating souree is handled, 

that would produce a pericardial potential of a constant, positi

ve level in the shaded areas of Fig. 6.4. and a constant negative 

level in the remaining areas. 

From the results of the model-to-medel adjustments it is clear 

that the details become more pronounced if more multipales are 

identified, until the influence of the noise reaches a level 

where no reliable estimations can be made. 

The optimum seems to be somewhere between the orders 3 and 4. 
Besides the noise two other imperfections have to be recognized, viz. 

the truncation of the torso and the finite length of the multipale 

series in the simulation. As far as these two influences are concer

ned the following experiments have been performed. 

When the equivalent multipele series up to the order six was esti

mated on the basis of a simulation of the same order with no noise 

and only 92 electrodes, the results were perfect. When, on the other 

hand, under identical circumstances, the order of the simulation was 
10, the estimated MPC's above the order 4 were extremely overvalued, 

while-the multipales below the order 4 were badly adjusted. This 

effect may be explained by the missing property of orthogonality for 

the spherical harmonies on the torso boundary as discussed in the 

next section. 
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4 

Fig. 6.3 

5 

For projection see 

Fig. 4.6 

Equipotential lines on a pericardial sphere of radius 6 cm, based on 

real measurements at the moment of maximal activity (R-wave). 

Equivalent sets of multipales are used of respectively the order 1 

through 6. The middle between the maximum and the minimum potent;.al~ 

is defined as zero level and all positive valued areas are shaded 
in grey. 

In each plot nine equipotential lines have been drawn, that are 

equally spaeed between the maximum and minimum potentials. 
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4 

The originally 

simulated. homogen

eaus double layers 

are shaded as at the 

left side. 

Fig. 6.4 Equipotential lines for the simulated case. 

(Compare Fig. 6.3) 

Equivalent sets of multipoles are used of respectively the order I 

through 6. The middle between the maximum and the minimum potentials 

is defined as zero level and all positively valued areas are shaded 

in grey. 

In each plot nine equipotential lines have been drawn that are 

equally spaeed between the maximum and minimum potentials. 
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6.4 Deficiencies of the multipola~ approach 

Uithout noise and torso truncation effects, the simulation up to 

the order 10 can be written as: 

(6-1) 

where a contains the real MPC's for the order n ~ 6 and b similar

ly for n > 6, 

The estimated coefficients a will be given by: 

(6-2) 

where F+ represents the pseudo-inverse of F. 

The last term represents the unwanted interaction with higher order 

multipele terms. It may not be expected either for the simulation or 

for the real situation that G ~ is small compared to F a. Neither will 

the rows of F+ and the columns of G be orthogonal. Only if the torso 

surface were a concentric sphere would the columns of F and G 

1 
. . + be orthogona • In that s1tuat1on the rows of F would equal the co-

lumns of F multiplied by a constant and consequentlyF+ G would be 

zero. Because the torso surface is far from being a concentric sphere, 

interaction between a and b cannot be neglected. The interaction ef

fect may also be visualised by drawing the equivalued lines for the 

different columns of F. and G, i.e. the equipotential lines on the 

torso surface for a special multipele element. These plots show rather 

indistinguishable patterns for saveral elements of ~ and ~as indica

ted in Fig. 6.5. Fora sphere there existsorthogonality according to 

the definition given above. We clearly observe the increase of spatial 

frequencies with an increasing order n. For the torso boundary the 

observed activity diminishes with increasing n and finally activity 

can exclusively be found at the precordial sides. Different under

lying multipoles can hardly be distinguished, if we look for exampl~ 

to the fieldsof a
33 

and a44 or b21 and b43 • This effect bacomes even 

more apparent if we increase the order n. 
Now we are confronted with the dilemma that the multipoles of higher 

order are not negligible, but their influence is only prominent in the 

precordial area on the torso, where they are not distinguishable from 

multipales of lower order. If we still identify higher order multi

poles, the anterior,pericardial potantials will be correct, but the 

posterior, pericardial potantials will be completely out of range. 
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If we restriet ourselves to a lower number of multipoles, the an

terior parts will be less detailed, but the posterior potentials 

will be more reliable. 

Fig. 6.5. a 

Isopotential lines on the skin of 
a torso model, if a set of multi
poles is placed in the heart cen
ter. 

Fig. 6.5. b 

Isopotential lines on a spherical 
surface in the center of which a 
set of multipales is placed. 
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6.5 A criterion for the maximal order 

The problem remains how to determine the maximal order of a reliably 

observable, equivalent MPC-set. 

In a forward evaluation the potentials at the truncated areas can b~ 

calculated from the estimated MPC's. This enables us to decide whe

ther too many multipales have been estimated. If the interpolated po

tentials are highly oversbooting their neighbouring, measured poten

tials, the upper limit on the order of the MPC-set has been exceeded; 

It appeared that this criterion is necessary though not sufficient. 

A better choice for the maximal order of the multipolar series is ba

sed on a criterion that is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. 

j RMS error 1 real subject 

8 

7 

fRMSerrorl si mulation 

1/l .... .... 
s::l 
::l 
:>.. 

"' <U 

"' .... 
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.... 
..0 

"' <U 

~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 

____,. n 

CT: standard deviation of the noise 

5 6 
--.n 

Fig. 6.6 Root mean square error (in time and space) between the roea

sured torso skin potentials and the cumulative contributions of esti

mated multipele generators of order n. The final order of a particular 

curve denotes the total order of the multipolar series estimated in 

least squares sense. The remainder of that curve then represents the 
error for a partial use of that multipolar set, truncated at the res-

pective orders. 
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A given number of multipales is estimated simultaneous

ly. Then we can make a diagram of the least squares er~or between the 

real skin potentials and the cumulative contribution of the respecti

ve multipales up to the ultimate order, t;hich has been estimated. 

If only low order multipales are estimated, the error will decrease 

monotoneously if the number of contributing multipales increases, 

just as we expéct. But as soon as too many multipales are estimated, 

the error will suddenly increase extremely and finally lead ta merely 

a relatively small impravement when all estimated multipales are in

corporated. This effect is due to the interaction between the multi

polar contributions to the torso surface maps. Small improvements for 

the skin potential adjustment can only be achieved by contributions 

of the different multipales that are almest compensating but never

theless enormous. Especially at the posterior parts of the pericar

dial surface the fields of these multipales will not compensate each 

other. 

From Fig. 6.6. we can conclude that for the real situation the order 

4 will be the upper limit, which implies 24 time dependent MPC's. 

Besides we notice that the dominant behaviour of the dipolar fields 

in the real measurements is contrary to these in the simulation. This 

could be expected (see e.g. Fig. 6.2.) and can be explained by the 

influence of the inhomogeneities, but may also be attributed partly 

to a different multipolar contents of the real source. 

6.6 Pericardial potentials estimated with a 4th order model 

The previous test leads to an upper limit 4 for the order. Even with 

this order we have to be very careful in interpreting the results. We 

continuously find ourselves in the paradoxial moad, where aptimism 

takes turns with scepticism. Canceding ta the optimism, we plotted far 

the complete electrical heart action (P, Q R S and T) the equipoten

tial lines on the epicardial sphere at several characteristic moments 

(see Fig. 6.7.) At least these plots display an image of the depolari

sation wave, which is not Contradietory ta the measurements Durrer has 

made under open thorax conditions (Durrer 1970). On the contrary some 

patterns can be recognized, which are not so evident in the torso sur

face fields, as Fig. 4.8. shows. In Fig. 6.7. the positive values may 

be correlated roughly with the depolarisation fronts. 
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During the P-wave one can recognize the activity of the atria •. During 

the QRS-complex the initia! apical activity spreads out over the ven

tricle wall in the direction of the basis, and a clear separation be

tween the right and left ventricle may be observed. The last area 

which depolarises is positioned in the basical right ventrical wall. 

The T-wave reveals the same polarity in the plots as the depolarisa

tion. This is correct consiclering that the repolarisation wave fol

lows a pathway mainly opposite to depolarisation, but it has also a 

reverse polarity. 

6.7 Conclusions 

Processing of real measurements indicate, that the most extensive mul

tipale set, which can reliably be estimated, has the order 4. This 

constitutes a set of 24 heart generators. 

We indicated two severe drawbacks due to the lack of orthogonality 

on the skin surface: 

1. estimations of such a 4-th order multipolar set may be highly 

bias ed. 

2. precordial information is not used appropriately. 

Theoretically the bias can be a"oided, if the estimates are made 

on the basis of a skin surface integration according to equation (3-10). 

However, Arthur (1972) found, that this technique failed even for 

a second order set because of lack of information at the truncated 

areasof the extremities. This leaves no hope for higher orders. 

We did not find clear indications of the above drawbacks in available 

literature, possibly because there it was not related to the main 

topic of study. We will end with a short list of these multipolar 

studies for comparison: 

- theoretica! studies (Yeh, 1959; Geselowitz, 1960) 

- in vitro experiments in centric systems (Hlavin, 1963, Terry, 1971) 

- forward problem (Schubert, 1968) 

- lead systems (Brody, 1967) 

- quadrupolar components (Arthur, 1972) 
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7. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSFER FROM PERICARD TO TORSO BOUNDARY 

7.1 On the orthonormality in souree and observation space 

The previous chapter has i11ustrated the drawbacks of the multipolar 

approach in case the beunding surfaces are not concentric spheres. 

As has been pointed out in section 6.3 the spherical harmonies are 

not orthonormal on the general torso boundary and consequently the 

estimate of a truncated multipolar series will be biased. It is well 

known that this bias will disappear as soon as a decomposition into 

orthonormal termsis applied (see e.g. Rice 1964): 

Let the series u. i= 1,2,3 ... •"' form such an orthonormal set for the 
~ 

potentia1 won the closed surface S, i.e.: 

1 J{u. u. dS = ö~ s J1 ~ J ~ 

2 
lim lJf,. [~~> - ~ x. u.l dS 
n+ro S'Jf i=l ~ ~ 

= 0 

Consequently the potential 11> can be expanded in the series: 

11>'" 'f X· u. 
i=l ~ ~ 

(7-1) 

(7-2) 

(7-3) 

and because of the orthonormality the coefficients X· can be found 
~ 

from: 

_Slf/11> u.dS = i~x.u~ dS + ~~ x.u.u.dS = X· 
~ , ~ ~ SJJj;, i J J ~ ~ (7-4) 

Now a least squares estimate of the coefficients of a truncated se

ries will be unbiased as can readily be seen from: 

a 1"(11>- ~ x.u.]
2 

dS A= 2iiu.[11>- ~ x.u.] dS = 0 
ax. -sJJ i=l 1 1 x.=x· sJf 1 i=l 1 

:L 
1 1 1 

(7-5) 

which with the help of {7-1) and (7-4) leads to: 

(7-6) 

The solution simply consistsof the projection of 11> onto u .• 
l 

An orthonormal set can easily be found by the Gram-Schmidt orthogo-

nalisation procedure but will not be unique as such a base can be 

freelyrotated in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space. 
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These remaining degrees of freedom will be used in relation to the 

transfer between the pericardial potential patterns and the torso 

boundary potential patterns. This can best be illustrated by the dis

cretised version where the transfer is represented by (see chapter 3): 

'I1 = M (7-7) 
-T -p 

Because we deal with a finite point set, the integrals (7-1) to 

(7-6) transferm into summatien and the infinite series beceme finite 

with nT and np terms for respectively !r and !p inasmueh as A has 

dimensions ~x~. Suppose we want to know that special unit potential 
;: 

pattern y
1 

which causes a maximal potentia1 pattern ~l on the torso 

boundary, or in mathematica! terms: 

;:T ;: 
~l ~1 bas to be maximised under the restrietion 

1 (7-8) 

Introduetion of the Lagrange multiplier À leads to the maximisation 

of (7-9) 

In the extrema the derivative bas to be zero: 

a -- = 0 = av --1 

T 
(A A+ U) y

1 

Consequently this familiar eigenvalue prob1em leads to the salution 

that y1 is the eigenvector belonging to the 1argest eigenva1ue À1 
sinee: 

(7-10) 

Next we may search for the unit pattern y2 in the subspace perpendi

cular to the vector y1 whieh causes in turn a maximal ~~· Or course 

this will be the eigenvector of ATA corresponding to the second lar

gest eigenvalue,since the symmetrie matrix ATA is nonnegative defi

nite and has orthonormal eigenvectors. Along this line it is easy to 

verify that the eigenvectors, in an order correspending to a sequen

ce of decreasing eigenvalues, farm the wanted orthonormal base. Trun

cation of this base to a limited dimeosion k incorporates the maximal 

transfers, according to the above definition, possible for that li

mited dimeosion k. 
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As bas been shown in chapter 3 the singular value decomposition of 

matrix A is given by: 

(3-67) 

conseq.qently 

ATA = V D UTU D VT = V n2vT (7-11) 

which implies that the eigenveetors are the columns of matrix V 

and the eigenvalues ~i equal the square of the singular values of the 

diagonal matrix D. Also from 

(7-12) 

we learn that the resulting maximal potential patterns equal the 

columns of matrix U multiplied by the corresponding singular value. 

Now as a result we have found two orthonormal bases formed by the 

columns of U and V which are uniquely related in the sense that each 

basic vector corresponds to a unique adjoint basic vector by a simple 

scalar multiplication. This result can similarly be derived for the 

continuous case but as this derivation shows no essential differen

ces)we will suffice with an example in the following section. 

7.2 The multipolar approach for concentric spheres as an example 

In the continuous case the simplest illustration of orthonormal bases 

is affered by the system of a spherical double layer imbedded in a 

homogeneaus medium bounded by a concentric sphere. The infinite me

dium potential was given by: 

(3-6) 

From (3-21) we learned that the equivalent double layer found 

as: n 
E 2n+l oT [A Ye + B Y0J 1 ---- nm nm nm n ----m=o n Rn+l 

s 

(7-13) 

Equation (3-22) indicates that the bounded medium potential may be 

written as: 
"' n 

«>r<!r) = l: E 2n+l [A Ye 
n=l m=o --n-- nm nm 

+ B nm 
yO J } 

nm ---
~+1 

(7-14) 

An orthonormal set for both the pericardial sphere and the beunding 

sphere is presented by the spherical harmonies: 
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(u « exclusive or) 
Now we have to show that this orthonormal set needs neither rotatien 

nor ordering for satisfying the conditions of the previous section. 

It is evident that each spherical harmonie of one surface corresponds 

exclusively to the same spherical harmonie on the opposite surface. 

The transfer for each spherical harmonie is simply given by the ratio 

of the coefficients of the respective spherical harmonies: 

eUo #Rs) n+l 
0"'0 = -

i nm crT RT 
(7-15) 

Clearly the order n of the multipolar set defines the respective sin

gular values whereby for each multipale the singular values may be 

freely interchanged as they are equal. Corisequently the respective 

potentials patterns are formed by the spherical harmonies as display

ed in Fig. 6.5.b. while the singular values are given by (7-15). 

For the case that inhomogeneities enter into the picture, the singu

lar values obey the corrected characteristics of Figures 3.6, 3.7 

and 3.8. 

It is worth mentioning that Pilkington (Martin, 1972) recognised the 

eigenvalue problem for matrix ATA but neither proceeded onto the 

singular value decomposition nor analysed the patterns defined by the 

eigenvectors. As an example he also used the concentric sphere system 

but was obviously unaware of the salution in the form of the spheri

cal harmonies. The square roots of the eigenvalues he found for a 

discretised version, where 32 points were to be distinguished on the 

pericard, have been plotted in Fig. 7.1 as the respective singular 

values. In the same plot the theoretica! singular values for the con

tinuous case have been drawn;given by: 

eUo 
o.tit"o 

1 nm (7-16) 

The deviating coefficient (2n+l)/n is induced by the pericardial po

tential instead of the double layer intensity. Furthermore the largest 

eigenvalue Pilkington presents has been omitted because it solely re

presente the constant potenrial transfer, which is arbitrary as the 

potenrial reference can randomly be chosen. The deviations between the 

continuous and the discretised versions increase accordin~ly as the 
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singular values decrease. On this phenomenon we will comment in sec

tien 7.4. 

0 

log(a) t 

++ 

•3 ..... 

0 10 20 

+ •••• 
+ 

30 

Fig. 7.1 

The singular values in a decrea

sing order for the transfer between 

potential patterns on concentric 

spheres with radii R
8 

and RT. 

The straight lines represent the 

continuous case, 

The dots follow the results of Pil-

kington for a discretised version 

with 32 points on the pericard. 

.......................... .3 

/ 
•• - i 

The concentric sphere model showed that the singular values obey a 

very simple function (7-15) tvhich rapidly decreases as n increases 

and the more when the ratio of the radii is smaller. This could be 

expected since observation of pericardial potentials becomes more 

probiernatie as the torso radius increases. Furthermore several equal 

singular values can be distinguished due to the high level of sym-
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metry in case of concentric spheres. This will not be the case when 

we consider arbitrary surfaces. 

In order to compare the results for arbitrary surfaces with those of 

the concentric sphere system, we try to build up the torso system by 

a series of intermediate systems starting with the concentric sphe

res. Therefor we decompose the torso boundary into spherical harmonies 

like we did in chapter 4 in order to interpolate the truncated extre

mities: 
n 

,.... maxn 
R.r(8,4>) = E E (7-17) 

n=o m=o 

The pericardial surface remains a sphere with a radius of 59 mm. 

For n = 0 a concentric sphere approximates the torso boundary as ma x 
shown in Fig. 4.3. The corresponding torso radius appeared to be 

154 mm so that we can eva1uate the singular values for the continuous 

case according to formula (7-15) for aT= 1. The resu1ts have been 

p1otted in Fig. 7.2. Also the discretised version has been drawn for 

102 points on both the pericardial surface and the torso boundary. 

The deeresse of the singu1ar values is parabolic, for the following 

reason. 

The total number of singular values corresponding to n multipoles is 

given by i = n2 
+ 2n. From (7-15) we deduce 

hence i =-1 (7-18) 

If n increases the approximated torso boundary resembles more and ma x 
more the measured torso boundary as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. The ec-

centrical position of the heart is already apparent for n = 1 and ma x 
this causes the singular values to be distributed quite differently 

as shown in Fig. 7.2. The singular values decrease along an almest 

straight line)while for the concentric spheres the decay was para

balie, The primary singular values increase because a higher trans

fer level is possible at the precordial sides~at the cost of the pos

terior parts which become less observable. This is clearly seen for 

n ma x 2 or 3 where the precordial torso boundary even intersacts 

the pericardial surface which is, of course, physically unacceptable. 

In that case we notice that there is an extra inèrease of the pri

mary singular values while the latter singular values remain unchan-
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ged indicating that the posterior transfers are hardly influenced by 

this precordial intersection. 
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Fig. 7.3 The torso boundary approximated by a spherical harmonie 

series truncated at n • The thick lines indicate the 
ma x 

intersections with the coordinate planes. 
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5 

9 

Fig. 7.4 The first 12 orthonormal potential patterns for the torso 

boundary evaluated for 102 points on the pericardial sphere 

of radius 69 mm and 258 points on the measured torso boun

dary. The applied transfer concerned an equivalent pericar

dial double layer for the unbounded medium and the torso 

boundary potentials. 

Furthermore the loss of symmetry causes the singular values to differ 

more and more>so that they become distributed homogeneously along the 

line of decrease. Some remaining symmetry, however, may be noticed 

from the fact that we can still distinguish some clusters of singu

lar values at the beginning. This symmetry is better represented by 

the respective potential patterns corresponding to the eigenveetors 

and shown in Fig. 7.4. 

12 
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The dipolar characteristics are apparent in the first three patterns 

and the next five patterns display rotated quadrupolar behaviour. 

All previously mentioned examples were taken for the transfer between 

the infinite medium, equivalent double layer and the torso boundary 

potentials. If the equivalent layer is substituted by the pericardial 

infinite medium potentials, the primary singular values increase a 

little as explained by formula (7-16). For such a system the torso 

boundary and the pericardial patterns are shown in fig. 7.5 and 

7.6 respectively for 66 points on the pericard and 102 points on the 

torso boundary. The primary pattema possess the best observability 

and they display the largest extremes at the anterior side of the 

heart sphere. As the specific observability represented by the eer

responding singular value decreases,the dominant activity can be 

found more and more outside the region on the anterior side of the 

heart surface, i.e. outside the center of the projection square. Be

sides, the first best observable distributions have lower spatial 

frequencies than the patterns with a higher serial number. These re

sults agree with the properties of the transfer function derived with 

the multipele model in chapter 6. 

Finally the resemblance between the related patterns, especially of 

the primary patterns, on the two surfaces is remarkable, which could 

be expected on physical grounds. Of course the ultimate identity of 

the adjoint patterns, which holds for the concentric sphere system, 

bas been lost for arbitrary surfaces. 

7.4 The influence of the discretisation 

The sampling theorem of Shannon teaches that for univariate sampled 

systems the ultimate frequency, which can unequivocally be represen

ted by the sample series, is fixed by twice the sample period. 

The higher frequencies will be mirrered with respect to that limit 

frequency. Of course the two dimensional systems that we are dea

ling with, fellow much more complex rules, for example due to the 

indefinite concept of the equidistant allocation of sample points. 

Yet, we have decomposed the set of np samples on the pericard into 

np orthonormal patterns as nT)np. 
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Fig. 7.5 

Maps showing isopotential lines for the basical potential distributions 

on the skin surface as given by the respective columns of the matrix 

U of the s.v.d. of a tranfer matrix. 
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Fig. 7.6 

Maps showing isopotential linea for the basic potential distributions 

on the pericardial surface,as given by the respective columns of the 

matrix V of the s.v.d. of a transfer matrix. 
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Although this is completely correct for reconstructing the original 

data, we cannot expect that the discretised version does not deviate 

from the real, continuous case. The linearisation of both potential 

and geometry at the triaugles has consequences for the accuracy and 

will be especially apparent in the higher frequency components c.q. 

the latter orthonormal patterns. Besides, the aliasing effects will 

also be reflected mostly in the latter patterns. As a result the de

viations between the continuous and the discretised system will in

crease with decrease of the singular values. This effect can be re

cognised in Fig. 7.1. The multipales of higher order even become unre

cognisable. The dipolar terms show a greater deviation than the qua

drupolar terms. This can well be attributed to the distribution of 

the points, which was cylindrically symmetrie. We believe that the 

point distribution we apply is much more balanced, as it is spheri

cally symmetrie; consequently in Fig. 7.2.the deviations are not so 

pronounced, although this has to be attributed partially to the lar

ger number of samples. Besides, the different multipales are much mo

re explicit in Fig. 7.2. as the corresponding singular values are 

quite similar. Finally it is noticeable that the line representing 

the discretised system always lies underneath the line for the con

tinuous system. 

In order to study the influence of an increasing number of samples 

the results for several sequence lengths have been plotted in Fig. 

7.7. If more points are used,more orthonormal patterns can be found: 

the resolution has been improved. Of course these new patterns will 

not exclusively be restricted to small transfers. On the contrary, 

we would expect that an increased resolution would especially cause 

extra patterns at the precordial .sides where the higher spatial fre

quencies prevail. Fortunately this effect has been anticipated alrea

dy by the chosen point distribution, which provides a higher density 

at the precordial side. The assumption of a homogeneaus insertion of 

extra patterns can be tested for the cases, where nT = np = 66 and 

nT = np = 102. Each two patterns for the lower resolution then cor

respond to three patterns for the higher resolution. Indeed, if the 

horizontal axes are scaled in such a way that all serial numbers are 

divided by the maximal serial number, bath curves under discussion al

most coincide. As far as the corresponding patterns are concerned , at 
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least the first eight of them did not fundamentally change, even not 

in case nT 'Î' np' They all behaved .as shown in Fig. 7 .4. 

Still remairring differences between the singular value curves after 

the sealing of the serial numbers indicate that the initial (8) trans

fers have increased a little and that after the serial number 20 for 

n = 66 the insertion of extra patterns does not follow that ratio 
T 

2 to 3, but r~latively more patterns seem to be inserted at the very 

end. 
Due to the higher density of sampling the primary well observable 

patterns could better be defined and obtained a slightly better 

observability. At the same time extra patterns could be found which 

were obscure for the lower density of sampling because of the truncat

ional errors. 

The cases, where the pericardial and torso boundary resolutions 

differ, show some interesting characteristics. Let curve A denote the 

singular values for nT = np = 102 and curve C the singular values for 

the lower resolution, i.e. nT = np 66. Furthermore let curve B 

represent the singular values of the mixed resolution : nT = 102 and 

np = 66. We have already observed that the first dominant patterns on 

the pericard did not fundamentally change. For curve C such a pattern 

is observed by nT = 66 points at the skin. For curve B the observation 

is made at nT = 102 points. If the corresponding pattern on the skin 

would be rather homogeneously distributed, this implies that the 

increase from nT = 66 tonT = 102 impraves the observability with a 

factor ( 1 02/66} • Consequently the corresponding singular values 

should increase by that same factor. Iudeed for about the first ten 

singular values curve B exceeds curve C even at a greater distance 

than llog(102)-~log(66)=.095. 

After these first ten singular values, curve B almast coincides with 

curve A for the next 20 singular values. This may indicate that the 

corresponding pericardial patterns can be sampled by np = 66 instead 

of np = 102. 

Finally alout the latter half of curve B deviates rather sharply from 

curve A towards curve C ; the resolution corresponding to np = 66 is 

insufficient to produce the latter patterns corresponding to curve A. 

Especially for this latter half of curve B we expect a high influence 

of truncation errors (cf. the multipolar transfers). 
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7.5 Conclusions 

A kind of speetral analysis bas been performed on the transfer be

tween pericard and torso boundary, where the speetral components are 

not really determined by their spatial frequencies (which would strict

ly have led to the spherical harmonies) but where the mutual ortho

normality of the adjoint potential patterns was emphasised. This spec

tral analysis offers an excellent knowledge of the patterns that are 

observable and also a quantitative measure by means of the correspon

dingsingular values. The attenuation is obvious from the transfer gi

ven by the successive singular values. 

As can be seen in Fig. 7.7. the actual attenuation lies (for the re

solutions used) in between the attenuation of the concentric spheres 

systems of radius ratios Rs/Rr = 1/2 and Rs/Rr = 1/3, which sustains 

the application of these special radius ratios in chapter 5. 

Roughly the latter half of the singular va1ue sequences and the re-

1ated patterns are doubtful as far as transfer is concerned. Yet 

these patterns are not unimportant since a certain linear combination 

of them is exact1y the supplement which bas to be added to the obser

vab1e part in order to attain the original souree potentia1. In tbat 

way they represent the remaining unobservable degrees of freedom. 

After we have analysed in an analogous manner the torso boundary po

tentials in space and time in chapter 8 we will use this property 

in chapter 9. 
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8. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE SIGNAL MATRIX S 

8.1 Introduetion 

Until now we have adopted the generally accepted way of extracting the 

most relevant information from the measured signals by using the 
1frequency domain'. The individual time signals have been filtered by 

rejecting those frequency ranges where the measured signal power only 

seems to be attributed to low power noise. Also the spatial distri

bution of the electrades has been dictated by the expectation that a 

higher density was unnecessary as the higher spatial frequency con

tents were exclusively caused by irrelevant noise. 

As a first step this approach seems very appropriate, yet neither the 

correlation between the various time signals nor the relations in 

space have been incorporated. To this end we want to perform a spec

tral analysis of our complete data base. It will contribute to fil

tering out more precisely unwanted noise influences and it will give 

us some impression of the real amount of information. 

8.2 Definition of the signal matrix S 

Fig. 4.8 shows a set of measured skin potentials. In each square a 

QRS-complex has been plotted, total duration: ISO ms (51 samples, 

interval time 3 ms) as measured at one point on the skin surface. 

The total enveloping square is the projection of the skin surface as 

described in chapter 4. It can be seen that the ECG was not measured 

at seven points. So the set consists of 95 complexes. To enable 

mathematica! operations on these skin potentials, they were ordered 

in a matrix S of dimension PxT. P stands for the number of positions 

on the skin where an ECG has been measured and T is the number of time 

instants at which a sample is taken. In the example of Fig. 4,8, 

holds: P = 95 and T = 51. Gener~lly P' nT and T ~ 128. 
tl.me 

Fig. 8,1 

The signal 

-
matrixS ! D 

p s 
position 

A row of S represents the potential at one point on the skin as a 

function of the time. A column of S denotes the potentials at one 

instant of time as a function of the serial number of the points on 

the skin; a column of S is~ (or (~)r,see page 3-34 formula (3-77) 

at a certain time instant. 
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8.3 Singular value decomposition of the matrix S 

The s.v.d. of S yields (cf. section 3.5.3, page 3-30): 

E M FT 
Pxr rxr rxT 

where M = diag (~J.~2••••••P) 
r 

(8-1) 

r =rank {S) Pl > U2 > ~3 > •••••• > pr> 0 

The matrix E can be regarcled as not depending on time but only on 

position, whereas F can be regarded as not depending on position but 

only on time. A column f. of F can be interpreted as a time signal 
T -J T 

f. f. = I because F F 
-J -J 

with 'energy': 

These time signals are orthonormal as 

because FTF = I . 

= 0 for i f j, also 

The colums f. 
-J 

r 
of matrix F are said to be the principal components in 

time of the original time signals in the rows of matrix S. We can 

adstruct this concept departing from the estimated correlation 

matrix: 

H = S ST (8-2) 

Substitution of (8-1) into (8-2) leads to: 

H = E M2ET (8-3) 

which represents the familiar decomposition of H by means of eigen

values and eigenvectors. Again the diagonal elements of M are ord

ered according to decreasing magnitude. The total energy of the sig

nals is given by 

trace (H) ~ trace (EM2ET) = trace (M2ETE) = trace (M2) = $=1p:(8-4) 
~= ~ 

Rewriting equation (8-1) can provide a better insight into the mean-

ing of the principal 

ETS = M FT or 

components: 
T T e.S = ~.f. 

-J J-J 
(8-5) 

which says that the principal component f. is just a linear combin
-J 

ation of the time signals in S, where the coefficients are given by 

the elementsof e .• 
-J 

Since e:e. = I, we alternatively may describe equation (8-5) as per
-J-J 

forming the projection of the time signals on an axis, given by f., 
-] 

where the lengthof the projection is given by p .• 
J 

As FTF = I , the colums of matrix F form an orthonormal base for the 
r 

time signals in s. Consequently f.1 is that direction in time space 
2 along which.most energy is directed, i.c. ~I as we learn from (8-5): 

T T .. T . 2 (8-6) ~I S S ~I = lJlft ft~l PI 
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Furthermore, the next main direction perpendicular to f 1 is given by 

fz resulting in an energy contents ~; and so on. If we restriet the 

signals in S to dimension k, i.e. if only the contents of the first 

k principal components are taken into account, the energy represented 

by this part amounts to: 

2 
~. 

1 
(8-7) 

Returning to the signal matrix of equation (8-1) we can note that 

there is no mathematica! difference between the rows and the columns 

or, in physical terms, between the dependenee on time and on space. 

So the whole derivation may be repeated, where space replaces time, 

the transpose of S is used, so that HR = STS, and the matrix F is 

interchanged with matrix E. In that approach the columns e. of 
-J 

matrix E are said to be the principal components in space of the sig-

nal matrix S. 

Directly refering to property 4 of s.v.d., explained insection 3.5.3, 

we can obtain a clear survey by consiclering that if 

\12 (8-8) 

f/J ·uk 1 
------1---

f/J I f/J 
this matrix Sk is the best approximation of S according to a least 

squares criterion, if the rank is restricted to k. 

Of course in that case only the first k columns of E and F play a 

part. In a decreasing order these columns represent the principal 

behaviour of the signals in respectively space and time, whereas l-1· 
J 

is a maasure of importance. 

In Fig. 8.2 the first 16 columns of F are displayed,i.e. the first 16 

principal components in time. 
Let us consider the principal component in time f .• The correspond-

-J 
ing column of matrix E then contains the relative contents of this 

f. in the signals measured at the various electrode positions accord
-J 
ing to formula (8-5). So each electrode position is given a value 

and the combined values can be displayed in a plot of equilevels as 
shown in Fig. 8.3. This plot represents the relative importance of 

the concerning principal components in time at the various electrode 

positions. But, as we have seen, at the same time this Fig. 8.3 
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Fig. 8.2 The first 

columns of the matrix 1 
F resulting from the 

s.v.d. for the skin 

potential matrix S 

of Fig. 4.8, 9 

T = 51, exclusively 
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Fig. 8.4 The logarithm of the 

singular values ~· as a function 
J 

of theserial number j, for the 

singular values of the skin 

potentials plotted in Fig. 4.8. 

T = 51, exclusively the QRS-complex 

is studied. P = 95 • 
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2 4 

@ 
(97 

6 

Fig. 8.3 Contour lines for the function on the 
skin given by the first 16 columns of E, 
resulting from the s.v.d. of the skin 
potentials displayed in Fig. 4.8. Each 
map gives contour lines at five equi
distant levels. Note that the positions 
on the skin that were not measured (see 
Fig. 4.8) were not represented in matrix 
S and consequently neither in matrix E. 
Around these positions the contour lines 
were interpolated by hand. p = 95. 

0 

T = 51, exclu~ively the QRS-complex is studied. 
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shows the principal components in space in an order of diminishing 

importance and then the Fig. 8.2 may he looked at as representing the 

relative contrihution of these spatial potential patterns to S as a 

function of time. It is remarkable how these two interpretations 

fundamentally coincide. 

Finally the singular values themselves, representing the relative 

importance of the principal components of hoth time and space, are 

plotted along a logarithmic scale in Fig. 8.4. The rapid, initial 

decrease and the final, smooth end can be attributed to respectively 

the relevant information and the disturbing noise as will be explain

ed in the next section. 

8.4 The influence of the noise 

In Fig. 8.2 and 8.3 it can be seen that as the serial numher 
increases the components show both high time as well as high spatial 

frequencies. This might suggest the idea that the corresponding 

signals contain merely noise. This idea is not altogether wrong but, 

simply based on the frequency contents, the noise cannot be discrim

inated from the signals produced hy the heart. The following reason

ing directly in measurement space seems to he more appropriate. 

If a sufficient number of electredes and an effective distrihution 

have been applied, the signals on the skin caused by the heart and 

measured at one point will correlate strongly with the signals at 

neighbouring points that originate from the heart. The noise signals 

measured at these neighbouring points will not show much correlation 

as they are partly caused by independent sourees outside the body. 

Let k in (8-8) be equal to one. Then only one position signal ~I and 

one time signal ! 1 constitute the best adaptation to the position 

signals or the time signals of S. These normalised signals ~I and 

! 1 show the highest possible correlation with all signals in S. The 

influence of the noise of the signals S on ~I and It will be small 

because the influence of the uncorrelated noise signals will average 

out to a large .extent. 
If only a small number of k independent time and position signals is 

used to approximate S, the noise on S will have a reduced influence 

on the independent signals e. and f. for the same reason. As more 
-.J J 

position and time signals are included, for growing v&lues of k in 
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(8-8), the adaptation becomes more detailed and the noise onS will 

be more and more present in the added position and time signals ~ 

and ~· 

The less important orthogonal components e. and f. of S in pos i ti on 
-J -J 

and time will contain for a major part only noise signals. These 

components that carry hardly any information can be left out by set

ting the smallest singular values equal to zero as was done in (8-8). 

In section 3.5.3 also, an expression for the error was found. The 

RMS error between Sk and S can be 

VI I (s .. - sk )
2' js-skj"' 

as: 

Fig. 8.5 

i j ~,] i,j 

r = min(P,T) 
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log(e(k)) as a function of k. k ~ 

e(k) =~ , the error function 

lsk- s 1 = e(k+l), sk defined by (8-8). 

d is a measure for the approximation of 
9 S by 9 components. 

(8-9) 
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In Fig. 8.5 

e(k) 

the function: 

J~ Vf: kJ..lj 

as derived from the singular values of Fig. 8.4, has been plotted. 

The used signals have a maximal signal to noise ratio of about 

50 dB*). The maximal signal to noise ratio is defined here as the 

ratio of the maximal possible signal level and the RMS noise level. 

The maximal signal level, neglecting the noise, was found to be: 

max(ls. ·I) 8.16 x 102 (arbitrary units) 
~.J 

SinceS is a 95 x SI matrix the maximum lsiM of jsl will be: 

s~ • 
~.J 

5.68xl0~ 

= v9SxSix(8.16xi02 )~~ 

The noise level is 50 dB below the maximum signal level, so for the 

noise: 

INsl 10-2.5xjsiM 

INs l 1.8xl02 

log(INsl> 2.26 

In Fig. 8.5 it can be seen that: 

e(10) < I Nsl 

so for k 9 expression (8-9) yields: 

This means that if all singular values except for the first nine are 
-

set to zero, the error made will be less than the noise level. This 

fact makes it acceptable to presurne that the deleted components con

tain, for a major part, noise. 

The nine remaining independent signals define a basis for the set of 

ECG signals. Any ECG signal can be calculated as a linear combin

ation of the nine basic position and time signals. It will be clear 

that the number of independent signals is a measure for the amount 

of information that can be found above the noise level in a set of 

ECG signals. A plot of the ECG signals reconstructed from the nine 

dominant time and position components does not differ visibly from 

the original ECG signals in Fig. 4.8. 

This result is sustained in literature (Scher, 1960; Young, 1962; 

*) see v. Schaik (1976). 
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Horan, 1964; Hambley, 1974; Ahmed, 1975) where related work has been 

reported, except for the spatial interpretations. It is remarkable 

that in literature again and again conclusions and interpretations 

are mostly restricted to time series analysis. In our approach, 

however, the spatial results are far more important as we can relate 

them to the spatial potential distributions obtained in the previous 

chapter. The last sectien will be devoted to these spatial distrib

utions. Befare passing on to that subject, in the next section we 

will analyse the above results once more from a statistica! point of 

view and compare them with results from simulations. 

8,5 Statistica! considerations concerning the singular values 

For a statistica! approach it is appropriate to define the torso boun

dary potantials to be stochastical signals.An assumption of periodi

city in the sense that the souree was repetitive with respect to each 

heart beat has already been made in chapter 4. Consequently the con

secutive time series of finite length can be averaged in order to 

decrease the noise under the assumption that the finite time series 

representselements of the total ensemble of possible signals. As a 

result we obtain a stochastical variabie ~T as a function of the va-

riables p and t for position and time. The range of p is restricted 

to the surface , while time t varies in the bounded period of one 

heart cycle. Actually for each position p and time t the function 

(averaged over 10 cycli) will have a different probability function. 

Consequently there exists no statistica! stationarity nor ergodicity 

for the complete system. Nevertheless a dominant part of the distur

bances can really be modelled by ergodic, white noise, if we think 

of all noise generators that disturb the data processing. Because 

this noise is broad-banded compared to the actual ECG's, it can be 

handled as white noise, i.e. the crosscorrelation in time as well as 

in position is assumed to be zero. Because of this property it is 

worthwhile to use time and space averaging to filter this noise. 

In the subsequent we assume that the noise is ergodie in the sense that 

the time averages derived over one period or the position averages 

approach the real ensemble moments. These time and position expectations 

are respectively denoted by Et and EP 
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If no additive white noise were present, the torso boundary potentials 
would be given by! 

(7-7) 

The varianee of the perieardial souree potentials may be deeomposed 

by the eigenvalue proeess so that we can write: 

(8-ll) 

Combination of (8-3), (7-7) and (8-11) yields: 

(8-12) 
T T 

The 'energies' of the intrinsic or principal components of both torso 

boundary potentials and pericardial potentials are represented by the 

diagonal elements ui and pi of the respective matrices M and R. 

The relation between these singular values is determined by the trans

fer matrix A and is difficult to analyse. Of course the rank of the 

matrices on both sides of equation (8-12) is the same so that at least 

the dimension of the principal component spaces are equal. For the 

'string' model this dimension appeared to be 8 so that in a simula

tion without noise only 8 singular values could be found for the tor

so boundary potentials as shown in Fig. 8.6. 

Now let us study what happens if some independent, white noise is 

added to the torso boundary potentials so that (7-7) becomes: 

(8-13) 

with 
0 (8-14) 

and also 
e: {r,;(p,t)} = 0 e: {r,;2 (p,t)} = aÇ for V t. 

p p 
(8-15) 

Since the noise is uncorrelated and has zero mean, we can easily de-

rive: (8-16) 

which says that all squared singular values u~ , also the zero ones, 
l 2 

are increased by the same level, i.e. the varianee Taç· If a suffi-

cient number of time samples were taken for the averaging process, 
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the previous 8 singular values would have been increased by a factor 

~ whioh i• negligibl• for th• larg•r valu•• of u,. Mor•ovor 

all the rema1mng singular values would have adopted the same va'!ue 

c:rr.VT. Since the varianee has been estimated fromJ.E!. time samples, 

the resultant singular values behave slightly deviatingly as shown 

in Fig. 8.6. and this behaviour remarkably resembles Fig. 8.4. for 

the real measurements. 

In this Fig.8.4. the noise level can be drawn as well. However, the 

number of time samples T for the corresponding signa! matrix s is 

smaller than the number of positions P. Consequently the coorect 

level is then given by crçiP. With the information from page 8-8 we 

then derive: 

~ 
j=l 

~ I cr~ I = j N s 1
2 

log(v;'cr ) r. 
I .8*102 

log ySi1 1.4 

We may clearly abserve that this noise level appears similarly in 

Fig.8.4. as it does in the simulated case of Fig.8.6. 

Therefore it seems worthwhile to apply some multivariate analysis 

criterion. If a sufficient number of time samples is used to esti

mate the covariance of the torso boundary potentials, it bas been 

proved by Girshick and Andersen (Morrison, 1967) that the eigenvalues 

\=lJÎ/T have a Gaussian distribution (independent of the elements 

of the matrix E) around the re al eigenvalues with varianee 2>. ~ /T=21J~ /T2 
2 J. J. 

(remember that lli is not scaled on T). Applying the one cr- bound (cr ) 
lB 

for Gaussian distributions, this implies a level of approximately 

10-l for those singular values in Fig. 8.6. that represent the ad-

ded, white noise , since: 
).1~12 

l. 
0 1B = -T--

The bound for the eigenvalue is then given by: 

cr2 + a21z = a2 (1 + /2) 
ç ç ç 

For the scale of Fig.3.6. this transfarms ·into: 
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x noise free case 

o white noise has 

been added 

varianee cr~ 
T=128, P=nT=102 

r one cr-bound 

- - - - ~~=~-~':35 __ _ 

80 -
·. 

0 

100 

Fig. 8.6 The singular values for torso boundary 

potantials simulated by the string model. 

The same one cr-bound at an extra range of .2 can be applied in Fig.B.4. 

In both Figs.8.4. and 8.6. the singular values concerned are indeed 

below this level, which eneaurages us to continue the analysis. 

Let the null hypothesis H
0 

be that all singular values above serial 

number q are equal. The alternative hypothesis to H
0 

is that some 

of the latter r roots are distinct, According to Bartlett and Ander

son (1954) the likelyhood-ratio criterion leads to the statistic: 

r 2 

2 r 2 ~Pj 
X = - T .:IE lnpj + T r ln r (8-17) 

where T is the total number of time samples used for the estimate 

of the varianee and r is the number of singular values supposed to 

be equal. 

If the hypothesis is true, the statistic has the chi-squared distri

bution with degrees of freedom ~r(r+l)-1 and the hypothesis is of 

course rejected for large values of (8-17). Lawley and Maxwell (1956) 

have improved this statistic by replacing T by T-q-l/6(2r+l+2/r), where 

q is the number of relevant, unequal si);lgular values (P=q+r) • 
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With this correction the x2 statistica have been evaluated for all 

possible values of rand plotted in Fig. 8.7., tagether with the 5% 

level. If the hypothesis is true the chance is 5% that the x2-variable 
5 

3 

• 
x • 

• 

rlog(x
2

) 

x 

• 

• 

• • • • • • 

)( 

IC 

x 
11 

5% bound 

si~lations, P=~=102, T=128 

real measurements, P=90, T=128 

r = number of singular values supposed 
to be equal 

20 60 80 100 

Fig. 8.7 The x2-statistic for real measurements 

and simulations. If r singular values can be 

supposed to be equal, the chance is 5% that the 

corresponding statistic exceeds the 5% bound. 
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exceeds this bound. For the simulation we notice that according to 

this criterion more than the known 8 singular values are distinct. 

So the criterion is not completely correct, which can be attributed 

to the small number of time samples, According to Lawley and Maxwell 

(Lawley, 1971) the difference between the number of samples and the 

total number of singular values should be greater than 50 to be safe. 

In our case this number is 128-102=26. 

Also for the real measurements, far more than 9 singular values appear 

to be distinct if we may trust this criterion. Anyhow at, least 50 

singular values can be attribut.ed to white noise merely due to the 

electronic processing of th~ECG-signals. About 30 singular values 

correspond to noise generators albeitwith differing variances so that 

they may originate in the body as well. It may even be caused by 

heart generators inseparable from the unwanted noise. The number of 

(at least) 9 relevant, principal components, as found in the previous 

section, remains beyond doubt, especially because we can distinguish 

a weak upstroke in the x2 variable in Fig. 8.7 as soon as the least 

of the 9 principal components is incorporated, comparable with the 

least 7 in the simulation. (See Fig. 8.6. where there are 7 above 

the noise level). 

Now these nine principal components can be used to represent the ECG

signals within the noise level;and the omission of the remaining 

principal components is an adequate means of filtering •. The data re

duction is also quite attractive, as the number of elemènts in the 

matrices E, M and F for 9 principal components amounts to 2079, com

pared to the 13056 elements of matrix S. 

The extraction of the 9 principal components, however, does not imply 

that they do not possess any noise themselves. Still a part of them 

will be caused by noise and we can study this by means of the prin

cipal components instead of thè corresponding singular values which 

we used until now. 

8.6 About the relation between the main spatial patterns of the 

transfer matrix and of the signal matrix 

Combination of the formulas (3-67) and (7-7) leads to: 
T 

!T = A!p = U D V !p (8-18) 

Furthermore, the sigrial matrix has been used to obtain an estimate of 

the varianee of !T according to (8-3): 
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(8-19) 

Now we can choose from two types of patterns: 

I) the orthonormal patterns with respect to the transfer matrix A 

represented by the columns of matrix U. 

2) the principal components in space based upon the signal matrix S 

represented by the columns of matrix E. 

The columns e. of the square matrix E span the complete space of dim-
-l 

ension ~ , where ~ is the number of electrode positions on the 

torso surface. The matrix U, however, is generally not square as the 

number of positions on the pericard ~ is smaller than nT, 

Referring to chapter 3, we defined these variables in such a way 

because we cannot expect a higher resolution for the estimated peri

cardial potantials than the resolution of the data baseJi.e. the 

torso boundary potentials. Consequently, the columns u. of matrix 
-J 

U span only a subspace of dimeosion ~ in the complete space of dim-

ension ~· As can be seen from equation (8-18) the cardiac sourees 

can only generata potential distributions on the torso surface within 

the subspace spanned by U. Therefore all potential patterns measured, 

which fall outside this subspace, have to be regarded as noise. 

If the first nine principal components of the signal matrix contain 

the main part of the cardiac potantials and hardly any noise, the 

first 9 columns of E will have to fall inside the subspace spanned by 

U. Suppose E
9 

is a matrix built up by these 9 columns, then we can 

express this assertien mathematically as: 

IE~ U 1
2 

= trace (UT E9 E! U) = 9 (8-20) 

An evaluation of this variable for P = 97 and ~ =66 led to the 

value 7.3, which implies that about 80% of the first 9 principal com

ponents is still inside the subspace of, U. The missing 20% can be 

explained by: 

I) The assumption of a homogeneaus medium, which is violated by 

reality, 

2) Noise, which has not been filtered out completely. 

3) Truncation errors due to the discretisation of the transfer 

between pericard and torso boundary. 

Apart from this bound indicated by the subspace defined by U, there 

is a closer relation between the matrices U and E. Because the 
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singular values of matrix D are rapidly decreasing over a range of 

even 5 decades, the potential patterns on the skin will be mainly 

composed of the foremost columns of U. The foremost columns of E 

share this property. The resulting high correlation between the fore

most columns of E and U can be illustrated as follows. 

Let U. be a submatrix of U consisting of the first j columns of U and 
J 

let e. be the i-th column of matrix E. 
-1 

The summed, squared project-

ions of e. on those 

-~1e:u.l2 = 
-1 J 

j columns of U are given by: 

T T trace(U. e. e. U.)= a.(j) 
J-1--J.J 1 

(8-21) 

Due to the supposed high correlation this variable a. will increase 
1 

rapidly with theserial number j up to the maximal value I. If the 

conclusion of the previous chapter is right, that only the foremost 

half of the subspace of U is reliable, only 30 columns of U will lead 

this variable a. to 'the 
1 

value I for the first 9 e .• 
-1 

Fig. 8.8 shows the various a. 
1 

for the real measurements as well as for 

the simulated data. The straight line indicates the expected ai if 

the distribution of ~i in the space of U followed a flat distribution. 

Indeed, the first nine columns ~i result in an ai, which are far above 

this level of indicating no special correlation, especially in the 

simulated case, where only 7 important singular values can be dis

tinguished. 

If we sum the ai for i=l till 9 and for j=30, the maximal value would 

be 9 for the real measurements as it was in formula (8-20). We find 

a value 6.1, whièh indicates that the major part of the foremost nine 

columns of E can be found in the foremost 30 columns of U, because at 

the very end for j=66= np we already found 7.3. For the simulation 

this is even more true as for j=30 the summed ai amount to 5.9, where 

the maximum is 7. 

8.7 Conclusions 

An appropriate means of filtering the torso boundary potentials is 

offered by the singular value decomposition of the signal matrix. It 

turned out that about 9 principal components in time or space are 

sufficient to compose the ECG's above the noise level. These 9 com

ponents, however, still contain an amount of noise and the upper 

bound for it·has been found to be 20% of these principal components. 

Nevertheless, the real amount of noise is expected to be far less. 
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Fig. 8.8 Illustration of the correlation between 

the spatial principal components of the signa! matrix 

and of the transfer matrix respectively represented 

bye. and u .• The variabie a. is shown as a function 
-~ -J ~ 

of j, where a. is defined by: 
1. 

a. = trace (U:e.e:u.) 
1. J-l-l J 

Uj contains the first j columns ~ of matrix U 

e. is the i-th column of E and i= 1,2,3, •••••• 9 
-~ 
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As expected, the nine principal components of the signal matrix 

appear to show a high correlation with the foremost principal com

ponents of the transfer matrix. The conclusion of the previous chap

ter has maintained that about half of the speetral transfers, in the 

sense of the singular values of the transfer matrix, are relevant for 

the analysis of the torso boundary potential patterns. 
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9 PRACTICAL BOUNDS FOR THE OBSERVABILITY 

9.1 Introduetion 

Preparatory to combining the results of chapters 7 and 8 it is worth

while summarising the features of the modelling in order that various 

causes of errors can be distinguished, Then it can be pointed out 

what kind of errors will be studied and it will be possible to define 

limits of observability. As not all error causes will be analysed 

the derived limits will be upper bounds. 

A representation analogous to the familiar time series analysis has 

been given in Fig. 9.Ja, where we should keep in mind that in our 

system space replaces time. The souree gives rise to an input signal 

corresponding to either the equivalent layer intensity or the poten

tials at the pericard. These patterns are transformed into skin pot

antials via tbe medium transfer. Due to inadequate modelling, neglec

ted noncardiac sourees and maasurement errors, some additive noise bas 

been added. The medium transfer bas been evaluated in the model under 

tbe assumption of a homogeneaus medium and extremities have been math

ematically truncated. The existing inhomogeneities in the body as 

well as deviations due to movements will certainly change the transfer, 

but the main characteristics such as the low pass filtering effect 

will remain. This low pass filtering is exactly the effect which we 

will study and any impravement of the transfer by more accurate mod

elling will not influence the qualitative conclusions to be derived 

bere. The position of the pericard chosen is critica! in the sense 

that in the inverse procedure, i.e. estimating the pericardial pat

terus from the skin patterns, the extrapericardial sourees give rise 

to infinitely large amplitudes, unless we are able to recognise the 

corresponding skin patterns. A great deal of the skin potantials 

caused by sourees outside the pericard can indeed be detected and fit

tered out as irrelevant potentials. This is mainly done on the basis 

of frequency contents (higher frequencies are necessarily limited due 

to the low pass filtering of the transfer) and the rejected part will 

be denoted as impossible. Nevertheless it cannot be denied that these 

extrapericardial sourees can still influence the estimated pericardial 

potentials to a great extent and the more if their power increases 

relatively to the heart sources, or their positions are closer to the 

skin. Unfortunately, there is only one way to avoid this error, apart 
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from modelling them separately, and that is by defining the pericard 

infinitely close to the skin, which does not lead to a new represen

tation of the data. 

The measurement errors belang to three categories: 

The first category is the noise caused by disturbing electromagnetic 

sourees outside the body (mains), the electrode-electrolyte transit

ion, noise in the electronic devices and recorders, the quantisation 

error in the analog-to-digital couverters and finally the truncation 

errors in the digital processing. The disturbances in this category 

will be approximated as white noise. 

The second category refers to electrode displacements, bad electrical 

cantacts and the accuracy of the geometry measurements. The major 

part of these effects can be detected during the primary signal pro

cessing and consequently can be corrected. The remaining minor de

viations will either slightly influence the rnadelling of the transfer 

or become apparent in the higher spatial frequencies of the skin 

patterns and partly be recognised as impossible. 

Finally, the last category consists of the errors made by the dis

cretisation since only a finite number of electrades can be applied. 

If the sampling rate is chosen too low, an aliasing effect will occur. 

As a consequence the estimations of the pericardial patterns will be 

biased. The choice of the sampling rate is a campromise between the 

expected frequency contents of the souree on the one hand, and prac

tical limits on the data acquisition and processing on the other hand. 

Fortunately, the results given in section 9.3 indicate that this 

effect can satisfactorily be compensated by some extra apriori know

ledge about the sources. 

The block diagram Fig. 9.la can be used to explain the procedures 

to be developed in this chapter by camparing them to familiar signal 

processing techniques. Therefore, Fig. 9.lb represents schematically 

the frequency characteristics of respectively the input signal, the 

transfer, the output and the noise. The actual frequency contents 

can best be represented by the multipale model, where the order of 

the set corresponds to the frequency. If the system is discretised 

the sampling rate should be far more than f
0

, the ultimate frequency 

in which the sourees display relevant power. That part of the output 

which is above this frequency f
0

, has been characterised as impossible 

and can be filtered out. 
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Next the resultant signal can be led through an inverse filter 

(inverse to forward transfer) in order to obtain an estimation of the 

input i.e. the pericardial potential distribution. 

This happens to be a simple least squares estimation, The constant 

noise level on the output signal is then transformed into a noise on 

the pericard, the level of which increases rapidly with frequency. 

As soon as the signal-to-noise ratio of I is surpassed, we define the 

frequencies in this range as unobservable. 

Alternatively, we may study the power spectrum of the skin potentials 

and perform a Wiener filtering on these signals before leading them 

through the inverse filter. This Wiener filter is defined for each 

frequency as the ratio of the signal power to the combined power of 

signal and noise. In that way we are able to decrease the range of 

unobservable frequencies as illustrated in Fig. 9.1c. 

Above techniques are illustrated in the familiar frequency domain. 

The data have been sampled and Fourier transformed. In discretised 

form this Fourier transform is just a simple multiplication by an 

orthonormal matrix. The rows of this matrix are the samples of the 

respective sine and eosine waves. Any other orthonormal matrix or 

set of matrices transform the original data into a different space, 

but the interpretations and conclusions are completely analogous to 

the discussed frequency domain. In our actual system we performed a 

frequency transformation when we used the multipolar approach, but in 

chapter 6 we have seen that this has some disadvantageous properties. 

It seems to be more profitable to use ordered orthonormal patterns 

and the corresponding singular values for the transfer instead of the 

multipolar approach. In Fig. 9.ld this step has been illustrated and 

the frequency along the horizontal axis has been replaced by the 

serial number related to the singular values of the transfer matrix 

in a decreasing order. Note that if the number of points on the skin 

~ is greater than the number of points on the pericard np*), a num

ber of impossible patterns appears at the skin equal to the difference 

nT-np. 

This corresponds to the situation where the skin potentials are sarn

pled at a much higher rate than would be necessary compared to the 

freguency contents of the source. 
*) Necessary to obtain sufficient data, as potentials in the trunc-

ated extremities cannot be measured. 
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Now we are ready to apply the above concepts to the actual system. 

Therefor, we recapitulate some crucial formulas. 

In chapter 7 we have analysed the transfer matrix relating the 

pericardial potentials to the torso boundary potentials. By means of 

a singular value decomposition we were able to establish a set of 

patterns ordered according to their transfer, given by the corres

ponding singular value. Because of the inevitable noise some pat

terus will be unobservable. This noise will mainly be additive and 

can be assumed white in a first approximation. Therefore we may 

write according to formulas (8-13), (8-14) and (8-18): 

~ = U D VT~ + ~ 
-T ..:.p -

e:t {I} = Q e:t {I IT} 

(9-1) 

(9-2) 

Since the number of observable patterns will be highly dependent on 

the energy of the noise _f it is crucial to make use of all available 

information in order to decrease the effective noise level. Therefor 

we will use the results of chapter 8, where we proposed a filtering 

of the torso boundary potentials by means of the singular value de

composition of the estimated covariance matrix: 
T .T 

e:t{!T !r}=!!. E M2E 
T T 

(8-19) 

In section 9.2 it will be derived that the behaviour of the singular 

values of both matrix D and M fully determine the measure of obser

vability. It will be derived that in the practical case under con

sideration it is impossible to estimate the pericardial potential dis

tribution sufficiently reliable to obtain a visible impression of the 

souree behaviour. The electrical field on the torso contains insuf

ficient information. Consequently more data should be added. In 

section 9.3 we will demonstrate in a model-to-model adjustment that 

some apriori knowledge of the souree can provide sufficient supplem

entary information. Finally in section 9.4 some considerations will 

be given about the possible extra information in the magnetic field. 

9.2 Reliability of estimations based on skin ECG's and a known 

transfer matrix 

9.2.1 ~~!~~-E~~~~!!~_Ëx_!~~E~~~!~i-!h~-~~2~!-~Ê-~~!~-~~~~~E~~~~!~ 
The maximally obtainable resolution for the pericardial potentials 

has been fixed by the choice of the number of points n on that peri-
p 

cardiai surface, i.e. the vertices of the approximating triangles. 
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This choice determines a maximal spatial frequency, which can easily 

be expressed through the order of a multipole souree in case of a 

spherical pericard. The practical choice, motivated in chapter 4, 

produced a ~ = 66. This type of point distribution leads to 16 equi

spaced points on the equator so that the maximal order of the multi

pale set will be 8. If higher spatial frequencies can indeed be neg

lected, as bas been sustained by the techniques applied in section 8.6, 

then this fact puts a restrietion on the possible potentlal patterns 

on the skin. ·The set of possible fundamental patterns is then given 

by the columns of matrix U as explained already in chapters 7 and 8. 
T By multiplying equation (9-1) by U all impossible patterns in !r 

are filtered out as they can only have been caused by the noise: 

UT~ = D VT~ + UT_~ (9-3) 
-T .::.p 

We can rewrite this equation in terms of the decomposition of torso 

boundary and pericardlal potentials on the respective columns of U 

and V: 

(9-4) 

Since V is a square orthonormal matrix the real pericardlal potentials 

can directly be derived from an estimation of ~ so that we proceed 

by estimating ~ using equation (9-4). 

By filtering out the impossible skin patterns the noise energy bas 

been reduced by a factor npl~ as can beseen from equation (8-15): 

(8-15) 

The last term indicates that the total noise energy is given by nT.cr~. 

After the filtering we obtain from equation (9-4): 

e: {v vT} = e: {D x xTDT} + e: {UT~ !/u} = 
t "-"- t -- t -

= D e: {x xT}DT 
t--

= D e: {x xT}DT 
t--

(9-5) 

Now the last term leads to a total noise energy given by np .cr~. 

Consequently the resultant noise level is independent of the number 

of points on the skin ~· If we use more electrodes, we add as many 

extra noise generators for f· The signal to noise ratio of the estimate 

! is growing to he better because the singular values in matrix D 

increase. 
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9.2. 2 !.!~~t-~~!.e..! _!~i~a.E_i_21!,! _ ~l?..i~s~<!_ ~!:.. !!X.!:;r_!lll_!_V.,!r_i~_n.s:~. 

A simple least squares estimation applied to equation (9-4) leads to: 

-1 
D 1.. (9-6) 

It is easy to verify that the result is similar to a least squares 

estimation directly applied to equation (9-1). Soa least squares 

estimation perfarms only the poor noise reduction np/nT as denoted. 

This noise reduction far from sufficient to produce reliable est-

imations. The singular values in the diagonal matrix D vary over a 

range of about 5 decades as shown in chapter 7. Consequently the 

varianee of the estimations will exceed all admissible bounds. From 

equation (9-6) we derive: 

-2 2 

er i 0 e 
e:t {xp 

where cri are the diagonal elements of matrix D. 

(9-7) 

Compared to the extreme increase of cr~2 the expectation of x~ will 
l l 

be approximately constant for lower values of the index i. For 

higher indices i the varianee of xi will slightly decrease~ since the 

latter columns of V show higher spatial frequency contents. Consequ

ently the ratio (9-7) will increase almost excessively for certain i. 

A signal to noise ratio I can ultimately be accepted if we want to 

produce a potential pattern which can be recognised by visual inspec

tion. Consequently the estimated patterns, which show a signal to 

noise ratio less than I, cannot be used. Now an estimate will be 

derived of the ultimate serial number i, which denotes the last re

liable ~ •• The problem is to obtain an estimation of the varianee 
l 

e:{x:} in (9-7). 
l 

Based upon (9-6) we would get 

e:t{xD ~e:t{x~} = e:éy~} (9-8) 
l l ------

(1~ 
l 

but this estimation would be even more unrealistic for higher values 

of the index i than the estimation of the first moment of xi' again 

because of the extreme range for cri. Therefore we will use the 

knowledge that e:{x~} appears to be a smoothly decreasing function of 
l 

i say e:t{xi} c~. Then we may write: 

~ 
i=l 

c~ a~ 
l l 

+ (9-9) 
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In this equation the terms c:cr~ can be neglected for larger values of 
~ ~ 

i due to the very small cr .• For the lower values of i the c~ will be 
~ ~ 

approximately constant, or at least we may define a kind of average 

varianee say c7 = c 2
• Forthermore the totalenergyin signal ~is 

l 

the total energy in~ minus the obtained noise reduction so that: 

min(T, P) 

e:t {l~} '""'C * Z uj ( P - ~) cr~ (9-JO) 

j=l 

where u. are the singular values of matrix M. 
J 

From (9-9) and (9-10) we can derive an estimation of 
min(T, P) 

T L 11: - P 0
2 

j=1 J r; 2 c 
~----------------------------

min (T, P) 
2:' 2 

(9-11) 

j=1 ]Jj can be found from Fig. 8.5, while cr 2 bas been evaluated 
r; 

on page 8-11. 

For nT •102 and 

Substitution 

.32. 

(9-12) 

In (9-7) the condition of a signal to noise ratio greater than I is 

fulfilled if: 

c2cr: 
~ 

which leads to 

cr~ 
~ 

-2.9 

(9-13) 

(9-14) 

Finally, from Fig. 7.7 wethen conclude that approximately the first 

43 patterns can reliably be estimated, Yet this is an optimistic est

imation, which will be less favourable if e:{x~} appears not to be con-
l 

stant c 2 until i • 43 but decreases already before that index. 
Besides, the actual transfer to the measured P=95 locations at the 

skin should be used. This results in about 34 observable patterns 

(van der Kam, 1978), with a slightly different criterion. In that 

case a pseudo inverse results according to: 

-1 = V.D34 

The latter diagonal elements 

(9-15) 

(for i > 35) are set zero. 

Fig. 9.2. shows an estimation of the pericardial potentials if only 

these first 34 patterns are used. 
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I 
! 

"V ~ .." -v-----

Fig. 9.2 A least squares estimation of the pericardial 

potentials if all orthonormal patterns of the transfer 

with a serial number greater than 34 are omitted 

according to equation (9-15). 

Recalling the pericardial patterns of Fig. 7.6 we may conclude that 

over a narrow anterior area the estimation in Fig. 9.2 will be 

good, because the patterns for i > 34 do not display any activity in 

this region. However, the potentials at the sidelong and posterior 

areas are incomplete since an undefined sum of the omitted patterns 

from i = 35 through 66 may be added without influencing the skin pot

entials !T above the noise level. For these areas the estimated peri-
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cardial potentials have no physical meaning. In section 9.3 we will 

attempt to fill this information gap by using apriori knowledge of the 

sources. In the next section we will investigate whether these 34 

patterns form the ultimate bound. A more sophisticated use of tbe 

skin potential varianee could result in an improvement. Yet there is 

also another reason why we should not incorporate too many patterns. 

On page 7-15 we concluded that for the remaining patterns (i ~35) the 

eorresponding singular values cr. are physically less reliable because 
l 

they show quite a lot of influence of the truncation error (finite 

number of approximating triangles). Nevertheless, it remains inter

esting to know how much we ean gain if we sacrifice the unbiasedness. 

9.2.3 ~-~!~!!~!-Y~!!!~S~-~!~!!!~!2~1--~!~~~E-~!!~~E!~&~-~!!E~ 

~2Ü~-!~!!~SÜ2!! 
The least squares estimation led to an unbiased estimation but inad-

missible varianee. Tbe next exereise we may make is by requiring a 

minimum varianee at the cost of unbiasedness. Tben the criterion is 

the minimisation of the cost funetion: 

J = et{(!- ~T(!- ~)}= ~t trace{ (! -~) <! -~)T}(9-16) 

where x is a linear estimate of x: 

wx. 
Substitution in (9-16) yields: 

J = traeef(w D - I) 'l'xx(W D - I)T + W WTcr~} 
T 

where 'l'xx =et{~~} 

The condition for minimal J
1

i.e. 
(lJ aw = 0 w lesults in: 

W{D'l' D + cr 2 I} = '!' D *) 
XX I; XX 

From equation (9-5) we may deduce: 

(9-17) 

(9-18) 

(9-19) 

(9-20) 

e {zzT} = '!' = D'l' D + cr~I (9-21) 
t yy XX "> 

Finally, a combination of (9-17), (9-20) and (9-21) yields: 

x = D-1('!' - cr 2 I)'l'-1 (9-22) 
- yy ' yyY... 

whieh can be recognised as a kind of Wiener filtering, where the 

signal x. passes a filter with a characteristie given by the ratio of 

the pure signal energy to the combined signal and noise energy. Of 

course we do not possess the exact value for the varianee '!' so that yy 

*l So far the approach is similar to the one used by Martin (1975). 
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we are obliged to use an estimation based on a finite number of time 

samples:_ 
'!' 

yy UT E:./!T_!~}U 1::;; 

UT E M2ET UT = K L2KT 
T 

(9-23) 

if Y = K L QT is the singular value decomposition of the signal matrix 

Y (cf. page 8-1). 

If we assume that there are more time samples T than points on the 

pericard n , the matrix K is square and has inverse KT. 
p 

The singular values Ài in matrix L show the same behaviour as~. 
J 

displayed in Fig. 8.4. We may rewrite (9-22) by substituting (9-23): 

x = D-IK(L2 - o2 I) L-2KTz. (9-24) 
i; 

As we have learned in chapter 8, theoretically it holds: 

À~ 7 02 
l i; 

Since we handle an 

thing we can do is 

À~ 
l 

estimation, this 

to put: 

f 
•= À2 - az 

i i; 
:• 0 

use of 'l' 

will not be true and 

if 

if 

yy 

À~ - cr 2 > 0 
l i; 

À: - a 2 ~ 0 
l i; 

is illustrated. 

(9-25) 

the best 

(9-26) 

In Fig. 9.3 this practical 

theoretically estimated applied 

t log Ài t log Îi 

1---~X-K--

log a~ ..__..,. i __...i 
A B 

Fig. 9.1 A The theoretical behaviour of the singular 
values of 'l' yy 

B When 'l' is estimated, the noise influence yy 
does net demonstrate itself at a constant 

level. 

C When an estimation of the noise varaince 61,; 

is made, all singular values below this 

level can be corrected according to (9-26). 

Rewriting (9-24) in terms of signal matrices with the use of the de

composed signal matrix Y = KLQT yields: 
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x D- 1K(L 2-o2 I)L-2LQT D-IKNQT 
r; (9-27) 

The elements of the diagonal matrix N are then given by: 

\). 

- { '· 

0

' if 
À~ 02 > 0 

~ l.-- ~ r; 
À. if À~ - 02 ~ 0 0 ~ 

~ z;; 
(9-28) 

Practical evaluation teaches that solely the first nine elements 

\!i = 0. Furthermore, it will be clear that 0~ is entirely negligible 

with respect to À: except for i approaching 9. For i = 9 it turns 
~ 

out that o~ ~,I, which is, of course, the maximal ra te. 

Àt 
If we neglect this secondary effect, we recognise the filtering of 

chapter 8 with the aid of the singular value decomposition, as 

if i .:<. 9 

if i > 9 (9-29) 

so that X (1
9 

incorporates only the first 9 s.v.'s.) 

The conclusion is that a minimum varianee estimation can be obtained 

by using only these principal components of the skin potentials which 

appear above the noise level. 

Nevertheless the instability of the inverse solution due to the 
-I divergent range of D remains the same. For the same reasen a re-

liable estimation of ~ cannot be made. Therefore we will have to 
XX 

use the same procedure as in sectien 9.2.2 in order to obtain an est-

irnation of the maximal number of pericardial patterns which can be 

estimated with a signal to noise ratio greater than I. Along these 

same lines it is easy to verify that c 2 will not change in value, but 

the noise varianee oË used in equation (9-13) has to be reduced. The 

original np sourees for the noise 8 with varianee o~ have been re

duced now to a number 9 due to the Wiener filtering. Initially we 

had: 

So i À~ 
i= I 

~ = D~ DT 
yy XX 

~KL2KT 
n 

(9-30) 

incorporates the pure souree energy (say ~ À2
.) as well 

""- 0 ~ 

i=l 

as the noise o~ and the total energy of the noise is given by np.o~. 

After the filtering we use the filtered ~· say i , which contains 

practically all souree energy but considerably less noise energy: 
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~a 

9-13 

(9-31) 

Clearly the entire noise energy is reduced to 9.cr~, so that in this 

minimum varianee estimation condition (9-'13) should be rewritten as: 

a: > (9-32) 
~ n 

p 

which leads to 

log cri > -3.3 (9-33) 

Then we can read from Fig. 7.7 that ultimately 53 patterns can be 

estimated, be it not unbiased, but at least with an expected signal 

to noise ratio greater than I. W.e obaerve that still J3 patterns 

cannot he estimated from the skin potentials. 

A simple least squares estimation appears to filter out impossible 

skin potentials thus reducing the entire noise energy from nTo~ to 

DpO~ • If np = 66, the number of points on the pericard, defines a 

sufficient resolution compared to the spatial frequency contents of 

the source, a least squares estimation is able to estimate about 34 

patterns with a signal to noise ratio greater than 1. For the 

supplementary part of the patterns, the amplitudes cannot be identified 

on the basis of the skin potential measurements. Application of 

variances of skin potantials enables us to perform a minimum varianee 

estimation. This turns out to produce a kind of Wiener filtering 

which in turn happens to be quite similar to the filtering by means 

of the singular value decomposition of the skin potentials as analysed 

in chapter 8. This filtering reduces the noise energy by an extra 

factor 9/Dp befare the actual inversion takes place. Because of this 

extra reduction , about 53 patterns seem to be observable above the 

noise level, though the estimations will be biased. 

Now we have three variables available to change in order to obtain a 

better observability : T, np and ~ • 

-If we increase T, the number of samples per cycle, we obtain a better 

estimation of À2 . which impraves the minimum varianee estimation. 
0~ 

An indication of the number of samples ,necessary to obtain a complete 

observability, can be derived as follows: 
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Suppose that the heart cycle is completely repetitive so that the . 

noise cah be decreased by averaging over N cycles. In the actually 
c 

used data we averaged 10 cycles so that for an average of Ne cycles 
o2 

o? > _i • ..!.Q. 
1. c2 Ne 

(9-13) transfarms into: 

If we require all 66 patterns to be observable, this leads to: 

10 o2 
N > __ i',; = 1.67*105 

c 

If we assume a heart rate of beat per second, it would take 48 

hours to measure the necessary ECG's. In a minimum varianee estimation 

this can be reduced to over 6 hours because of the obtained extra 

reduction 9/~. Yet, even in that case it may not be expected that 

all noise is eliminated; most signals from inside the body will 

remain, especially those which are correlated with the heart sources. 

Furthermore one should keep in mind that any slight error ( e.g. 

truncation) or small noise level is multiplied by a~!- 105 • 

Now suppose that the sampling rate of I ms is sufficient for the 

heart action. Then theoretically the same effect caused by averaging 

cycles could be obtained by increasing the sampling rate by that 

same number N = 1.67*105 which leadstoa sampling frequency of 
c 

167 MHz. Of course at this frequency range we would include many 

more noise sources. 

-If we increase np, formula (9-32) suggests that we would get a 

decreased limit, This is not true, since both c2 and o~ change, if 
]. 

we increase exclusively the resolution at the pericard. Of course we 

will not obtain a better observability of the original patterns by 

increasing the resolution at the pericard. We may hope that np = 66 

is at least a sufficient sampling rate for the pericard and then 

increase the number of points at the skin, i.e. 

-In fact an increase of nT can be studied in the same way as the 

increase of the sampling rate in time. If nT - np = 66 would be 

sufficient with respect to the spatial frequency contents of the 

source, any multiple of nT skin electrades could be used for decrea

sing the noise 1· Along the same lines as in the time domain we may 

then derive that we need: 
~ = 1.67*104*~ = toG 

Of course this is completely unrealistic. We are not able to apply so 

many electrades and in fact we used this smoothing effect already by 

using electredes of a rather big surface area ,i.e. about 3 cm2 • 
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9.3 luclusion of apriori knowledge of the souree 

Since soma partsof the pericardial potential distribution cannot be 

estimated on the basis of the skin potentials, it is worthwhila inves• 

tigating whether some apriori knowledge of the souree is sufficient 

to fill that signalised information gap. Although sufficiently acc

urate numerical data about the souree and real transfer are not yet 

available, we can test the introduetion of some apriori knowledge in 

this context by using model-tc-model adjustments. In that way at 

least we are able to conclude whether or not it wili be feasible to 

have a solution of the inverse problem provided real data bacomes 

available. 

This bas been the topic of the H.Sc. thesis work of two students, 

(Stroeken, 1977; van Kemenade, 1978). Some essential results will be 

presented here. 

Starting from the least squares estimation, the estimated pericardial 

potantials are given by: 

V 
1
!_

1 
+ V 

2
!_

2 
(9-34) 

The matrix D
1 

relates the 34 observable pericardial patterns in v
1 

to 

the corresponding torso boundary patterns in u
1

• Consequently it con

tains the first 34 singular values. Similarly, n
2

, v
2 

and u
2 

reprasent 

the remaining, supplementary, unobservable patterns. In ether words 

the vector !_
1 

can be estimated from skin potantials and from now on 

will be assumed to be known. The vector ! 2 bas to be supplied by ad

diti~nal, apriori information. 

Let ~ be a pericardial potential distribution that satisfies all re-
l? 

strictions arising from the apriori knowledge of the source. Of 

course such a potential distribution still contains a number of deg

rees of freedom, partially condensed in parameters. Now these deg-

rees of freedom together with the unknown vector 

minimise the following loss-function: 

f A ""' T "' ,..., 
J = ($ - ~ ) (~ - ~ )dt 

I? -p I? I? 

can be used to 

(9-35) 

So the criterion is formed by the quadratic error integrated in time 

and space between an estimated pericardial potential without restric

tions ~ and a pericardial potential exclusively determined by the re-
l? 

strictions ~ • (Apart from the inverse problem we are dealing with, 
-p 
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this seems to be quite an elegant general ~ethod as well). 

The type of apriori knowledge that can be used and that can be ex

pected to be of the same kind in future real applications, includes 

the following characteristics: 

l) The electrical heart activity during the QRS-complex is determined 

almost exclusively by the depolar:satlon of Doth ventricles; 

approximately both atria can be regarded as being relatively inactive 

during QRS. 

2) For a healthy heart it holds that during each cycle each area 

(segment) of the heart muscle act'lally depolarises. 

3) Each segment of the heart depolarlses only once per cycle. 

4) The direction of the dipolar sourees are approximately known. 

5) The dipolar activity is limited and more or less equal in 

amplitude in all areas. 

6) The entire depolarisat:ion is a wave phenomenon. A very limit:ed 

number of waves or starting points (say 3) can be distinguished. 

Consequently, sudden short activities in isolated areas can be 

excluded from the estimation results.· 

Since our objective is to test the possibility of filling the inform

ation gap by apriori knowledge, a sirople model of the heart activity 

can be used. Again the string model is very suitable. Instead of 

the pericardial potentials we estimate the equivalent pericardial 

double layer intensity, because restrictions on this intensity can 

easily be defined. The conclusions concerning the pericardial pot

entials derived in previous sections appear to be valid for the 

double layer intensity in a similar form. Of course the transfer 

matrix has been adjusted, but the number of observable patterns 

happens to remain 34. 

The restrictions 1 through 5 have been translated mat:hemat:ically int:o 

a pericar~ial double layer intensity given by: 

il> (t) = b.z(t) (9-36) 
-p -

where - b is the constant amplitude of the layer intensity 

- ~(t) denot:es, by the respective values 1 or 0, whether the 

corresponding area is active or nonactive at each 

sample moment (a so-called on-off model; see Barr, 1970) 

under the conditions: 
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- for the véntricular areas z.(t) contains at least one 1, 
~ 

- for the centre of the atrial area the z.(t) contains 
~ 

exclusively O's, 

An algorithm has been developed which minimises the loss function 

(9-35) by an optimal choice of: 

- the vector R2 provided D
2
R

2 
< aç 

- the double layer amplitude b 

- the bit strings z.(t) under conditions 
~ -

A full description of this algorithm is given by van Kemenade (1978). 

As a first step the noise-free case is examined. If we apply the 

described algorithm with the assumption of 34 observable patterns, 

the resulting estimation shows some deviations as illustrated in 

Fig. 9.3. Some discrepancies can be detected at the head, abdominal 

and posterior areas. This has to be attributed to the fact that in these 

points the estimated double layer lasts only for one moment of time 

and consequently it is quite obvious that these estimations are 

caused by a computation error, i.e. a relative minimum of the error 

function has occurred. The bad estimation of the equivalent double 

layer at point 66 might have been avoided if there had been a demand 

for the wave phenomenon {condition 6). The estimation of the const

ant b differs 2% from the actual amplitude of the simulated double 

layer. 

As a next step white noise has been added according to the maximal 

signal to noise ratio of 50 dB (v. Schaik, 1976). 

The simulated skin potentials are shown in Fig. 9.4. From this plot 

it is very clear that the best information resides at the precordial 

area. The estimation i
1 

reveals that actually the amplitude of pat

tern 31 as a function of time is already very noisy. By visual in

spection no block structure can be distinguished in the white noise 

behaviour so that the limiting number 34 really denotes the upper 

bound. 

The estimation given in Fig. 9.5 does not show too many deviations 

from the noise free case of Fig. 9.3, The developed algorithm proves 

capable of coping with the noise influences. 

In order to check the influence of the number of singular values NSV 

that are taken into account, the double layer has also been estimated 

when NSV equals respectively 20, 25, 30, 40 and 45. The character

istics of the resultant estimations have been presented in Table 9.6. 
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Fig. 9.3 Estimation of the equivalent, pericardial 

double layer intensity of the string model simulation 

inside a natural body geometry. No noise has been added. 

The 34 most dominant patterns have been estimated from 

the simulated skin potentials. The remaining patterns 

have been defined using the apriori knowledge of the 

source. 
"' ~ continuous line ;::,p 
~ = b.z = block line -p 
~ interrupted block line -p 
The septum activity has been omitted; the time period 
ranges from i= 30 until i= 128. 
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Fig. 9.4 Skin potentials simulated by the string 

model in the period i = 30 till i = 128. White 

noisehas beenadded according toa maximal signal 

to noise ratio of 50 dB. As a reference for the 

potentials the average has been defined zero. 

From table 9.6 it can be concluded that the choice to use only 34 

singular values was close to optimal. In that case the number of 

points in which the double layer is well estimated is greater than 

in all other situations. Also the estimation of the amplitude b 

approximates the real amplitude the best. 

These results are cause for optimism with respect to the expectation 
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of feasible estimations in the real situation. We may safely con

clude that in principle, the inverse solution will be possible if 

sufficient and accurate numerical data become available. 

218 

Fig. 9.5 Estimation of the equivalent, pericardial 

double layer intensity of the string model simulation 

inside a natural body geometry. White noise has been 

added to the skin potentials as displayed in Fig. 9.4. 

From these skin potentials the 34 most dominant patterns 

have been estimated. The supplementary patterns have 

been defined with the aid of the apriori knowledge of 

the source. 

continuous line; '? = block line; -p 

interrupted block line. 
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good wrong peaks bad b 
start 

112 ') 1 18 12.689 

40 4 4 1fl 12.664 

37 4 f. 1 ~) 12.943 

41' 3 8 7 12.521 

)0 6 12 18 12.733 

14 26 
i 

14 12 12.896 

real b = 47T ~ 12.566 

Table 9.6 Characterisations of estimations if various 

numbers of singular values are taken into account 

(i.e. NSV). The numbers indicate the number of points 

on the pericard in which successively: 

- the estimation of the local equivalent double layer 

is qualified as good, i.e. more than 80% of the 

double layer activity, which ought to be there, is 

found, or no activity which also might not be present, 

is found. 

- the estimation of the equivalent double layer is bad 

because of a wrong zeroth iteration of the algorithm. 

- disturbance peaks occur. 

- the estimation of the equivalent double layer is bad 

besides the number with a wrong zeroth iteration 

or disturbance peaks. 

As a curiosity we applied the procedure on the real torso data using 

the homogeneaus medium transfer and the same mathematica! restric-

tions. Resultant estimations are displayed in • 9.7 and 9.8. 

Though the results are not fully unrealistic, we cbserve that the 

wave condition 5 will be necessary in order to avoid the multiple 

wave(start)s. Actually the spatial frequency contents of both 

model and estimation seem much too high, also with respect to the 

resolution in the transfer function. 
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Fig. 9.7 Estimated pericardial potentials basedon 

real torso measurements during the QRS-complex. The 

same restrictions and algorithm has been applied as 

for the model-to-model adjustment in the string model 

simulation. 

" ~ continuous line 
-p 
}p • block line 
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Fig. 9.8 Estimated propagation of the depolarisation 

wave in the time interval 63-74 (for definition see 

chapter 4}. Each square is the familiar projection 

of the heart surface, Black denotes the active areas, 

The same result has been displayed in Fig. 9.7 by way 

of time func ti ons.· 

9.4 About the additional information in the MCG 

In this section we merely want to comment on the theory of magneto

cardiography as far as it may contribute to a better estimation of 

pericardial electrical potentials without modelling the heart itself. 

As elucidated in chapter 2,·the doubts concerning an adequate model

ling of the primary sourees are yet too severe. Furthermore, it is 

beyoud the scope of this thesis to constitute a definite, coherent 

picture of the extra information in the MCG both because this would 

be a complete thesis itself, and because experimental studies to 
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sustain the theory cannot be performed in our laboratory. 

The points of departure are stated as follows: 

I) There exists a (quasi)stationary flowfield inside the body. 

2) The topology of the medium is time invariant. 

3) There is no free charge density. 

4) The body consistsof linear,isotropic and homogeneous areas. 

5) The specific conductivity cr differs from one area to another. 

6) The magnetic permeability is constant v
0

• 

7) A spontaneous generation of charge is impossible already on 

physical grounds. Only generators that transport charges can 

exist, represented by a primary current density Ii distributed 

in space. This current density J. is congruent toa current 
-~ 

dipole density. 

8) Exclusively in the heart region there exists a primary souree 

distribution given by that current density J .• 
-~ 

Allowance can be made for the effect of the conductivity interfaces 

in the body by means of equivalent layers. From Geselowitz (1967; 

1970) we borrow the following equations: 

4 'IT<J4> (!.) .. f!J Ii (J!.) • 'V P { 1.!.:.2.1 )dv <:~.> + 

v- 'ffJ1>(J!)(cr
1

- cr 11 )~rvJ~ 1 psj (J!.) (3-37) 

s. . 
J 

41f!!(,!.) fJJ Ii <.2.> x v P{&:J!.1)dv(J!.) + 

V 

-"2 J{,1>(J!.)(cr1 
- cr 11 )n. x 'V fb)ds. (J!.) (9-38) 

j Jfs. -J ~rJ!.1 J 

where - $ is the electricat field potential 

- H is the magnetic field intensity 

- .2. is the souree vector 

- r is the position of observation 

- cr is the local specific conductivity 

- cr 1and cr 11 are the specific conductivities on both sides 

of the inhomogeneity interfaces sj· 

- the normal n. is directed from the primed to the double-
-J 

primed region. 

If nowhere cr = 0, these equations state that the influences of all 

interfaces can be represented by electrical current, double layers on 

those interfaces with intensity $(E)(cr 1 - cr 11 ) for both the electrical 
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and magnetic fields. So the problem may be described as a system, 

consisting of a souree current density J~ , which incorporates both 
-~ 

the real sourees J. and the secondary sources, i.e. the equivalent 
-~ 

double layers, imbedded in an infinitely large, homogeneaus medium of 

constant specific conductivity cr, defined by the area of observation. 

For this system the Maxwell's equations hold: 

a) V =I 
V 

I >li 
if'·.:!i c) V'.H = 0 

b) \/x E = 0 d) \/x .!!. = .:!total 

where - E is the electrical field intensity 

- J 
1 

is the total current density tota 
- .:!cr is the ohmic current density 

Furthermore the ohmic relation holds: 

J = O'E 
-(5 -

(9-39) 

= J'!' + !a -~ 

(9-40) 

The scalar, electrical potential ~. fed by the flow sourees in (9-39a), 

defines the electrical field intensity by: 

E = -1/i!,l (9-41) 

But also the magnetic field.!!_, fed by the vortex sourees in (9-39d), 

defines the electrical field intensity as a vector potential, since 

from (9-39b) ánd (9-40) we learn that outside the souree area holds: 

E = !!.o l V x H {9-42) 
cr cr 

By integration departing from some reference point, where the elec

trical potential has been defined zero, we can easily obtain ~ from 

This implies that once one has measured the magnetic field, the elec

trical field can be evaluated from the measurement data. On the other 

hand, if one has measured the electrical field intensity, the mag

netic field H is defined but for an arbitrary conservative (vortex 

free) field denoted by VTI, because V' x \/TI = 0. 

This extra degree of freedom in the magnetic field is certainly not 

absent in the general system we sketched. Consequently the conclusion 

must be that in this situation (a+ 0), the magnetic field contains 

more information than the electrical field. If we do not account for 

the noise influences, it is therefore sufficient to measure the mag

netic field of a body immersed in a conductive, extensive bath. For 

the fields outside the body we may then derive that the complete 

souree can be represented by a souree layer on a surface including 
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all sources, also the equivalent torso boundary source. In the 

appendix of this chapter, it is derived that such an equivalent souree 

consists of a current density I (flow souree density) on the surface 
s 

and a two dimensional current density J in the surface. Both den-
-s 

sities are determined by the electrical field ~ and the magnetic 

field ~ just inside that same surface, if the surface would be the 

interface with a superconductor outside the surface: 

(9-43) 

Furthermore it is shown in the appendix that 

'ï/,J =-I 
-s s 

(9-44) 

The single layer intensity I represents the flow sourees originating 
s 

in and defining the electrical field. The magnetic field incorp-

orates the information of the electrical field as no spontaneous 

charge generation can occur, which is reflected in equation (9-44) 

saying that all current flow sourees have to obtain their charge flow 

from some primary current density ~· On the other hand, exclusively 

the surface currents ~ determine the magnetic field. The curl of 

J is generally not zero as shown in a simple example in the appendix 
-s 

'ïl x J i Q (9-45) -s 
Without affecting the electrical field we can freely add closed 

current lines in the surface and indeed change the magnetic field. 

Consequently, the measurement of the magnetic field would theoret

ically provide more information. Apart from the problem, however, 

that it would be difficult to measure the magnetic field in con

ductive surroundings without influencing the field, it still remains 

to be derived what the consequences are, if the medium outside the 

'body is nonconductive. In that case, for measurements outside the 

body cr equals zero. Consequently the left hand side of equation 

(9-37) becomes zero and therefore this equation cannot be used to 

derive the electrical potential outside the body. The extracorporal 

electrical field is no longer determined by an ohmic relation (9-40) 

but can be found by a second Green's identity, satisfying the bound

ary conditions on the skin. The extracorporal magnetic field no 

longer defines the electrical field according to (9-42) but (9-39d) 

becomes: 

\I x H "' 0 (9-46) 

denoting that there exists no 'ohmic 1 current density. The electrical 
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potential on the skin still reflects the flow sourees inside the 

body but the magnetic field has lost its power to produce by calcul-

at ion, the electrical field. With the aid of the concept of equi-

valent layers this can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 9.9. 

<I> ,H 
o-o 

s 
0 

I' 
I cr 

<I> •• ~~· 
~ ,-~ 

\ 

' 

Fig. 9.9 Equivalent layers on surfaces S. and 
1 

S
0

, respectively just inside and outside the 

skin interface ST. 

On a surface S. 
~ 

just inside the torso boundary we may place a current 

density I . and 
s~ 

a surface current density J . as derived in the app
-s~ 

endix. These layers represent all sourees J! except for the equi
-1 

valent souree of the skin-air interface, which is now outside surface 

s .. 
~ 

In order to obtain the torso boundary potentials <I>T = <I>ilsT we 

have to place a double layer equivalentonS according to (9-37). 
0 

The potential <I> outside S cannot be evaluated according to this 
0 0 

layer. Both for the 'ohmic' part of~ , i.e. that part corresponding 
0 

to the 'ohmic' currents and which is zero, and for the magnetic field 

~ a current density Iso and a surface current density ~0 can be 

evaluated. Necessarily the following should hold. If we let Si 

approach S , the corresponding densities can be added, Since no 
0 

1ohmic' potential can exist outside the body we may conclude: 

-\1. (J . + J ) = I . + I = 0 
-s~ -so s~ so 

(9-47) 

Consequently for the extracorporal magnetic field the equivalent 

souree in the form of surface currents J . + J has a divergence 
-s~ -so 

zero. All current lines of these surface currents are therefore 

closed lines and do not give rise to electrical fields. 

We may conclude that the skin-air interface excludes the electrical 
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field information from the magnetic field and now bath fields contain 

different information. The electrical field retlects the flow sourees 

while the magnetic field reflects the vortex sources. Now it remains 

to be explained what this means for the estimation of pericardial 

potentials or equivalent double layers. 

In the appendix a derivation bas been given to arrive at an equivalent 

pericardial double layer for the magnetic field along the same lines 

as we did for the electrical field in chapter 1. Indeed, the same 

double layer bas been found as for the electrical field. Yet, it 

appeared not to be sufficient and two extra terms have been added 

that give no rise to electrical fields and apparently represent a 

vertex souree part. As pointed out before, the flow souree inform

ation contained in the equivalent double layer will vanish when 

passing the skin-air interface. The total number of equivalent double 

layers no langer gives rise to ohmic currents outside the body. As 

the flow souree information in the magnetic field is represented by 

those same double layers, that information in the magnetic field will 

vanish as well. Consequently the extracorporal magnetic field cannot 

contributeto the estimation of pericardial potentials without rnadel

ling the heart. 

Let us elucidate this theorem because the joint restrietion of model

ling is quite crucial. 

The information of the torso boundary potentials can be condensed in 

a pericardial, equivalent double layer, The information in the extra

corpora!, magnetic field in nonconductive surroundings can be con

densed in equivalent, surface currents in that same pericardial sur

face. So far, both surfaces, i.e. double layer and surface currents, 

are independent, since both equivalent sourees give rise either to 

magnetic or to electrical fields, that can be measured in the des

cribed way. The measurement data (magnetic and electrical) are in

sufficient to identify uniquely a three-dimensional source, But what 

may happen if one severely restricts the original souree by e.g. 

topological modelling? Let us consider a finite multidipolar souree 

and a completely known medium. In that case one of the fields, elec

trical or magnetic, completely determines the sourees and from these 

identified sourees the other field can be evaluated. The modelling 

of the primary sourees bas now abolished the independency of the two 

fields or, alternatively, the two equivalent sources. Unfortunately 
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such a multidipolar model seems inadequate, since the thus obtained 

identifiability of the souree has purely to be ascribed to the con

densation of volume sourees to discrete sources, which obscures the 

fundamental impossibility of identifieation. We will cernment on this 

more extensively in the diseussion at the end of this dissertation. 

Finally we will investigate now whether the restrietion of exelusively 

current double layers·as heart sourees is suffieient for the identi

fication of the souree by the magnetic and electrieal field inform

ation. At least such a restrietion can safely be made referring to 

chapter 2. 

It is easy to show that this restrietion of solely double layer 

sourees is insufficient, since at least two ambiguities remain. 

Firstly, the vertex souree information in the magnetic field cannot 

help us to obtain a deteetion of the radial position of double layers, 

a problem which arose in the analysis of the eleetrical field in 

sectien 3.3. As shown in this section, a spherieal double layer gives 

rise to a potential, expressed in spherieal harmonies as: 

~oo(~) z ~ ~ !+1(A Ye (8 .~) + B Y0 
(e ,ifi )) (3-6) 

n=l ~ r nm nm r r nm nm r r 
When the double layer intensity T is deeomposed in Tesseral harmonies 

as well: oo n 
T(n) = :Z:: :::::;;---f,e (8 n.) + To yo (8 n. )1 

Ji.. n=l 'ii?Ol nm p''~'p nm nm p'"'p 1.J 
the multipolar eoefficients in equation (3-6) are given by: 

A nm 
Rn+ln e Rn+ln ,o 

'nm B nm 
--------- nm 

cr(2n + I) cr(2n + I) 

(9-48) 

(3-21) 

where R is the radius of the double layer. Since the multipolar co

effieients Anm and Bnm completely define the external field, they re

present all information obtainable from torso boundary potentials. 

Equations (3-21) clearly show that the radius Rand the deeomposed 

double layer intensities ,euo ean be ehanged in proper relation 
nm 

without influeneing the multipolar coeffieients and thus the external 

field. Now it will be shown that the same ambiguity exists as far as 

the magnetie field is eoneerned. We will prove this for measurements 

both in noneonduetive and conductive media. 

Plonsey (1972) derived a lead field description for the magnetie field 

in extracorporal, nonconduetive surroundings. The magnetically induced 

voltages in the measuring coils outside the body are given by: 
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V -I 'i/IJl.(~ x .:!.i)dV + fl 'i/'f. (~ x !!,O"iPT)dST 
V ST 

(9-49) 

where 'f is any conservative field caused by magnetic polès outside 

the body. In ~iPT we recognise the equivalent double layer repres

enting the torso boundary. Since the infinite medium potentials at 

the boundary remain unchanged if the radial distribution of J. changes 
-1 

properly in radial position and amplitude, the secoud term in equation 

(9-49) will be constant. For spherical double layers the first term 

will vanish, however, because r is perpendicular to J. so that the 
- -1 

external magnetic field does not provide any information about the 

radial distribution of the source. 

On the other hand, if we should measure the magnetic field in an ex

tensive bath, this information is also insufficient to solve the 

ambiguity under discussion. This could very well be expected since 

in that case the flow souree information of the electrical field is 

added to the magnetic field, but this information was also insuffici

ent to solve the ambiguity at issue. More adequately we may prove 

this as follows. 
. eUo(o) Suppose that we have any Tesseral harmon1c double layer Tnm on 

a sphere with radius R in an infinitely homogeneaus medium. Now we 
0 

can add another double layer Teuo(l) on a concentric sphere with 
nm 

radius R1 > R
0

, which shows similar dependency on ~ and 6, i.e. 

the same Tesseral harmonie with a different amplitude. Then the cor

responding multipolar coefficient for the electrical field is given 

by: 
A UB n 

nm nm "' 2n+l (9-50) 

This multipolar coefficient may be made zero by putting: 

Rn+l TeUo(o) + Rn+l -ruo(l) 0 (9-SI) 
o nm I nm 

which implies that there is no external ohmic current. So in the 

region r > R1 we may apply formula (9-49). Since all sourees are 

radially directed, the external magnetic field will be zero as well. 

This implies that both double layers give rise to opposite magnetic 
euo ( 1) • fields and if we change the sign for Tnm , both double layers pro-

duce the same magnetic field for r > R
1 

• Consequently the magnetic 

fields show exactly the same ambiguity with respect to radially dir

ected double layers as the electrical field does. The magnetic, field 
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cannut help us to discriminste bere. 

Another ambiguity that cannot be solved by the addition of the inform

ation from the magnetic field concerns the topology of constant current 

double layers. Rush (1975) signalised this feature, but provided an 

unnecessarily complicated proof. Alternatively we assert: 

In an infinitely large, homogeneaus medium the magnetic field caused 

by a constant double layer of intensity on surface S with a beunding 

contour C is given by: 

4TIH(r) = 11 T n X 'iJ (,·~) - - JJs - P .r.-.E.1 

-cJ ~x vP(IE.~.E.I) cts(_p) (9-52) 

Becáuse of 4s::~e)s' =theo;:ï:~Y write: (
9

-
53

) 

-- c/lr.E-1 
which implies that the magdet1c field is solely dependent on the open-

ing C of the double layer as the electrical field was via the solid 

angle. Consequently neither tbe electrical field nor the magnetic 

field from remote regions can define the topology of the double layer. 

Finally we may resume the information contained in the extracorporal 

magnetic field and the skin boundary electrical potentials: 

If the magnetic field is measured in a nonconductive, extracorporal 

medium, these data do not contain information about the electrical 

flow fields inside the body in the sense that e.g. a pericardial, 

equivalent double layer could he estimated. The flow souree inform

ation in tbe magnetic field bas been eliminated by the skin-air inter

face. The suggestion, often made in literature, that it may help to 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio of estimated pericardial double 

layers or potentials should be interpreted in the following way. This 

magnetic field reflects the fact that the combined flow sources, 

including the equivalent torso boundary layer, are zero. Only implem

entation of boundary potentials as in equation (9-49) gives inform

ation about the remaining internal flow sources. 

If the extracorporal, magnetic field is measured in a conductive 

medium, the flow souree information already contained in the elec

trical field is fully and directly represented by the magnetic field. 

In this case the magnetic field may help to improve the signal-to

noise ratio in estimations of flow sources. 

Like the electrical field information could only lead to an 
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equivalent pericardial double layer, the magnetic field can at most 

lead to equivalent surface currents in that pericardial surface. 

Without a basic model (restrictions) on the underlying heart sourees 

the above equivalent sourees are independent. 

The combined magnetic and electrical data are insufficient to de

fine a unique three-dimensional souree distribution. At least there 

exists an ambiguity about the position and intensity of spherical 

double layers and about the topology of constant double layers. 

How much information about the sourees will be necessary as a re

striction (model) in order to be able to identify the complete souree 

remains to be studied. A multi-dipolar modelling is sufficient but 

seems inadequate. The restrietion to double layers is insufficient. 
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Appendix 

Q~!!~~E!2~_2f_~g~!~~!~~E-~~E!!S~-l!X~E~-f2E_E~~-~~~~~Ei~_fi~!~-~~~~E 
!h~-~2ng!~12n~-~~El~in~g_in_!~~~!2n_2~d 

Special theorems from vector field analysis will be necessary and can 

be found in van Bladel (1964). 

References to this book will often be made. 

According to Maxwell, we state: 

V x ~ = ~total = ~i + do • + (A9-l) 

'ï/.H = 0 

Define a vector potential ~· exclusively dependent on the primary 

current density: 

(A9-2) 

In a Cartesian coordinate system this yields: 

JJJ (!. - P.l (A9-3) 

Moreover: 

'ï/ 2a VV.a -V x V x a (v. Bladel page 487 eq. 18) (A9-4) 

The divergence of the vector potential equals: 

'ïi·CJ. = r- (v. Bladel page 487 eq.l2) 

+ J.(n).'V 
-1 & r 

0 - -
4

1 {{{ J. (n) .V {~tv (p) 
TI )}) -t & p\1!.-P.ij oo -

V co 

- r; ~ 

(compare eq. 4-7) 

(A9-5) 

Consequently the divergence of the vector potential ~ is proportional 

to the electrical, scalar potential ~. so that: 

v v.a. -r;'ï/<1> • cr E = J -u- (A9-6) 
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Substitution in (A9-4) tagether with (A9-2) yields: 

- J. 
-:1. 

(A9-7) 

or 
~ x ~ x ~ = li + ~ = ~otal (Ag-S) 

Comparing 

field H. 

to (A9-I) we may conclude that ~ x a is a salution for the 

Since the field is uniquely defined by its divergence and 

rotation 

{~x~ ~.a. 

(Helmholtz), we may conclude: 

H 

- crq> 

(A9-9) 

(A9-5) 

Now we apply Green's theorem for vector potentials (v. Bladel page 

487, eq. 37), where Sis a spherical surface of radius R, that includes 

all primary sourees in a volume V: 

lff (~, ~2ä - §_. V'2~)dV 
V 

{ftf<E.·~) V' • .ê_- (.ê_.E_)V.~ + (E_ x ~.(.Y_ x .ê_)-(E_ x .ê_).(~ x~~ dS (A9-10) 

s 
where ~ is the vector potential at issue 

and .ê.. is the vector potential due to sourees outside 

the region V., that contains all sourees J .• 
~ -:1. 

For the left hand side holds: 

where i denotes the primary sourees 

cr indicates ohmic currents 

a and 8 denote the souree origin 

+ ll,.Jo. 
-a 

(A9-II) 

If the radius R of the spherical surface S approaches infinity, the 

terms in the surface integral at infinity behave as follows: 

a« R V.a. a: IJ! a. cc -
Rz 

.ê.."' ~ • .ê_ a: é 0: -
R R2 

V x a. o: Ha. cc .!_ Vx.ê_ a: Ha 0: -
R2 R2 

So the integrandis at least proportional to R-3 , while dS a: R2 • 
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Consequently the contribution of the surface integral vanishes if R 

goes to infinity: 

or: 

fff a f3 (f3.J. - a.J.)dV = 
- -~ - -J. ... 

VOO 

JU ~·!.~ 
V. 
~ 

0 

dV 
0 

(A9-12) 

(A9-13) 

where this reciprocity holds under the condition that V. incorporates 
f3 ~ 

all sourees J~, and V all sourees J .• 
-~ 0 -~ 

We will now show that the left hand side of equation (A9-13) can be 

replaced by a surface integral. 

For the vector field~ we leave the sourees and the medium unchanged, 

For the vector field a the sourees remain the same, but the volume Vi 

is bounded by a surface S, which is the boundary with a superconductor. 

From section 1-4 we know that in that case, for the electrical poten

tial <PB holds: 

<PBis = 0 

0 (A9-14) 

where 15 is a single layer density that causes the same electrical 

field external to Sas the original sourees J. would. Analpgously we 
-~ 

will derive this for the magnetic field. For the bounded vector pot-

ential ~ holds, if Green's theorem is applied: 

Jff ~·it. dVi = #{(E_.r:::_B)'V.~- (~·!YV.r:::_B + (nx~).('ilx~) + 

V. 
~ 

s 
- (E_ x ~).('V x ~)} dS 

The secend term in the surface integral disappears, since 

(A9-15) 

'il.r:::_Bis =-cr<Psls = 0 according to (A9-5) and (A9-14). 

Using (A9-13) we may rewrite (A9-15) as: 

ff! r:::_.}_~ dV 
0 

=fiJt!!·~) 'il. S + (_!! x ~). (\7 x ~) 
vo s -(!!x !).(7 x ~>]as (A9-t6) 
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Now we will analyse the effects of a current dipole souree in the 

souree point of ~. i.e. in ~· respectively in the x, y and z-direction: 

~ "m Óv(!), (!}.t!) and G) óv(!) (A9·17) 

The corresponding fields ~are then given by: 

~ 4' G)l!:~~>l .JJO\ 1 
.ê.y = 4TI \~ )1~-E.I ~ -~m~!:~l 

(A9-18) 

Substitution of (A9-17) into (A9-16) yields for the magnetic field 

strength: 

V x 
r 

j{{(n • .c!n)'V.S + nx(!".V xB -n x B .'V x (!"ldS J1 - ----,., p-x - --." p -x - -x p --uJ 
s 

rfbC(n.aB)'V.B + nx~".V xB -n x S .V x aB(. dS JJ 1 -- p--y --" p J' - J' p -

s 

1f{<E.·~>Vp~ + E.X~·Vpx~ -!!x ~·Vpx ~Jds 
s 

The first terms at the right hand side can be transformed into: 

s 

V x 
r (

V . [3 ) (V . f3 ) 
Vp.;x (n • .c!n)dS = _j(V x Vr,;x (n.aB)dS = 
PJ' --o 1j' r r--y --

V s V .f3 
P r'"'"Z 

(

v. Bladel) 
page 497 
eq. 171 

(: 

(A9-20)) 
v. Bladel 
page 487 
eq. 16 

The second column terms can be rewritten as: 

(

V x 8 .n x aB) (V x S .n x <:(_") P -x - - r -x - -... Bl d 1 

Vrx# "•' .!,..·!>x!!" dS ··vr'ifj "r' .!,..·.!!x !!o dS t~ge :.; ) 
S V x S .n x(!" S V x 8 .n x aB eq. 171 

P '"'"Z- --." r -z- -

(A9-21) 
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Now we campare the last surface integral with the volume integral of 

equation (A9-3). The numerator ~x ~B may be interpreted as a pri

mary current density J1 in the surface S (mathematically, physically 
-:~. 

the dimensionality is differing). Then we have seen that 

IJ x IJ ~ ~ x qB dS 
r r x J.f I!.- E.l 

'$ 

Jy 
-tot al 

(A9-22) 

External to the surface S, this current density ~~otal exclusively 

equals the ohmic current density ~· which is only unequal to zero if 

there exists an electrical potential ~y ~ 0. In turn this 

$y exists only if the divergence of the souree J! is unequal to zero: 
-). 

(

v. Bladel) 
page 502 
eq. 30,32 

(A9-23) 

Besides: 

Is ..1.. n + n. v x a I = 
- - -B S 

0 (A9-24) 

since a magnetic field cannot penetrate into a super-conductor (see 

e.g. Harrington 1958 page 204). 

Consequently, there exists no external current field and also the 

second column terms of equation (A9-19) equal zero, so that leaves: 

1f n x 8 .v x ~B 

"l 
- -x p c Bl•d•l) 

.!!.(!,) - 41T v x # n x S ,i/ x~ 

~:r 
page 487 

r - -y p eq. l 
s 

1l n x .IJ x !!s p 

s 

( .• x~xn) 
-.!_i/x §> 8 ,1/E. x aB x: dS 

4rr r -y .I?. - -
s 8 .IJ x aB x n 

-z E. - -
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-I dS (A9-25 

Again comparison with the volume integral (A9-3) leads to the recog

nition of a surface current density J as an equivalent souree for 
-s 

(A9-26) 

The relation of this surface current density J to the equivalent 
-s 

single layer density of the electrical field remains to be derived: 

According 

V ,J 
s -s 

to (A9-8): 

+ 
~
/v. Bladel) 
page 487 
eq. 13 

(

v. Bladel) 
page 502 
eq. 32 (A9-27) 

V xVx;::B J 
s -a a !B - cr V <PB (A9-28) 

Consequently: 

V =-n.J = a n.V <PB - I s --a s 
(A9-29) 

according to equation (A9-l4). 

So the divergence of the equivalent surface current density ~s equals 

the equivalent single layer density-I • 
s 

On the other hand, knowledge of Is is not sufficient to evaluate ~· 

since V x is not necessarily zero, as an example will show. 
s 

Resuming: jj Is(.E) 
<P (r) I dS (2_) {A9-30) 
00- 4na 

sR 

H (r) 
-oo-

- 1- V x 1f ~s (I:) 
4

'Tf I!. -1: I 
dS(e_) (A9-3l) 

with s 

I -a v <PB·.!!Is and J ~ x .!!Is 
(A9-32) 

s -s 
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while V .J =-I and Vs x -sJ may be nonzero. 
s -s s 

Two examples are given to illustrate the above theory. 

Spherical coordinates are provided in the sequence (r, 8, ~). 

I. ~i consists of one current dipale in the origin, pointing towards 

the positive z-axis. The volume V. is bounded by the spherical 
l 

In 

in 

surface of radius R. Then: 

q,B cos e ( r) l 
- ~ 4;rcr 

and in spherical coordinates: 

- a 'V q,B 
cos e () + R~ ) Ia = 4;r because 

sin ( l 

R; ) 
ç,B = 0 for r R 

0 

I 
e(!· + 2r

2 
) 'V x V x ::!B Ia ~ 4;r cos 

r IOR3 

sin (-1 rz ) V ·::!B -<PB a 8- + r IOR 3 

0 

~c 
0 as a test we 

!!B V x a 0 
(~2 + ',) can see: 

-B e H H 0 s1n ztP; n r 

J -(V x :::B> x !!.Is 41T (-i ~) I -aV<l> B. !!.I = 3cos8 
-s R2 s 

S 4;rR2 
0 

V.J -I 
-s s 

order to evaluate the field H caused by ~s we have to express J 
-s 

Cartesian coordinates: 

3 
J -s 4'lT 2R2 

eR cos eR cos 4>R)where (:R) are souree 
eR cos eR sin 4>R ~R coordinates 

- sin2eR 
and we have to decompose the inverse distance between souree and ob-

server: 
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m 
P (cos8) Pm (cos8R)(2-ó0 

) n n m 
(n-m)! 
(n+m)! 

Finally, evaluation of the integral: 

~IE- \1 
dS 

yields, due to the orthogonal properties of Tesseral harmonies, a 

vector potential in spherical coordinates: 

2 
Cl. 

41T ïö 

I 
ïö 

consequently: 

H 11 x 

In this case 11 x J 0 
s -s 

R2 
r3 cos 8 -

R2 
sin 8 + r3 

0 

cos 8 
r 

sin 8 
r 

which equals the 
original field of 
the current dipale 
q.e.d. 

li consists of a closed dipale string or a closed current line 

around the origin in the x-y-plane. If we choose to make it infin

itely small, we are confronted by a magnetic dipole in the origin 

and pointing towards the positive z-axis. This souree causes no elec

trical field. Then in spherical coordinates: 

~B 
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0 

11.~. 0 

llx~ .J_~ 
s 

Vxllx~B =0 

( 

I I 
2 cos8 r3 - i3 ) 

. e I I 
Sl.n r3 + R3 

0 
is given by: 

2r) + -3 and H = VIT 
R -B B 
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now: 

( 
0 

~,)) 0 
iudeed 

J 

(~3 IJ.J 0 -s -c sin e + -s 
0 no electrical 

field 

The vector potential due to this surface current density can be de

rived along the same lines as in example I and yields in cartesian 

coordinates: 

( :::: 0:~:) 
(_~iJ 

or in sphcrical coordinates: 

which equals the original field. 
q.e.d. 

Finally we have to illustrate the possibility of an equivalent current 

double layer for the magnetic field. In that case, the beunding sur

face defined on page(9-35lis the boundary with a nonconductive, ex

ternal region. This puts only one restriction, expressed as: 

0 (A9-33) 

Then substitution of the sourees for ~in equation (A9-IS) yields: 

+ 

IJ x a 
r 

(A9-34) 

The first term in the surface integral disappears as in the previous 

case on page (9-36). 
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Now the second column of terms can be expressed as: 

-I x!J Ca) -'V 'V.~ --:!~: dS • 41T r n.B 
s --y 

n.B - -z 

(see equation A9-5) 

'V fj IJ <;PB 
.!! 

41T x IE. - El r dS (A9-35) 

s 
Gomparisou with the volume integral (A9-3) shows that this term (A9-35) 

represents the magnetic field of a current double layer of intensity 

cr <;PB, which is exactly the equivalent double layer for the electrical 

field! 

If we exclude for the moment, this part of of the magnetic field, we 

are left with: 

fP .!! x ~ * (V x ~) x .!! 
'V x ~ dS- p dS 

r I !. - P.l r!. - .R I (A9-36) 

s s 
Now we can easily show that these terms represent equivalent sources, 

which do not eau se any electrical field to occur. As far as the first 

integral is concerned, possible electrical current fields would cor

respond to an electrical potential given by the divergence (compare 

equation A9-S). Because Vr.'ilr x~ • 0, the electrical potential is 

zero, so there is no flow field, 

The souree current density of the second integral is given by: 

If the surface divergence of this souree is zero, no currents will 

leave surface S due to this source, and indeed the divergence is zero: 
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'V .J s-s (
v. Bladel) 
page 487 
eq. 13 

0 

(;~:;a~~;) eq. 32 

see restrietion 
(A9-33) 

q.e.d. 
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10 DISCUSSION 

This dissertation deals with a study of the observability of electrical, 

cardiac sourees based upon non-invasive measurements. Limits of the 

observability have been presented and are determined by the following 

conditions: 

I) presently available knowledge of the sourees and 

2) the medium which defines the relation between the measurements 

and the sources. 

3) fundamental field-theoretica! constraints caused by the geomet

rical configuration in combination with the restricted knowledge 

on the medium. 

4) numerical restrictions caused by an inevitable lumping in modell

ing the system. 

5) signal to noise ratio of the data base, determined by the equip

ment that processas the signals, and due to practical limits in 

time and space domain for the actual measurements. 

As far as conditions I and 2 are concerned, no experimental studies 

of sourees and medium have been made, but the knowledge available in 

literature has been evaluated and some theoretica! models have been 

developed to estimate roughly the influences of various character

istics of sourees and medium. The main conclusions pertinent to the 

eventual modelli~g of the sourees in this study can be summarised as 

follows: 

(see chapter 2) 

a) A time-dependent, current dipole souree seems to be an adequate 

equivalent for descrihing field activity of the single cell at a 

distance of multiple cell dimensions. 

b) Yet this microscopie equivalent may not be considered a primary 

source. The dipole moment is proportional to the transmembrane 

potential difference, which is dependent on the environmental 

medium and sources. The relativa importance of this dependency 

bas not yet been evaluated quantitatively. 

c) The problem of combining these microscopie activities in a macro

scopie equivalent souree is still unsolved. 

d) At best, an equivalent homogeneous double layer at the activatien 

front can he an initial approximation. Many effects determine 

the resultant macroscopie field, such as: 
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the propagation of activatien through asymmetrie cells 

the direction of the dipolar cell activities with respect to the 

activatien front(e,g, the axial hypothesis) 

the packing of the cells 

the conduction mechanism of the intercalated discs 

the macroscopie anisotropy of the myocard 

the different intracellular and extracellular specific conduct

ivities 

the variations of these characteristics as a function of the 

position in the myocard 

Theoretically it is unlikely that all these effects which disturb the 

concept of a homogeneaus double layer, compensate each other. 

No convincing practical measurements have been made which evaluate 

clearly the model error in case of an equivalent double layer. 

About the expectations concerning the medium (condition 2) we may 

conclude (see chapter 3 and section 2.4): 

Relatively to the (time)frequency contents of the souree and the 

rough indication of the electromagnetic parameters of the medium, 

the fields may be assumed to behave quasistationsry. 

The anisotropy of the myocard is considerable and yet insuffici

ently analysed, especially the dependency on the position. 

The ether parts of the medium seem to be fairly piecewise homo

geneous, at least as far as the influence on the transfer between 

sourees and skin potentials is concerned. 

The varianee of the specific conductivities in the various regions 

amounts to 20% of the average conductivity (except the skin-air 

interface of course). 

At this moment the effects of the various inhomogeneities between 

interfaces can only qualitatively be evaluated, except for the 

skin-air interface. 

The topology of the various regions and their specific conductiv

ities varies with each individual and should be measured accord

ingly, 

It is trivial to state that accurate knowledge of the medium is nec

essary in order to solve the inverse problem. The possibilities 

concerning the non-invasive measurements of the medium characteristics 

and the ultimate degree of identification attainable in case of an 

incomplete knowledge of the medium, corresponds to condition 3. 
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These aspects have been analysed in chapter 1 and sectien 9.3 and can 

be summarised as fellows: 

If no knowledge on the medium is available except for the geometry 

of the outer bound, only a parallel impedance of the skin-air inter

face can be estimated on the basis of extracorporal electrical 

measurements. The serial impedance (with the primary sources) re

mains inseparable from the souree itself. 

Possibly tomography on the basis of X-rays and ultrasound could 

help to constitute the topology of the medium, if the density inter

faces specific for these techniques correspond to the electrical 

conductivity interfaces. 

Once this topology of the conductivity interfaces is fully known, 

it seems very well possible to be able to estimate the specific 

conductivities of the various regions exclusively based upon skin 

measurements, provided that the number of different regi~ns is 

limited. 

Unfortunately, even the complete knowledge of the medium is not 

sufficient to identify the primary sourees on the basis of skin 

measurements, if we know only that the sourees are concentrated 

inside the myocard. 

In that case, equivalent souree layers around the souree area is 

the highest attai~~ble form of identification for electrical as 

well as magnetic fields. 

As far as the electrical field is concerned, pericardial equivalent 

layers and pericardial potentials can be uniquely transformed into 

each other. 

Those estimated pericardial potentials, at least, offer us a better 

insight into the underlying sourees than .the skin potential pat

terns do. 

If the sourees are not modelled, but identification is restricted 

to pericardial potentials or equivalent double layers, the magnetic 

field measured in a non-conductive extracorporal medium cannot 

contributedata, that lead to a better estimate of such an elect

rical equivalent. 

Although it will be clear from the above statements that further re

search concerning the inverse problem is blocked by insufficient know

ledge Óf souree and medium, we still wanted to evaluate an initial 

estimate of the influence of the lumping of the system and the 
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attainable signal to noise ratio. At the present state of knowledge, 

we could only perferm this study under the assumption of a completely 

homogeneaus medium and mainly for equivalent, pericardial layers. In 

chapter 3 various methods have been analysed to calculate the transfer 

between pericardial potential patterns and skin potential patterns. 

The method,via multipolar expansion, has been used in chapter 6. 

Methods based upon dïscretised integral equations, as outlined in 

chapter 3, have been applied in chapter 7. One methad is generally 

applicable, independent of the special configuration of pericard and 

torso boundary, but also another method has been used, which requires 

a spherical pericardial surface. Both methods have been used in 

parallel, and though not specifically reported, the characteristi.cs of 

both methods expressed in singular values and corresponding patterns 

showed very little difference. These two ways of calculation almast 

eliminate the chance that some numerical or prograrnming errors have 

been made. Another important check on the reported results is that 

data sets of three different individuals have been analysed (though 

not explicitly reported). The differences between the different 

experimental persons as wellas repeatedmeasurement and processing of 

data of the same individual, convineed us that the reported results 

testify general importance and validity. 

With respect to the discretisation of the system, the following con

clusions can be drawn: 

Although for the forward problem a continuousmedium transfercould be 

evaluated by a physical simulation, the inverse problem will have 

to be solved by mathematica! calculations based upon a finite set 

of measurements, discrete in space and practically in time as well. 

The number and positions of the skin electrades have been the sub-

ject of study. Consiclering the movement of the body 
the neglected inhomogeneities 
the signa! to noise ratio, depending 
on the area of the electrode surface 
the asymmetrie position of the heart 
in the chest 

we have developed a unique technique which defines grids of pointsou 

pericard and torso boundary (see chapter 4). The distribution of the 

points on the pericard is practically homogeneous, whereas on the 

skin the density of electrode positions increases if the expected 

spatial frequency contents of the potentials increase. Consequently 
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a high density can be distinguished at the precordial side which 

smoothly decreases when passing to posterior parts. Due to this 

adapted electrode distribution, a total number of 100 electredes 

seems to be sufficient to ensure that all relevant usable informa

tion is contained in the data set. 
- A proper projection of these grids on a flat square provides us 

with a new type of display of isopotential maps. While fermer 

display methods, based on cylindrical grids and projection, suf

fered from an inhomogeneous distribution of information in the 

projection plane, our system, based on spherical projection with 

the centre in the heart, ensures an almest homogeneaus information 

density. In the projection, the higher information density of 

the precordial sides is expanded, while the posterior side with a 

lower information density is compressed. 

Since the data set consists of one hundred electrode potentials, 

the souree could ultimately be characterised by 100 parameters/ 

statea at each moment. In order to be able to filter the noise, the 

final number of observable parameters/statea will be far less. 

The characterisation of the souree by a finite number of param

eters has been made in three ways: 

a) lumping into a multiple dipole souree 

b) truncated multipolar series 

c) discretisation of a pericardial surface 

ad a) ~~!:-~~~!:~~~~!:;:;:_::~~:!:~::~~ ( see chapter 5) 
In a forward simulation,the experiments with the multidipole models 

taught us that very few (6 to 20) dipales are sufficient to produce 

skin potentials very similar to these caused by a continuous souree 

simulation. Inverse solutions for the time behaviour of dipoles, 

fixed in position and direction, ~uffered from the following effect: 

the estimated time functions were far from representative of the be

haviour of the continuous souree segment, which ought to be modelled 

by the corresponding dipoles. Many more extra restrictions on the 

time functions were found to be necessary (such as non-negativity 

or assuming an analytica! function) in order to obtain a reliable 

solution. 

Although this implementation of apriori information in multidipolar 

models seems adequate in model-to-medel adjustments, it remains to 
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be evaluated whether this is also true for the real situation, 

With respect to the applicability of this metbod to the real situation, 

we have severe doubts, for three reasons: 

The restrictions that can possibly be imposed on the dipolar be

haviour in the real situation are yet insufficiently investigated. 

Possible restrictions, which would be valid for the healthy heart, 

may exclude the detection of ancmalies that do not comply with 

these restrictions. 

The lumping into a finite set of dipoles suggests a potential ob

servability of sources, which is actually not true. This last as

sertion needs some explanation: 

The combined atrial and ventricular outside walls constitute a 

closed surface. Consequently (remember the theerem of Helmholtz) 

to an external observer the activity of these walls can never be 

distinguished from the activity of the septum, if only the pos

ition and direction of the dipales is fixed. If we lump the 

continuous souree into a finite set of equivalent dipoles, we 

therefor introduce a fake observability. As a matter of fact 

the truncational effects of the lumping, which is a model error, 

determine the estimated distinction between the activities of 

septurn and outside walls. Of course this is unacceptable. 

ad b) ~~~-~~!~!E~!~~-~EE~~~S~ (see chapter 6) 

The problem of relating the multipolar coefficients (MPC's) to the 

physical sourees of the heart bas been avoided by restricting our

selves to the estimation of potentials or double layer intensities at 

a spherical, pericardial surface. In a least squares sense the MPC's 

for an infinite, homogeneaus medium were estimated from skin poten

tials. Due to the eccentric position of the heart and the non

spherical shape of the chest, it appears to be a problem to choose the 

order at which the series should be truncated. The order 4 seems to 

be a campromise between two conflicting conditions. On the one hand, 

if the ultimate order is too low, the higher order multipales which 

are not estimated but nevertheless are apparent in the precordial area, 

will bias the estimates of the lower MPC's. On the other hand, if the 

ultimate order is too high, the very small contributions of the higher 

order fields at the posterior skin areas will prohibit a reliable es

timate of those higher order MPC's. In both cases, the anterior areas 
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of the pericard will be well estimated, but the obtained posterior 

pericardial patterns will be very unreliable. 

Nevertheless the results obtained with an order 4 gave us a first 

indication of the global observability of the pericardial potentials. 

Furthermore, this study bas led us to the application of patterns 

which are no longer orthonormal on spherical surfaces (i.e. the multi

polar approach), but which are orthonormal on the actual surfaces of 

pericard and torso boundary. This orthonormality allows unbiased es

timation which is performed in the next approach. 

ad c) !~~-~!!~!!E!!~~-!~!~8!~1-~g~~!!~~-!22!~!~~ 
The analysis of the inverse salution by means of the discretised in-

tegral equation has been made in four steps: 

cl) study of the behaviour of the transfer between pericardial sur

face and torso boundary in chapter 7 

c2) analysis of the information contents of skin potentials in 

chapter 8 

c3) the combination of the results of cl) and c2) in order to 

estimate the ultimate bourids of observability insection 9.1 

c4) a study whether implementation of apriori information can be 

adequate to account for the unobservable part in section 9.2. 

ad c I) A speetral analysis of the medium transfer has been made. In 

the discretised version this happens to be a simple singular value 

decomposition (SVD) of the transfer matrix. Mutually orthonormal pat

terus on pericard and skin are uniquely related by transfer coeffic

ients given by the singular values. If these singular values are 

ordered according to decreasing magnitude, a clear insight is obtained 

in the observability order of their corresponding patterns. For a 

concentric, spherical system these patterns appear to be the spherical 

harmonies of the familiar multipolar expansion. The transfer coeff

icient for the harmonie of order n is then given by: 

( :: ) n+l (7-15) 

crT 

where crT is the average specific conductivity of the torso 

Rs is the radius of the pericardial sphere 

~ is the radius of the sphere, approximating the 

torso boundary 

By decomposing the geometry of the torso boundary into spherical 
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harmonies as well, we were able to construct this torso boundary from 

the approximating concentric sphere to the actual torso boundary by 

truncating the series at successive orders. So we could study the 

change of the patterns and the singular values in the gradual trans

formation of the medium from concentric spheres to the actual geo

metry. 

As could be expected,· the foremost dominant singular values increased, 

denoting the better observability of precordial areas. Also the lat

ter singular values decreased more rapidly than according to formula 

(7-15), which has to be attributed to the very bad observability of 

the posterior areas. The related patterns sustained this explanation. 

The dominant patterns still resembied the dipolar and quadrupolar 

fields. 

So far the resolution both on the pericard and on the torso boundary 

was given by 102 points. If we change this resolution, approximately 

by halving or doubling the number of points, the main effect is that 

singular values were homogeneously omitted or added in the range of 

the original singular values. This indicates that an increase of the 

resolution of the skin measurements increases the possible resolution 

of the pericardial patterns in the sense that proportionally more 

pericardial pattèrns can be estimated above the noise level, but also 

proportionally more patterns will be unobservable as they appear below 

the noise level. Relative to the expected spatial frequency contents 

of the souree and the other conditions of the study, however, an op

tima! choice for the resolution remains about 100 points. 

ad c2) A signal matrix can be defined, whose elements are given by 

the skin potential samples in time as well as in space. A singular 

value decomposition proves to be an excellent tool to study the in

formation contents. On the basis of a known signal to noise ratio 

we could derive those principal components in time and space which 

represent the relevant information. This constitutes an excellent 

way of filtering for the irrelevant noise, not in the normal 

frequency domains of time and space, but adapted to the special char

acteristics of the system. 

In a previous study (see v. Schaik), the signal-to-noise ratio has 

been estimated as 50 dB, expressed as the ratio of the maximal peak 

to peak value of skin ECG's and the RMS noise level minimally obtain

able with present-day equipment. Application of this signal-to-noise 
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ratio led to a number of 9 principal components. Further studies by 

simulatións incorporating the transfer matrix for a homogeneaus medium 

completely affirmed this result. 

The behaviour of these principal components should strongly interfere 

with the dominant patterns of the transfer matrix as found in chapter 

7. These patterns can be expected to appear dominantly at the torso 

boundary because of their relatively small attenuation in the medium. 

For the si~ulation this interference could be demonstrated very con

vincingly. For the real case this tendency certainly exists, but 

more deviations appeared which have to be attributed to the fact that 

the medium is not homogeneous, as was assumed in the calculation of 

the applied transfer matrix. 

ad c3) A least squares estimate of the pericardial potentials leads 

to tremenclous variances for the patterns corresponding to the smallest 

singular values in the transfer. Taking. into account the previously 

adopted signal-to-noise ratio of 50 dB, we derived that approximately 

the foremost 34 dominant pericardial patterns are observable. The 

remairring patter~s on the pericard are not expected to generate pot

entials on the torso boundary above the noise level. 

A minimum varianee estimate can improve the result. This technique 

appeared to coincide practically with the filtering proposed in 

chapter 8 by means of the singular value decomposition of the signal 

matrix. Application of this filtering yields an observable set of 

53 patterns. 

We are convineed that a better observability can only be obtained by 

improving the knowledge of the medium transfer and, of course, by de

creasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. Present 

state of equipment would make it necessary to average the ECG's for a 

period of at least 48 hours to make sure that, using an exactly known 

transfer, approximately all patterns on the pericard will be observ

able with a resolution of 66 points. 

ad c4) Finally,in a model-to-model adjustment we tested the influence 

of extra apriori information on the sourees to be estimated, expressed 

through the following restrictions: 
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each heart segment depolarises only once per heart cycle 

the direction of the dipolar sourees is approximately 

known 

the dipolar activity ranges between two levels 

The string model (introduced in chapter 4) satisfies these conditions 

and has been used to simulate the skin potentials. 

After adding appro?riate noise, these skin potentials have been used 

tó estimate the amplitudes of the 34 dominant observable pericardial 

patterns. Next the amplitudes of the 32 unobservable pericardial 

patterns, together with the fixed 34, have been adjusted according to 

a least squares deviation from a solution which satisfies the above 

restrictions. The resultant estimate of the souree was very close to 

the actual simulation; this justifies some optimism that in the near 

future accurate estimations of pericardial potentials might be poss

ible. A severe condition, however, is given by the need to know the 

transfer matrix exactly. Influences of variations in the transfer 

matrix have not been the subject of study. 

We wish to conclude with some final remarks from the general point of 

view of identification. For this case study it was clear that at this 

moment there is no need to use very advanced estimation techniques, 

as the apriori knowledge of the system is yet insufficiently analysed, 

especially quantitatively. Although a certain part of the sourees is 

observable, this observable part cannot be brought into such a form 

that it provides a direct detection and localisation of ancmalies with 

a necessary resolution. In all three models used, the main problem 

was the optima! choice of detailing, i. e, the number of parameters. 

If the number of parameters is too high, the estimates become highly 

unreliable. If the number of parameters is too low, a mathematica! 

fit, rather than a physical interpretation, is possible: the trunc

ation errors become dominant or the resolution is unacceptable. 

A simple suggestion of these effects is given in Fig. 10.1. 

Curve I represents the truncation errors due to, amongst ether things, 

lumping of the process and neglect of minor effects. These errors 

eliminate, ultimately, all physical interpretations for the estimated 

parameters or decreases the resolution beyend relevant levels. 

Curve II indicates the rapid increase of variances of the. estimated 

parameters due to the measurement noise. 
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curve II: 

summed variances 
of estimated 
parameters 

~ number of parameters/detailing of the model structure 

Fig. 10.1 The qualitative drawbacks of extremesin 

detailing of the model. 

The problem is to find an acceptable minimum for a weighted sum of 

these two curves. Furthermore, the curves are model- and noise

depe.ndent. 
The multidipole. model pretended to represent the three-dimensional 

characteristics of the system, while the other models used were res

tricted to pericardial, two-dimensional distributions. 

Already for this reason we could expect that for the ~!!!~!E~!!! 

model,curve I takes a higher level and resultant estimates lack phys

ical meaning, as we indeed found. The lumping introduced truncation 

errors, which in turn caused a fake observability. 

Besides, the septum activity is claimed to be estimated as well, though 

the observability is very low, even in cases of non-active outside 

walls. Consequently, also the theoretica! curve II possesses a higher 

level than for the latter models. 

For the ~~!~!E2!!r model we found an optimum of 24 parameters, corres

ponding to the order 4 of an equivalent multipolar series. 
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10-12 

Yet we felt that data were not optimally used, since the estimates 

will be biased despite the assumption of white noise, 

Finally, the approach of the ~b~~E~!i~~~-!~!~SE~!-~g~~!i2~ led to about 

34 observable patterns that showed an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. 

Besides, about the same number of patterns are necessary to character

ise the souree completely and the latter ones could not be estimated 

because curve II increased beyoud all bounds. 

Eventually, implementation of apriori information seems to enable the 

pulling down of curve II so that even for 66 parameters a satisfactory 

result could be obtained. Such implementation of apriori information, 

however, should anxiously be watched, since, at the same time, it could 

cause a finite, asymptotical level for curve I, if this information 

appears to be phvsically false. 
We feel that above last remarks are generally applicable to system-

identification, though at last we have to admit that the last used 

model, Fig. 10.!, to illustrate these identificational effects, can 

probably be applied to itself and in that case the very low detailing 

adds a question mark. 
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LIST OF SYY!BOLS 

nost important symt?ols 

A transfermatrix (def. ~T=A!p eq.(7-7) page 7-2) 

Anm even multipele coefficient 

B transfermatrix (def. ~~=B~ eq.(3-50) page 3-25) 

Bnm odd multipele coefficient 

Cnm correction factor (def. eq.(3-36) page 3-14) 

Cnoo contribution of MPC's to skin potentials (see chapter 5) 

c~ mean power of pericardial patterns (see section 9.2) 
J. 

D diagonal matrix containing s.v.'s of transfermatrix A 
T (def. A=UDV eq.(3-67) page 3-30 and 7-3) 

o dirac distr !.bution function 

o0 kronecker delta (see page 3-6) 
m 

E spatial principal component matrix corresponding to signa! matrix s 
T (def. S=EMF eq.(B-1) page 8-2) 

F matrix of prtncipal components in time corresponding to matrix s 
T (def. S=EMF eq. (8-1) page 8-2) 

~ white noise at skin surface (def.eq.(9-1)and(9-2) page 9-5) 

6 projection of noise ~ on orthonormal skin patterns 
T (def. !=V ~ eq. (9-4) page 9-6) 

6 elevation angle in spherical coordinates(def.eq.(3-4) page 3-6) 

G 

I 

I 
V 

eigenvector matrix of covariance of pericardlal potentials 
T 2 T 

(def. Et(!p!p)=GR G /T eq.(8-11) page 8-10) 

electrical current [A] or identity matrix 

volume current souree density [A!m3] 

surface current souree density [A/m2] 

current density [A/m2] 

singular value of covariance matrix V (see page 9-11) 
yy 

singular value of signal matrix s, element of matrix M 

diagonal matrix containing s.v.'s of signa! matrix S 
T (def. S=EMF eq.(8-1) page 8-2) 

current dipole 

normal 

nP,nT number of points on pericard/torso boundary according to grids 

nmax maximal order of a spherical harmonie series approximating the 

torso boundary 

Pm associated Legendre functions of the first kind 
n 

P number of actually measured ECG's on torso boundary 
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~ position vector of (equivalent) sourees 

Eo•Eg position vector of (equivalent) sourees 

~ position vector of observer 

R radius of spherical surfaces (indexed) 

S (closed) surface (indexed) 

S signal matrix (see page 8-1) 

~ position vector of (equivalent) sourees 

cr specific conductivity [A/vm] (indexed) 

cri singular value of transfermatrix A, element of matrix D 

cr2 varianee of noise ~ 
1; 

r double layer intensity (see page 1-9) 

T time period (indexed) 

T number of time samples per heart cycle 

U matrix containing skin patterns from s.v.d. of transfermatrix A 
T ( def. A=UDV eq.(3-67) page 3-30 and 7-3) 

V matrix containing pericardial patterns cf. u 
V volume (indexed), sametimes potential difference 

~ projection of pericardial potantials on columns of V 

T 
(def. ~=V !p eq.(9-4) page 9-6) 

z projection of skin potentials onto columns of u 
(def. y=UT~ eq. (9-4) page 9-6) 

- -'I' 
yeuo spherical harmonica! function (def. eq. (3-7) page 3-6) 

nm 
~ (physical) electrical filed potential 

~ rotational angle in spherical coordinates(def.eq.(3-4) page 3-6} 

W (reciprocal,lead) electrical field potential 

'!'euo reciprocal multipolar field (tsf. eq. (3-8) page 3-6 ) 
nm 

'j' I Ijl 
xx yy covariance matrices of signals of signals ~ and z 

n solid angle (def.eq. (3-45) page 3-22 ) 

Important indices 

E equivalent, estimated 

b for bounded medium 

euo even or odd 

8 haart 

i (intracellular) inner (volume) 

m multipolar index (Fourier part) 

n multipolar index (Legendre part) 
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o (extracellular) outer (volume) 

P pericard 

p (p,6P,$P) spherical coordinates of vector ~ 

r reduced 

s surface 

S surface,source 

T torso boundary 

for unbounded medium 

Mathematica! notations 

Va gradient(a) } V with respect to 
!5. 

V.a divergence(!!.l coordinate system 

Vxa curl (!,.) V twodimensional 
s 

v2 Laplacian 

()a 
normal derivative ~ Va.~ -a;-

a.b inner product a Tb 

!!.X!2. outer product 

AT transposed of matrix A 
+ pseudo inverse of matrix A A 

a average a 

ep,t expectation in position/time 

[ ] units. 

faculty 

ä estimated a 

a a)satisfying restrictions 

u exclusive or 

Abbreviations 

def. definition 

eq. equation 

MPC multipele coefficient 

RMS root mean square 

s.v. singul ar value 

s.v.d. singul ar value decomposition 
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NAWOORD 

Het beschreven onderzoek is uitgevoerd in de vakgroep Meten & Regelen 

van de afdeling der Elektrotechniek aan de Technische Hogeschool te 

Eindhoven. 

Het onderzoek vloeide voort uit afstudeeropdrachten destijds (1968) 

uitgegeven door ir.H.Piceni, onder leiding van prof.dr.ir.P.Eykhoff 

met later bijstand van prof.dr.ir.J,E.W.Beneken. 

In een latere fase maakte het project deel uit van de werkgemeenschap 

Fysica van Hart & Circulatie (Stichting voor Biofysica). Binnen deze 

werkgemeenschap werkten vooral de discussie met dr.A.van Oosterom 

verhelderend en de opmerkingen van prof.dr.J.Strackee inspirerend. 

In de vakgroep Meten & Regelen heb ik prettige discussies over 

deelonderwerpen gehad met ir.J.Blom, ir.c. v.d.Brekel, J.v.Nunen 

ir.A.van Rede en drs.T. Stapper. 

Prof.ir.C.Kooy dank ik voor de conscientieuze wijze ,waarop hij het 

concept proefschrift doornam en terecht enige verbeteringen 

suggereerde. 

Toen voor het onderzoek enige proefpersonen nodig waren, waren hiertoe 

Piet van de Schoot, Rein Bakker, Jos van Schaik en Herman Ossevoort 

bereid ondanks de nogal uitputtende omstandigheden. Bovendien gaat 

mijn dank naar hen uit voor de technische ondersteuning.Het doet me 

plezier dat de samenwerking met Piet van de Schoot tot op heden 

voortduurt. 

Voor de praktische uitvoering van de EeG-metingen heeft Thies Burema 

zich ingespannen. Hij ontwierp een meerkanaais EeG-versterker, 

verwerkte de eerste signalen en werkte mee aan het ontwerp van het 

"torso-geometrie-meet-apparaat". Het was een jaar van prettige 

samenwerking. 

Voor de programmering van primaire signaalverwerking ondervond ik 

veel steun van Piet Damman en later Doede de Vries en Rein Bakker. 

Van de stageaires dank ik vooral Victor Nicola voor zijn uitwerking 

van het projectiesysteem. 

Uit de groep afstudeerders wil ik voor hun opbouwend werk zeker 

vernoemen Harrie Paulissen, Jos van Schaik, Jan Reumers, Jan Stroeken, 

en Jack Vermeulen.Dank zij hun voorbereidend werk was het mogelijk 

dat Fred van Kemenade in de laatste fase een min of meer afsluitend 

afstudeeronderzoek kon doen. In die eindfase was het stimulerende 

afstudeerwerk van Janvan derKam een geweldige ervaring. Herhaalde 
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malen heb ik bij de hoofdstukken 7,8 en 9 naar zijn afstudeerrapport 

gegrepen en ik wil hier zijn enthousiaste inbreng benadrukken. Ik 

verwacht nog steeds enige gedeelten van het werk samen met hem te 

publiceren. 

Voor de totstandkoming van het proefschrift zelf ben ik veel 

verschuldigd aan het onvervaard typen van Barbara Cornelissen en 

Mevr. van Meurs, die ondanks het vele formulewerk wisten vol te 

houden. Bovendien moest Barbara nog de moeilijkheden met mijn Engels 

doorstaan. 

Enige fraaie tekeningen dank ik aan Joop van Dinther en de Hr.v.d.Akker. 

Voorts dank ik de gehele vakgroep voor het bieden van de gelegenheid 

tot promoveren en niet in het minst Marianne, Jeroen en Femke Damen, 

die het nukkige afreageren opvingen. 

Ook de collegiale ondersteuning en samenwerking met Ad v.d.Boom was 

van onschatbare waarde. 

Tenslotte de opmerking, dat het reglementair niet is toegestaan 

hoogleraren en leermeesters dank te betuigen, hetgeen me spijt. 

LEVENSBERICHT 

5-5-1946 

1958-1964 

1964-1970 

1-12-1970 
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STELLINGEN 

I. De waarneembaarheid van pericardiale potentialen op grond van 

ECG-metingen op de huid is ongeveer 50%, indien de overdracht 

van pericard naar huidoppervlak bekend is. (dit proefschrift) 

2. Op grond van geometrieoverwegingen kan verklaard worden,,dat het 

minimum aantal afleidingen, nodig om isopotentiaalkaarten van 

ECG's te construeren, maximaal ongeveer 30 is. 

(Statistisch onderzoek leverde aan aantal benodige afleidingen: 

- 24 doo~ ~e.a., IEEE T~n6. BME-18, No. 2, 1971, pp./25-138. 
- 9 doo~ Ko~~eieh e.a., Vecto~c~diog~aphy 3, 1976, pp.171-179. 
- 30 doo~ Lux e.a., IEEE T~M. BME-25, No. 3, 1978, pp.270-276) 

3. De bewering van Taccardi, dat oplossingen van het inverse pro

bleem in de electrocardiografie gevonden voor centrische systemen 

(theoretisch of physisch) ook gelden voor het werkelijke excen

trische systeem, is onjuist: de gemiddelde afstand van hart tot 

huidoppervlak is niet eenduidig noch maatgevend. 

(Tacc.a.!Ld.i, PubbUc.auorti. 222, Lab. di a.n.aLiM I'IWileJUca, Pavia, 

1979, page: 76) 

4. Een test van een identificatietechniek voor intrinsiek continue 

processen, uitgevoerd met een gediscretiseerd schattingsmodel en 

op een eveneens gediscretiseerd simulatiemodel, leidt tot onbe

troubare resultaten, 

(b.v. Cu66in, Geóelowitz, IEEE T~nó. BME-24, No. 3, 1977, 
pp. 242-252) 

5. Het gebruik van cylinderprojectie voor isopotentiaalkaarten in 

de electrocardiografie is als het kijken in een lachspiegel. 

6. Toepassing van quasilinearisering in een differentiaalvergelijking, 

waarvan de oplossing analytisch bekend is, is een omweg die 

leidt tot vermijdbare, cumulatieve truncatiefouten. 

(b.v. Bettman, Mathematlcat Bio~cieneeó, vot. 19, 1974, pp.221-
230) 



7. Binnen 10 jaar is er een aanzienlijke afzetmarkt voor apparatuur 

ter constructie van isopotentiaalkaarten ten behoeve van de elec

trocardiografie. 

8. Een groot aantal vrijheidsgraden bij een simulatiemodel kan een 

beperkt en onjuist begrip van de ontwerper maskeren. 

(b.v. Sauvet, Me4na4d, TnanA. IMACS, vot. 16, No. 2, 1976, 
pp. 101-1 09) 

9. Het dualisme in het woord model, te weten afspiegeling en richt

snoer, dient nodig geëlimineerd te worden. 

(Vamen, ER-Gazet, pe4iodiek vakg~oep ER-THE, vot. 4, No. 5, 
19H, pp. 3-4) 

10. De geografische scheiding tussen werk- en woonlocaties is ten 

onrechte tot een axioma geworden. 

11. Het vakkenpakket aan technische hogescholen dient nodig te 

worden uitgebreid met "vrouwenlogica" teneinde paradigmatisch 

mannelijk denken te vermijden; ook aan de practicumbehoefte 

in deze wordt te weinig tegemoet gekomen. 

A. Damen 


